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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes a sequential implementation of of a concurrent con

straint programming language called Janus. The language implemented is somewhat 

different from the original Janus: it is a flat guarded language with assignment, similar 

to Strand and to FGHC. This implementation, called jc (Janus Compiler) compiles 

Jjinus source code to C. and then calls a C compiler to compile the C code. This 

technique gives us most of the performance benefits of compiling to machine code, 

but also has the portability of an interpreter. 

There are some special problems involved in the implementation of a language like 

Jaxius. First, Janus data is dynamically typed. Therefore each data value must carry 

type information and in principle every operation must check this type information 

in order to operate correctly. Second, procedure calls are much more common in 

Janus than in most other languages since every conditional and every loop must be 

coded as a call to a procedure. Third, Janus has the ability to suspend if a vaxiable 

is evaluated before it is assigned a value. 

The jc implementation addresses these problems with a set of novel design de

cisions and optimization techniques. It was our goal to ensure, as far as possible, 

that programs that do not maice essential use of the special features of Janus should 

not pay the performance penalty of having those features available. In particular, a 

program that is a fairly direct translation of a C program to Janus should execute 

about as fast as the original C program did. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation describes a sequential implementation of a concurrent constraint 

programming language called Janus. The goal of the implementation effort can be 

summed up in the slogan "C-like performance for C-like programs."' What this means 

is that although Janus has some high-level features that allow one to write programs 

that have no direct C equivalent, any program that is a fairly direct translation from 

C should run about as fast as the C program, as optimized by a good C compiler. 

There are several obstacles to reaching this goal. First. Janus has no loops, if 

statements, switch statements or goto's. Flow of control is handled entirely by 

procedure call. This means that procedure calls in Janus must be (very nearly) 

as fast as loops, if statements, switch statements or goto's in C. Janus is also 

dynamically typed. This means that a variable's type is not known at compile time, 

so type checking and polymorphic operations must be handled at run time. 

Another obstacle to performance involves assignment. Janus is a single-assignment 

language, which means that once a variable is assigned a value, it cannot be changed. 

A C program that would be implemented by assigning consecutive values to a single 

variable must be implemented in Janus by assigning single values to consecutive 

variables. The seriousness of this problem can be seen by considering algorithms such 

as bubble sort that iteratively update small parts of large structures. If this algorithm 

is translated naively to Janus, an entire array must be copied each time two elements 

axe swapped. 

Yet another obstacle is the difference in the way that Janus and C treat references 

to unassigned variables. Accessing a variable before assigning a value to it is an error 

in C (having undefined results), but not in Janus. In Janus it is perfectly legitimate 

to access the value of a variable before it has been assigned a value, and this access 
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always has a unique, well-defined result since Vciriables can only be cissigned one value. 

A statement that tries to access such a not-yet-defined value must suspend until the 

value becomes defined. There are certain overheads associated with this feature, but 

any program that does not make use of the feature should not pay a penalty just to 

have it available in the language. 

jc is an implementation of Janus that tries to overcome these obstacles, or at 

least to reduce their size. The unique aspects of the work are in the virtual machine 

and in the optimizations performed by the compiler. The compiler translates Janus 

source code into source code for the C programming language which is then compiled 

by a C compiler. The value of this strategy is the great portability that is provided 

by using C as an "object language". 

The compiler optimizations, in particular, are interesting for their simplicity and 

generality. While work in the field of implementation of high-level languages moves 

more and more toward extremely complex global analyses, we have found that we can 

gain respectable performance from a few optimizations that are relatively simple to 

understand and to implement. One advantage of simple-to-iraplement optimizations 

is that they lead to more robust compilers. 

In addition to the compiler optimizations, j c implements some interesting varia

tions in the runtime system regarding logical variables, dynamically typed data, stack 

frames, and process management. The end result of all of this work is a compiler that 

compares well to some very respectable implementations of other languages. In a few 

programs, we even approach the speed of optimized C. 

The plan of this dissertation is to first give an introduction to constraint program

ming languages in general and Janus in particular, along with a transition semantics 

for Janus. Then we describe the virtual machine and the instruction set before going 

on to describe compilation. Compilation is in several phases, and a chapter is devoted 

to each phase (except the parsing phase). Optimizations are discussed throughout, 

and two phases (chapters 6 and 8) are devoted exclusively to optimizations. Perfor

mance evaluations and references to related work are inserted wherever they seem 

relevant. 
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1.1 Constraint Languages 

Idesdly, a constraint programming language is simply a language that evaluates logical 

constraints to produce solutions. For example one might write a "factorial" constraint 

fact(N,F) <=> (N = 0 A F = 1) V 
(N > 0 A fact(N-l,Fl) A F=F*N) 

where <=> is double implication. A is logical conjunction, and V is logical disjunction. 

Informally, this says that F is the factorial of N if either M is 0 and F is 1. or N is 

greater than 0 and F is N times the factorial of N-1. In typical constraint languages 

this program would be represented something like this: 

fact(N,F) N = 0, F = 1. 
fact(N,F) N > 0, fact(N-1,F1). F = F1*N. 

The commas represent conjunction and the symbol : - represents reverse implication: 

P:-Q means Q implies P. An expression P:-Q, where P and Q are propositions is 

called a "clause". The expression to the left of the : - is restricted to be an atomic 

proposition —an expression of the form p(Xi, X2,X„) with no logical connectives— 

and is called the "head" of the clause. The conjunction to the right of the :- is 

collectively referred to as the "body" of the clause, and the individual propositions 

of the conjunction are called "goals". 

The set of all clauses having the same name p  in the head and the same number n 

of arguments defines a procedure p/n. For example the two clauses above are in the 

same procedure because they both use the name fact and both have two arguments. 

Another clause 

fac tCN.F.A)  N =  0 .  F  = A.  

in the same program would be part of a different procedure. A goal p(xi. xo !„) is a 

"call" to the procedure p /n .  The call "constrains" the actual parameters Xj. X2,.... Xn 

by the constraints on the formal parameters in p/n. In other words, the definition of 

p/n specifies constraints on the formal parameters, and these constraints are made 

to constrain the actual parameters in the same way. 
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A constraint program is executed by entering a "query", a set of goals to be 

evaluated. The outcome of the program is the set of values that the variables must 

have in order to satisfy the goals. For example, the factorial program above could be 

executed by entering the query fact(3,X) and it would reply 

X = 6 

Alternatively, one could enter fact(Y,6) and the system would reply 

Y = 3 

Also, one can enter a query with no variables: fact(3,6) and the system would reply 

yes 

or 

no 

depending on whether the goals of the query are satisfiable. 

Constraint programming languages are clearly very powerful, but they are also 

very hard to implement efficiently. There have been many constraint languages de

signed that only implement a part of the general constrciint strategy. The best-known 

constraint language, Prolog, has a number of limitations, such as 

1. Certain sorts of constraints are disallowed. For example the only arithmetic 

constraint that Prolog allows is a constraint that a variable is equal to an 

expression where all of the variables in the expression have known values. 

2. There is a defined execution order for the clauses, and this execution order may 

fail to find existing solutions because of infinite recursion. 

3. There are limits to the implementation of logical negation. 

This dissertation describes the implementation of another constraint language. Janus, 

with a much different (and generally more severe) set of restrictions. 
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1.1.1 Terms and Logical Variables 

Constraint languages typically (although not necessarily) support a data structure 

called a "term". A term may be thought of as a node-labeled tree with ordered 

edges. Terms are represented by expressions like f (a,X) that look just like procedure 

or function calls, but are interpreted as data structures. A term may be recursively 

defined as follows: 

a symbolic constant is a term 

a variable name is a term 

if / is a unary constructor and (1,^2 t n  are terms, then f  ( t i  . t o , , t „ )  is a 

term. 

A symbolic constant is simply a name, similar to an atom in Lisp. It may also be 

compared to an enumerated constant in C, but a symbolic constant does not represent 

an integer. In a term the symbolic constant / is called the "functor" 

and the x, are called the arguments. Two terms are distinct if they have different 

functors or arguments, and the order of the arguments is significant. A nested a term 

such as f (g(a,h(c)) ,g(X)) can be conveniently viewed as a tree, where the symbolic 

constants and variables are leaf nodes, and there is an edge from each compound term 

(the parent) to its subterms (the children). 

Variable names are syntactically and semantically distinct from symbolic con

stants. In many constraint languages, including Janus, the syntactical distinction is 

that a variable name begins with an upper-case letter and a symbolic constant begins 

with a lower case letter or is "quoted". The semantic distinction is that a variable 

name is a sort of place holder in a term that can be replaced by another term whereas 

a symbolic constant just represents itself. For example the term t =f (X) can be 

"further instantiated" by the constraint that X=g(Y). Then t becomes f(g(Y)). A 

term with no variables is said to be "ground". 

A variable is "uninstantiated" if it has not been constrained in the set of values that 

it might represent. An uninstantiated variable can become instantiated by constraints 

during the execution of a program. For example consider the sequence of goals 
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X = f(Y.3), Y = g(Z,4). Z = 5. 

Executed in the order shown, the following will occur: first, the variable X will be 

constrained to be equal to the non-ground term f (Y,3). Then Y will be constrained 

to be equal to the non-ground term g(Z,4). But since Y is a component of X, this will 

further instantiate X, which is now constrained to be equal to f (g(Z,4) ,3). Finally, 

Z is constrained to be equal to 5, which further instantiates both X and Y. making 

them equal respectively to the ground terms f (g(5,4) ,3) and g(5,4). Note that a 

variable may be instantiated without being instantiated to a ground term. When we 

say that a variable is instantiated, this means that it has been constrained in certain 

ways, such that it is no longer entirely free. We can refer to "levels" of instantiation 

such that one variable is more instantiated than another if it has more constraints on 

it. A fully instantiated variable is ground. 

It is significant that during the execution of a constraint program, the instantiation 

of a variable can change at any time. For example in 

p(X). X = f(l) 

(executed in that order), the procedure p/1 is called with an uninstantiated variable 

as its only argument. In other sorts of languages this would be considered an error, 

but in constraint languages it is a normal occurrence. On return from the procedure 

there are four possibilities: 

X is still uninstantiated . In this case, the following equality constraint will cause 

X to become instantiated to f (1). 

X is instantiated to the term f (Y) for some variable Y . In this case the fol

lowing equality constraint will have the same effect on X as before, but will also 

constrain Y to be equal to 1. (This would be the logical result of the sequence 

of actions, but Janus imposes certain restrictions to the general paradigm of 

constraint programming and it does not do this.) 

X is instzuitiated to f (1) .In this case, the following equality constraint will have 

no effect. 
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X is instantiated to einy other Vcdue . In this case, the following equality con

straint will "fail". That is. an attempt to add this constraint will result in an 

inconsistency, so the constraint will not be added. What happens in this case 

is language dependent. 

Veiriables such as these that can be uninstantiated or partially instantiated are 

called logical variables. Logical variables can be used to implement structural con

straints on structured data such as terms. lists, and arrays. Two logical variables can 

be constrained to be equal to each other. This does not instantiate either variable 

unless one of them is already instantiated. Note that there are four dynamic states 

of a variable 

unconstrained — there are no constraints on the variable whatsoever. 

constrained but uninstantiated — the variable is constrained to be equal to an

other variable, but neither variable is constrained in the set of values it can take 

on. 

instcuitiated but not ground — the variable is constrained in the set of values it 

can take on. but not completely determined. 

ground — the variable has a determinate value. 

These distinctions are primarily important for implementation reasons. 

If two variables are constrained to be equal and one of them is already instanti

ated then they are constrained to both have that same value. If both of them are 

instantiated then the effect of an equality constraint depends on the language. In a 

language with unification (such as Prolog), the two variables will be instantiated to 

the "least" value that is consistent with both of the variables, if such a value exists. 

It is convenient from an implementation standpoint to distinguish logical variables 

from "local" variables. A variable is "'local" to a clause if it is instantiated locally in 

the clause before any other procedure has access to it. No parameter of a procedure 

p can ever be local to p because it comes from "outside" p, so the caller of p already 
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had "access" to the variables before p was ever called. More specifically, a variable is 

local if 

1. is not a parameter or a structural part of a parameter 

and 

2. is not passed to another procedure before it is instantiated. 

For example in the clause 

p(X.<P>) P = [Y], A := [X] . q(A,B). B := [X]. 

X is non-local because it is a parameter. 

Y and P are non-local because they are structural parts of a parameter. 

A is local because it gets instantiated to a value before it is passed to q/2. Note that 

A can be non-ground at the call, it only needs to be instantiated. 

B is non-local because it gets passed as an uninstantiated variable to the procedure 

q/2. 

1.1.2 Multiple Solutions 

Consider the query fact(X,Y). The outcome of a query is supposed to be a list of 

values of the variables that satisfy the query; 

X = I 
Y = y 

but in this case there are many pairs of values that satisfy the query. There are 

two ways to handle nondeterminism of this sort: either choose one solution inde

terminately, or find all possible solutions. When the programmer wants all possible 

solutions, it is convenient to have the leinguage provide them. The mechanism for 

producing all solutions can be very expensive, however, even where the programmer 

only wants a single solution. In order to avoid this overhead, some languages provide 

just one indeterminate solution where more than one is possible. 
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1.1.3 Guarded Clauses 

In the factorial program 

fact(N,F) N = 0, F = 1. 
factCN.F) N > 0, fact(N-l,Fl), F = F1*N. 

consider what happens if someone enters fact(N, 1). In attempting to evaluate the 

first goal of the first clause, it will be discovered that this goal is not yet solvable. 

That is. it is not possible to decide at this time whether N=0 is true or not. If we 

temporarily assume that it is true and continue with the clause, we will discover that 

F=1 is true, and that therefore the temporary assumption N=1 is consistent. We can 

then decide that N=1 is a correct solution and return it. 

But suppose that the procedure was called with fact (N, 2) instead. Then the first 

guess that N=0 will turn out to be inconsistent, and we will have to back up, undo 

the assumption about N and try the next clause. This process is called backtracking. 

Backtracking is expensive to implement and so the semantics of Janus are specifically 

designed to avoid it. 

Janus clauses have three parts, a head, a guard and a body, as shown in 

factCN.F) N = 0 I F = 1. 
fact(N,F) N > 0 I fact(N-l,Fl), F = F1*N. 

The part between : - and I is the guard. The goals in the guard are viewed as tests 

only —they cannot impose new constraints. In other words, if the goal N = 0 occurs 

in the the guard then it can "succeed" because N is already constrained to be 0 or it 

can "fcdl" because N is already constrained to be some non-0 value. If a guard goal 

fails, then the body of that clause will not be executed. If a guard succeeds, then it 

has no effect (except for the "effect" that it did not fail). 

There is a third possibility: if N is uninstantiated, then the guard can neither 

succeed nor fail. In this case it "suspends". When a guard goal suspends, the whole 

clause containing the goal suspends. If N becomes instantiated later in the program, 

then the suspended clause can "resume" at the same test, to either succeed or fail 

(or suspend again at another test). When all of the goals of some guard succeed. 
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that clause may "commit", which means that the body of the clause is executed. 

But at most one clause of a procedure is allowed to commit. This rule is essentially 

equivalent to the rule that Janus only produces single results. Multiple results occur 

when more than one guard is satisfiable. and each clause with a satisfiable guard is 

executed. A language that commits to at most one clause has single results and is 

called a "committed choice" language. 

In a committed choice language, since each clause can suspend individually for a 

given call and at most one can commit, there needs to be some sort of synchronization 

at commit points. In other words, if clause a of a call is suspended and clause b of 

the same call commits, then the suspended clause a must be removed or terminated, 

to make sure that it does not commit later. 

If some clause of a procedure commits, then we say that the procedure itself com

mits. Otherwise if all clauses fail (because all guaxds fail) we say that the procedure 

fails. Finally, if at least one clause of a procedure suspends and none commit, then 

we say that the procedure suspends. 

Clauses with guards are called "guarded clauses" and the terminology comes 

from the similarity to Dijkstra's guarded commands. Constraint languages based 

on guarded clauses are sometimes called guarded-clause languages. 

1.1.4 Flat Clauses 

Consider the guarded clause in 

p(X.Y) test(X) I q(X.Y). 

where test (X) is a procedure call. We have said that variables are not instantiated 

in the guards but if general procedure calls are allowed in the guard, this becomes 

difficult to enforce. Some guarded-clause languages allow general procedure calls in 

guards anyway, and allow these procedure calls to add constraints to variables. The 

resulting languages are difficult to implement efficiently. 

For reasons of efficiency, some languages restrict the guard to allow only primitive 

guard goals —that is. only goals making use of special tests provided by the language. 

The tests generally include type tests and arithmetic tests. Guards restricted in such 
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a way are called "fiat" guards, and a language that restricts the guard in such a way 

is called a "'flat guarded-clause language '. 

1.2 Janus 

Janus is a concurrent constraint, committed choice programming language with flat 

guarded clauses. A Janus procedure consists of a set of clauses which may be tried in 

any order. Each clause consists of three portions, a head, a guard, and a body. The 

guard and body each consist of a set of goals for which the order does not matter. 

Value-returning expressions in Janus are evaluated. This is in contrast to Prolog

like Icinguages where value-returning expressions are interpreted simply as terms in 

most contexts. For example when an expression such as 2+1 occurs in a normal 

context in Prolog, it is interpreted as a syntactic variation of them term ' + ' (2,1). 

In Janus, such an expression is evaluated as an arithmetic expression to produce a 

result. More specifically, the goal 

2+1 = 3 

succeeds in Janus and fails in Prolog. In Janus, two numbers are being compared for 

equality; in Prolog the term ' + ' (2,1) is being compared with the term 3 (which is 

a symbolic constant). 

1.2.1 The Head of a Clause 

The formal peurameters in the head are restricted to be variables or data constructors. 

If the expression is a simple variable name, then it just gives a name for that formal 

parameter. If the expression is a data constructor C, then it is semantically equivalent 

to replacing C in the head with a new variable name V, and adding the constraint 

V=C to the guard for that clause. 

1.2.2 The Guard of a Clause 

The guard consists of a set of type tests, numeric comparisons, (dis)equality tests, and 

built-in function calls. None of these operations is allowed to create new constraints 

on non-local variables. If a test can only be decided by making such a constraint. 
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then the guard suspends. A procedure suspends if and only if no guard commits and 

at least one guard suspends. 

A goal that constrains a variable to be equal to a data constructor is interpreted 

as pattern matching of the variable against the data structure. For example, if L has 

a value when the goal 

L =  CUT] 

is executed, then the goal will be read as a pattern matching expression. If so, it 

would test that L is a list (a cons cell). If this test fails, then the guard fails. If 

the test succeeds, then there is a further test that the first element of the list is the 

integer 1. If the first element of the list is a variable, then this test causes the guard 

to suspend. Otherwise if the first element is not the number 1, then the guard is false. 

Otherwise the second element is matched with T. 

The outcome of the second match depends on what T is. If it is not yet con

strained, this assigns to T the tail of the list, thereby making T a non-local variable 

(since it now may reference a variable that another process has access to). If T has 

already been constrained, then there is a compcirison to see if the constraints on T 

are consistent. This comparison works just like the comparison to 1 described above. 

Note that the formal parameters are constrained to be equal to their corresponding 

actual parameters, so if T is a parameter it is already constrained. A complete list of 

pattern matching expressions and how they are matched is given in appendix C. 

Variable names that appear in the head and guard are always a sort of alias for 

cinother variable or a value. For example, in the clause 

p(L,X)  L =  [HIT] .  H =  2 .  Y =  X+1 

The variable names L and X both represent the values that were passed as actual 

parameters. H and T come to represent the cells of a list node or the values already 

present in those cells. Y comes to represent a number, the sum of X and I (note that 

this guard cannot commit unless X represents a number). The point is that none of 

these variable names requires the allocation of a new 'Variable" in memory. 
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1.2.3 The Body of a Clause 

The body consists of a set of procedure calls and assignments. An assignment is a 

goal of the form X: =E where X is a variable name and E is any expression. This goal 

assigns to X the result of evaluating E. In constraint-language terms, it constrains X 

to have the value of E. If X is instantiated, the assignment causes a run-time error. 

1.3 Transition Semantics for Janus 

The behavior of Janus can be conveniently described by means of a transition seman

tics over syntcLX trees Tree. Syntax trees are divided up into categories, described 

below. It is convenient while defining the syntactic categories to also define a func

tion vars that will be used later. This function is used to map a tree into the set of 

variables in the tree (variables are also trees), it is of type Tree 2'^°". 

1.3.1 Syntactic Categories 

variable, v — a symbolic constaJit beginning with a capital letter, vars(v) = {t;}. 

constcint, a — a symbolic constant that is not a variable. vars{a) = 0. 

term, f [ x i , x 2 , . . . . x „ )  — / is a constant and each x, is a variable, constant, or 

term. We view an operator term such as 1+X as merely a variant of ' + ' (1,X). 

uors{/(xi, xo,. . . .  x„)) = Ut va.rs{xi).  

assignment, v := x — y is a variable and x is a term. vars{v := x) = {v}U t;ars(x). 

call, p{xi, X2,..., x„) — p is a constant and each x, is a term. t;ars(p{xi, xo,.... x„)) = 

Ui vars{xi).  

goal, g — ^ is a call or an assignment. 

guard, 91,92, •• 9n — each of the 9i is a goal that is legal in a guard according to the 

language definition, varsigi^go-,..., p„) = (Ji fars(5,). 

body, 91,921 •••9n — each of the is a goal that is legal in a body according to the 

language definition. vars{9i,  92,9n) = [Ji vars{9i).  
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clause, p(vi, U2, u„) : —G\B — each of the Vi is a variable (with no repetition), G 

is a guard and B is a body. vars{p{vi.v2, ....Vn) • —G\B) = {ui. uo,.... U 

vars{G) U vars{B). 

The difference between a call and a term is simply where they occur in a progreim. 

A call occurs as a goal in a body, a term occurs as an argument to another term or 

a call, or as one side of an assignment. 

1.3.2 Substitutions 

A substitution Subst is a function mapping variables to terms. A literal substitution 

is written 

{ui Xi, VO !->• XO, .... Un 1-^ x„} 

This is the substitution that maps each variable u, to the corresponding term x,. 

If V and u are two sequences of variables with the same length, and all the variables 

in V are unique, then {u u} is the substitution that maps each variable of v to the 

corresponding variable in u. 

If 6 and (f> are substitutions and x is a term then 

9 { x )  is the term x  with all variables renamed according to the substitution 6. 

v a r s { 9 )  is the set of variables v  for which 9 ( v )  ̂  v .  

^ C (/» iff every substitution in 6 is also in <^. That is, Vu 6 vaTs{ 9 ) . 0 { v )  =  ( f ) { v ) V 9 { v )  =  

V. 

9 ( f )  is the composition of 9  and 0. That is, ' i v . { 9 4 > ) v  =  9 { ( f ) { v ) ) .  

1.3.3 Bags euid Lists 

Bags and lists occur in Janus, but the following is not a description of Janus data 

types. Instead, it is a description of two convenient formalisms for use in describing 

Janus semantics. 

A bag (sometimes called a "multi-set") is an unordered collection of objects where 

the same object may appear in the collection more than once. Sets of goals are seldom 
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used in the semantics, because it makes a difference if the same goal appears more than 

o n c e .  T h e r e f o r e ,  a t  t h e  r i s k  o f  s l i g h t  c o n f u s i o n ,  w e  u s e  t h e  s e t  n o t a t i o n  { x i ,  X 2 , x „ }  

to represent the bag containing all of the x,-. The union of two bags Bi and B2 is 

written Bi + B2 and it is the bag such that an element that occurs i times in Bi and 

j times in Bo occurs i + j in Bi -I- Bo. The difference Bi — Bo of two bags is the 

bag such that if an element occurs i times in Bi and j times in Bo, then it occurs 

max{0, i  — j)  times in Bi — Bo. 

A list is a sequence of elements. The empty list is written [] and the list that has 

X as a head and i as a tail is written [x|i]. The concatenation of two lists and L2 

is  wri t ten  L i  : :Lo .  

If a bag B is concatenated to a list L as in B :: L or L :: B, the bag is arbitrarily 

ordered into a list to produce a list result. If a bag B is unioned with a list L as in 

B + L, then the list is converted to a bag of all its elements to produce a bag result. 

1.3.4 Interpretation Functions 

The state of a Janus program can be represented by a pair (r, 6 )  consisting of a bag 

of goals r and a substitution 6. The bag of goals r represents the goals that are ready 

to execute (but not necessarily ready to commit). The substitution represents the 

bindings that have been made in the program. We define vars{{r,6)) = vars{r) U 

vars{6).  

Given a tree t  and a program state 5. the tree t / S  i s  some renaming of t  such that 

it has no variables in common with vars{S). In other words, vaTs{t/S)Uvars{S) = 0. 

Given a set T of trees, T/5 is the set renamed to have no conflicts with S. In other 

words 

T / S  =  { t / S  - . t e T }  

There are several kinds of results that the evaluation of a tree can have. The 

evaluation of a term generally produces another term and the evaluation of a goal 

results in a truth value. However, there is also the possibility that an evaluation 

can suspend, and this is viewed as a sort of "result" of evaluation. We assume the 

existence of an evaluation function eval : tree {Term, True, False, Suspend} that 
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returns the result of evaluating a tree. This primitive must be defined separately for 

each primitive kind of tree. For example one clause of the definition might be 

eval' +' (i i , io) = eval{ti)  + eval{t2) 

which gives the rule for evaluating terms that look like addition: evaluate the two 

operand terms and add the results. 

The function clauses{p) maps a procedure name to the set of variable substitution 

instances of all of its clauses. So for example, if the program contains a clause 

p(X.Y) X < Y I q(Y). 

Then clauses{p) contains 

p(X,Y) X < Y I q(Y). 

p(X.Z) X < Z I q(Z). 

p(A.B) A < B I q(B). 

and all other instances of the clause with consistent variable renamings. 

We use the quantifier notation 

3 C  =  p ( X ) : - G \ B e S .  . . .  

for "there exists a clause C with the structure p{X): —G\B in 5, such that is 

true. There is a similar notation for universal quantification. 

1.3.5 Assignment Transformation 

Assignments must be treated separately from procedure calls, and this adds some 

complexity to the semantics. In order to reduce this complexity, we assume that 

assignment goals cannot suspend, so we do not need to consider separate suspension 

rules for assignment. This assumption can always be made true by a simple program 

transformation described in section 6.3. The basic idea of the transformation is 

that any assignment X := E that might suspend gets extracted into an auxiliary 

procedure that does nothing except check the variables of E to make sure it can be 

evaluated. If suspension is necessary then the auxiliary procedure suspends, not the 

assignment goal. 
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1.3.6 A Simple Non-Operational Semantics 

The bag r in a state (r. 9) represents the goals that are ''readjr' to execute. Informally, 

if one of the goals is a procedure call with a guard that can execute to success, then 

we can execute the goal by replacing it in r with its body and adding the appropriate 

substitutions to 9. 

Transition Rule 1 Simple Procedure Call 

If 

S = (r, 9) and 

p[u) 6 r and 

C = p{yy.—G\B 6 clauses{p)/S and 

tp = {v u} and 

eval{'il}{G)) = True 

then 

S — t ( ( r - { C } )  +  W B ) } , « « )  

Rule 1 only applies to procedure calls, but there can be assignments in r also 

because r consists of body goals. Assignment is implemented with a transition that 

updates the store. 

Transition Rule 2 Simple Assignment 

If 

S = (r, 9) and 

C = (u := x) € r and 

then 

S —> (r — {C}. {v !->• eval{9{x))}9) 

Because of the program transformation that prevents assignments from suspending, 

there is no test to see if x is evaluable. 

The Simple Procedure Call and Simple Assignment rules are a complete transition 

semantics for Janus. When a normal form is reached, the computation is over. This 

semantics does not specify any operational behavior. In particular the order of ap
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plication of the rules is not given, so there is nothing in this semantics corresponding 

to suspension or to the stack-based behavior of procedure calls. 

1.3.7 An Operationed Semantics 

To simulate the behavior of jc more closely, we need to be able to discuss the the 

order in which goals are executed. Therefore we present a transition semantics based 

on a three-part state {r.Q.w) where r is a list (rather than a bag) of goals ready to 

execute, 6 is the same as before, and it; is a bag of suspended or "waiting^' goals. 

New goals are always added on top (the left) of the list r which is used to implement 

a stack, and at any given time, the only unsuspended goal that is a candidate for 

execution is the top-most goal on r.  

The goal on top of the stack is executed if one of its guards is satisfied. This 

means that it is replaced on the stack with the list of clause bodies for some guard 

that can be satisfied: 

Transition Rule 3 Procedure Call 

If 

S = ([p(u)|r],0,iy) and 

C = p(v): —G\B € clauses{p)/S and 

i/j  = {v >-¥ u} and 

eval{ip{G)) = True 

then 

S —^ {B :: r. i l)6, w) 

The arrow is decorated with a c to indicate that the transition is a call. The goal 

p[u) is said to spawn each goal in 5. A goal P is said to execute a goal G if either P 

spawns G. or if P executes a goal H and H spawns G. Intuitively, "P executes G" is 

the transitive closure of "P spawns G". The purpose of this notion, that P executes 

G is to allow us to discuss what happens "during the execution of a goal"'. Therefore 

it is necessary to assume that each goal spawned is unique, even if it is syntactically 

identical to another goal spawned at a different point in execution. 
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If the goal Q i  is a call of the procedure p f m  and go is a call o i  q / n  and g i  spawns 

(resp. executes) go-, then we say that the procedure p/m spawns (resp. executes) the 

p r o c e d u r e  q / n .  

Rule 3 only tells what happens if the top goal has a guard that can successfully 

evaluate to true. We must also say what happens if this condition is not fulfilled. If 

all guards successfully evaluate to false, then the procedure "fails". In Janus this is 

an error condition: 

Tramsition Rule 4 Failure 

If 

S = {[p{TL)\r],  6.  w) and 

\f{p(v) : —G\B) € clauses{p)/S. eval{{v u}{G)) = False 

then 

{\p[X)\r\ ,9,'w)* error* 

The / decoration on the arrow stands for "failure". 

The third possibility is that none of the guards succeeds and at least one of 

them does not fail (it suspends). In this case the call suspends, and suspension is 

implemented in the semantics by removing the call from the stack and adding it to 

the bag of suspended procedures: 

Transition Rule 5 Suspension 

If 

S = ([p(iZ)|r], ly) and 

^{p{v) : —G\B) € clauses{p)/S. eval{{v u}(G))  ̂  True and 

3p(v):—G\B 6 clauses{p)/S. eval{{v i-> u}(G)) = Suspend 

then 

S (r, 0. {p{u)} -\-w) 

Note that since the waiting goals are in a bag, this semantics provides no indication 

of the order in which they will be resumed. 

The next possibility is that the top goal on the stack is an assignment. In this 

case the assignment is executed by updating the substitution: 
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Transition Rule 6 Assignment 

If 

S — ([u := x|r],0, w) 

then 

S (r. {v i-> eval{6[x))}9, w) 

Because of the assumption of section 1.3.5 there is no need to test whether the goal 

suspends, and there is no need to write a rule to indicate what happens when an 

assignment fails or suspends. 

If we assume that a waiting goal can try to resume at any time, then we show this 

by a rule that can "fire" at any time, even when other rules are eligible: 

Transition Rule 7 General Resumption 

if p{X) 6 w then 

This resumption rule makes the transition semantics non-deterministic which can 

cause problems when we try to analyze the behavior of a program. Therefore we 

also define a more deterministic resumption that only takes effect when the stack is 

empty, and resumes everything in w: 

Transition Rule 8 Batch Resumption 

The only nondeterminism in this rule is the nondeterminism of the order in which 

the elements of w are added to the stack. The choice of which sort of resumption to 

use, generai or batch, is controlled by a compiler option. Certain optimizations are 

only available with batch resumption. 

There is a practical limitation to the batch resumption strategy because it allows 

the bag of suspended procedures to becomes arbitrarily large. In the implementation 

this is solved by allowing a suspend operation to resume cdl the other suspended 

procedures. The suspension rule for a strategy that does not allow the number of 

suspended procedures to exceed n is 

(r,«,u,)-i4([p(X)|r],«,»-{p(X)}) 
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Transition Rule 9 Batch Suspension 

If 

S = {j(p[u)\r\ .9.w) and 

V{p(u) : —G\B) 6 clauses{p) f S.  eval{{v tl}(G)) ^ True and 

3.p{v):—G\B 6 clauses{p) /  S.  eval{{u i-> i;}(G)) = Suspend 

then if {wl < n then 

S —>• {r,9,{p{u)} i-w) 

else 

S —>• {w::r,9, {p(ll)}) 

If a state S' is produced from another state 5 by a single application of any of rules 

3 to 7 then we write S —y S'. The transitive and the reflexive, transitive closures 

are written —> •*"" and " —> *" respectively. 

At times we will find it convenient to discuss just the "deterministic" rules Proce

dure Call and Assignment. This sub-relation of —y is represented with the notation 

S S', and we use the corresponding notations for the transitive and the reflexive, 

transitive closures. Note that this deterministic sub-relation of —y is only available 

if we are using Batch Resumption rather than General Resumption. 

An execution is a sequence of states produced by the transition rules. An execution 

is 

deterministic if all the states in the sequence are produced from the first state by 

deterministic rules. 

nondeterministic if there is at least one nondeterministic transition, 

normal if it is finite and there are no error transitions (either failure or a transi

tion following an illegal operation, these transitions are not discussed in the 

semantics). 

An execution of a goal g from 5o is a segment Eg of a longer execution E during 

which g is "executing". Formally: 

1. Eg consists of the sequence of states 5,, 1 <= i  <= n. 
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2. E contains a state SQ = ([^|ro],^o. WQ). 

3. the state SI follows SO in E by rule 3 or rule 5 (the rules that "execute" the 

call on top of the stack). 

4. for every state 5, = (r,, 9i,  Wi),  1 <= i  < =  n, there is at least one goal in r  or 

in w that was executed by g. 

5. the state SN+I = (^n+i, ̂ n+i. following S„ in E contains no goals in either 

or in Wn+i that were executed by g. 

If the goal Eg is an execution of a goal p{xi,x2,.... x^) then we also say that Eg 

is an (possible) execution of the procedure p/m. 

1.4 Related Work 

Janus was designed by Saraswat and described in [43]. The first implementation was 

QD Janus by Debray [14]. This implementation translates Janus to Prolog and has 

respectable performance. The QD Janus work is largely independent of that described 

in here because the problems of implementation are so much different when compiling 

to Prolog than when compiling to C. 

There have been several implementations of other flat concurrent constraint lan

guages. Many, such as Flat Concurrent Prolog [35], and Moded Flat GHC [48] are 

byte code interpreters. As such they face problems considerably different from those 

faced by the implementation of a compiler that ultimately produces machine code. 

Strand [19] is a language very similar to Janus. It is a concurrent constraint pro

gramming language with assignment. Monaco [18], is an implementation of FGHC. 

a language somewhat less similar to Janus. Both Strand and Monaco have compilers 

that compile to native code, but these compilers are much different from jc because 

of a difference in emphasis. Both Strand and Monaco are multiprocessor implementa

tions. and their emphasis has been on efficient communication and on multiprocessor 

speedups. By contrast, the work on jc has concentrated solely on making programs 

run fast on single processors. The efforts are more complementary than competitive. 
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Kliger [30], hais implemented a version of FCP. a language similar to Janus. The 

implementation includes a byte code emulator as well as an FCP to C compiler. The 

FCP implementation borrows a great deal more from traditional Prolog implemen

tations than does the work presented here. So much of the Prolog implementation is 

bound up with Prolog's complex control strategy that it may be better to use a more 

radical approach. 

KLIC [11] is an implementation of a concurrent constraint language similar to 

Janus. Like Janus. KLIC is a portable compiler that translate to C. Also like Janus. 

KLIC is greatly concerned with the special problem posed by the concurrent con

straint paradigm when compiling for a traditional architecture. However, the details 

of our implementation differ greatly from those of KLIC. partly due to the differences 

between Janus and KLl. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of j c consists of a compiler coded in C and a runtime system 

coded partly in Janus and partly in C. The jc compiler produces a C program that 

must be compiled by a C compiler and linked by the system linker to produce an 

executable Janus program (see figure 2). The jc compiler does not produce C code 

directly. Rather, it produces code for em abstract machine called the Janus Virtual 

Machine, or JVM. The commands of the JVM machine are implemented as C macros. 

As shown by the figure, part of the runtime system is written in Janus. This 

code is compiled into JVM code along with the user's source program to produce 

the JVM code. The remainder of the runtime system is written in C; part of this C 

code is included in the JVM file to be compiled along with the user's program. The 

remainder is separately pre-compiled and is linked with the user's program at link 

time. 

There are both historical and practical reasons for using virtual machine com

mands rather than compiling directly to C. Historically, when we first began to im

plement jc. we were not certain that we could achieve our performance goals by 

translating to C. We planned to implement the JVM command set as assembler 

macros for a RISC architecture, and the C implementation was merely intended as 

a test-bed system to allow us to concentrate on code generation. But we discovered 

that by careful attention to details, we could get reasonably good performance in 

C. and the motivation for using a machine-dependent assembly language was greatly 

reduced. 

There are also several practical advantages to using a virtual machine. First, 

from a virtual command set we can macro-compile to C for a portable compiler or to 

assembly language for specific machines. Currently, we only macro-compile to C. but 

compiling to JVM code is more flexible than compiling directly to C. 
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Second, we may want to have the same JVM command expand to different C code 

depending on the machine and/or C compiler being used. By using JVM code we 

can isolate these differences in a header file rather than having the compiler generate 

different code for different machines. Isolating the differences is simpler and allows 

the output of the compiler to be independent of these features (making it possible to 

cross-compile the JVM code). 

A third advantage of using JVM commands instead of direct C code is that the 

JVM commands can contain importajit information that is not available in the C code. 

For example, the command Deref (fi) lets us infer directly that ti is subsequently 

dereferenced. This information is needed for some optimizations that are done after 

code generation, and the expanded C code does not contain this information directly. 

It would be possible to derive some of the information that is lost by expanding 

Deref's and similar commands to C, but this is unnecessary work, and it is not clear 

that all such information is derivable. 

2.1 The Compiler 

The jc compiler consists of four main phases, some of which involve several pjisses 

over the code: 

1. First is the input phase, written with lex and yacc. The output of this phase 

is a parse tree. 

2. Next is the local transformation phase, which consists of a number of passes 

over the parse tree, annotating it and transforming it in preparation for code 

generation. These passes are local in the sense that they only look at one clause 

at a time. Some of the local transformations are optimizations, and some are 

only intended to restructure the parse tree or provide information to make code 

generation easier. Chapter 5 describes this phase in detail, treating the various 

passes as source-to-source transformations and source annotations. 

3. Next is the global transformation phase. This is a sequence of tree traversals, 

some of which can potentially look at the whole program at once. We avoided 
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global analyses as much as possible in order to keep the complexity of the 

compiler down and to help ensure scalability. However, there are some very 

important optimizations that simply cannot be done without a global analysis. 

The global transformation phase is discussed in chapter 6. 

4. After this is the code generation phase in which internal JVM code is generated. 

Code generation is not naive: there are several important optimizations done 

in this phase, including register assignment. Code generation is described in 

chapter 7. 

5. Next is JVM code optimization, a phase that makes several passes over the 

output of the code generator to improve the generated code. This phase is 

described in chapter 8. 

2.2 The Warren Abstract Machine 

There is a very influential abstract machine for implementing Prolog called the Warren 

Abstract Machine or WAM [51]. Because this machine is so well-known, the JVM 

will be compared to it at various points. The WAM consists of a set of general-

purpose registers and a number of memory regions, including a stack and a heap. 

The instructions of the WAM come in various levels of granularity, and some of them 

are high-level instructions that implement Prolog abstractions in a fairly direct way. 

Procedure arguments are passed in the general-purpose registers and activations 

are kept on the stack. The procedure-calling convention is defined in such a way 

that tail-call optimization (section 2.3.3) is automatic (that is, it does not require a 

special analysis to detect tail recursion). Heap allocation is from a single large block 

of memory; there is no concept of a "free list". 

The JVM is similar to the WAM in some ways, and different in others. These 

differences and similarities are pointed out where they are relevant. 
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2.3 The Janus Virtual Machine 

The JVM consists of a collection of virtual registers, two memory regions, and the 

virtual machine command set. The JVM command set is finer grained than that of 

the WAM. In fact, most of the virtual machine commands map into a small sequence 

of real machine instructions, even on a RISC architecture like SPARC. Historically, 

the fine grain of the command set occurred because of our intention to translate 

to assembly language, but we discovered that this feature also greatly increases the 

potential for optimization. 

The remainder of this section presents the JVM at a descriptive level, avoiding 

implementation details for the most part. Here, we describe the organization and 

commands of the virtual machine, and discuss what sort of code is generated to do 

specific things like call procedures. But there is no discussion here of how the virtual 

machine commands are implemented or how optimized code is generated. These 

topics are deferred to later chapters. 

2.3.1 Memory and Registers 

The JVM has two memory regions, the stack and the heap. The stack contains acti

vation records for active procedures (also called stack frames) and the heap contains 

all of the other data —such as lists, arrays, and floating point numbers— generated 

and used by Janus programs. The environments for suspended procedures are kept 

on the heap, and not in a separate list. There is a set of virtual machine registers 

used to access the memory regions and various other things. The registers include 

sp — stack pointer. A pointer to the top of the stack (the first unused word). 

hp — heap pointer. A pointer to the last allocated work or block in the heap. 

ap — activation pointer. An activation is an invocation or execution of a pro

cedure. An activation record is a structure that records information about an 

activation that has suspended. When resuming an activation that was previ

ously suspended, ap points to the record for the activation. 
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rl — the resume list. A pointer to the chain of activation records that are 

ready to be resumed. 

susp_set — a special register used to communicate information from the guards 

of a procedure to the suspension code. 

Since Janus is a dynamically typed language, there must be some way to determine 

the type of an object at run-time, jc uses the common technique of representing 

dynamically typed values with a single machine word that has a tag identifying the 

type of value represented by the word. Of course many types of data do not fit in a 

single machine word; in these cases the "'data' portion of the word is a pointer to an 

object on the heap. Working with tagged values is not as efficient as working with 

untagged values, so jc has several sets of general-purpose registers, one for tagged 

values, and others for un-tagged values. They are: 

to, tl, t2, ... — the tagged-value registers, used to hold tagged values and to 

pass parameters to procedures. 

aO, al, a2, ... — the address registers, used to hold machine addresses for 

intermediate computations. Most of the special-purpose registers listed above 

(sp, hp, ap and rl) are address registers. 

nO, nl, n2. ... — the integer registers, used to hold untagged integers for 

intermediate computations. The compiler does not currently use the integer 

registers for general arithmetic, only for address arithmetic. 

fO, fl, f2. ... — the float registers used to hold floating point values for 

intermediate computations. The compiler does not yet generate code to make 

use of the float registers. 

There is no a priori bound on the number of general purpose registers, the Janus 

compiler generates a distinct C variable for each register needed by a program. Some 

subset of these are given C register declarations as discussed in section 3.1.3. 
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2.3.1.1 Memory Allocation 

Allocation of heap space and stack frames is done in two stages. First there is a single 

command MemCheck(z,j) to check the stack and heap to ensure that there is enough 

space to allocate a stack frame with i slots and a heap block with j words. The stack 

frame and heap space are actually allocated with NewFraine(i) and HeapSpace(j) 

respectively. By breaking up the memory check from actual allocation, we are able 

to greatly reduce the number of memory checks that need to be done. In the usual 

case, only one memory check is needed for an entire procedure body. 

For example, the clause 

p(A,B):- pl(A+B, [AlB], <A,B>, Result), p2(Result). 

allocates a list cons cell (2 words) and a 2-element array (4 words) and may need to 

allocate a floating point number (1 word), for a total of 7 words of heap space. The 

clause also needs to save Result on the stack between calls, so it needs to allocate a 

stack frame with one slot. The JVM code looks something like this: 

MemCheckd,?) 7, check for available space 

NewFramed) */, allocate the stack frame 

Add_T(tO,A,B) 7, tO := A+B (may allocate space) 

HeapSpace(2) 7. allocate space for a list cell 
Store(A,hp[0]) 'I, store the first element 
Store(B,hp[1]) 7. store the second element 
LoadCtl, tag_lcons(hp)) *!, make a tagged list tl 

HeapSpace(4) 'I, allocate space for the array 

... 7i construct the array t2 

MakeV2Lr(t3,sp[0]) 7. make a stack variable t3 
7i procedure call: pl(t0,tl,t2,t3) 

FreeFrame(l) '/, free the stack frame 
Load(t0,sp[0]) 7. Load tO from the stack 
Deref(tO) 7. dereference tO 

7. tail call: p3(t0) 

This code contains up to four allocations, but only a single check to see if there is 

enough space for allocation. 

The Add_T command may produce a floating point number, in which case it allo

cates space, or it may produce an integer, in which case it does not allocate space. So 
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the MemCheck may check for more space than is actually used, but the extra storage 

is not wasted. The MemCheck only makes sure that storage is available, it in no way 

reserves the storage. 

Notice that hp, the heap pointer, is being used to construct the list. This is typiczd 

of the way aggregate objects are created on the heap. The command HeapSpace(j) 

reserves j words of memory and moves the heap pointer to the beginning of a block 

of j un-used words of storage (this is done with a single register move). Then hp is 

used as a pointer to the unused storage (where possible) to avoid the use of another 

register. 

Finally, the command FreeFrame(l) is needed to free the stack frame allocated 

by the preceding NewFrame(l). Any procedure that allocates a stack frame must 

deallocate it with a corresponding FreeFrame command. 

2.3.2 Commands to Manipulate Data 

A data item in Janus is represented by a single-word tagged value. In general the 

tagged word contains a pointer to a block of memory representing the untagged value. 

The tags are: 

VAR — an uninstantiated variable. 

SUSP — a hooked variable. A variable is "hooked" if it has not 

been instantiated, and some activation is suspended, waiting for the variable 

to become instantiated (section 4.1.2). 

ATOM — symbolic constant. 

INT — machine integer. 

FLOAT — machine floating-point number. 

ARRAY — array. 

BOONS — bag cons cell. 
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CONS — list cons cell (nil is an atom). 

POINTER — an interned type, invisible to the user, that contains a pointer to a 

block. Each block contains its own tjrpe information, so that a POINTER may 

refer to values of different types. 

There is a set of conditional commands in the virtual machine to test the tags of 

values. Each such command is one of a pair of opposites: 

JumpIfTCL.f) 
JumpUnlessT' (L, t)  

where the first form jumps to L if i is of type T and the other forms jumps if 

this is not the case. There are also conditional jumps JumplfEqual(L,,i2) and 

JumpUnlessEquaKL.ti ,t2) to test equality of values. 

In addition to the conditional jumps, there are a few other jumps and control 

operations such as a non-conditional jump and a no-operation command. All of the 

jump commands except a special unconditional one OJump, require a C label name as 

an argument. When there is a need to jump to a label that is stored in a C variable 

then the OJump command is used (see section 3.1.1). 

2.3.2.1 Lists, Bags and Arrays 

Aggregate types are accessed and manipulated by un-tagged pointers rather than 

dealing repeatedly with tagged objects. For example if i is a tagged list cell (often 

called a "cons"), then the command GetCons(a,0 is used to get a pointer to a 

pair of words representing the list cell. Likewise, the commands Get Array (a, f) and 

Arraysize(i,0 are used to get a pointer to the array and the length of the array, 

respectively. The elements of the list cell or array are accessed by offsets from the 

address pointer. For example, the first word of the list cell would be a [0]. 

2.3.2.2 Variables 

An unbound variable is given a VAR tag and is initialized with a pointer to itself. 

Since variables can point to other values, and in particular to other variables, it is 
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possible to build up a chain of linked variables. For this reason a variable usually 

needs to be iteratively dereferenced before it is used. 

Variables may be created on the heap or the stack. Variables created on the stack 

must be controlled carefully to prevent dangling references when the stack frame is 

deallocated. If a variable V is created in a particular stack frame, then we must be 

careful not to deallocate the stack frame if there might be pointers in the heap or 

in lower stack frames that point to V. A number of things are done to prevent these 

problems, they are discussed in section 3.2.4. 

To create structures such as lists and arrays, all the space for the structure is 

allocated at once, then the structure is built directly into the heap addressing from 

hp instead of moving the address to another register. Where possible, new variables 

are created in the structures rather than creating them on the heap and putting a 

pointer in the structure. 

2.3.2.3 Numbers 

There are two types of numbers in Janus, integers and floating point numbers. They 

have different representations, but sometimes the type cannot be determined at com

pile time, so there is a set of generic arithmetic operations that work for numbers of 

either type. These operations include all arithmetic tests, addition, subtraction, mul

tiplication and division among others. There are also primitive operations to convert 

from integers to floating point numbers and vice versa. 

A sort of local type inference (section 5.5) is done to determine the types of num

bers in some cases, and where the actual type of a number is known, specialized 

arithmetic operations are used. These specialized operations mimic the generic oper

ations except that they operate on tagged values that are assumed to be of a certain 

type (integer or floating point) and so they do not need to test the types of their 

arguments and they produce results of a known type. 

In addition to the generic, integer, and floating point tagged arithmetic opera

tions, there are also arithmetic operations that work on untagged values. There are 

three types of untagged arithmetic commands: for untagged integers, floating point 
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numbers, and addresses. Altogether there axe six sets of arithmetic commands, all 

having about the same set of operations and tests except for the address arithmetic 

commajids which have a very restricted set of operations. 

All arithmetic in the JVM is ultimately done with the arithmetic operations pro

vided in the C language. This means that if the underlying C compiler does not 

produce overflow checks, then there will not be any. Typically, C implementations do 

not provide overflow checks, so most installations of jc will not check for overflow. 

This is somewhat atypical for dynamically-typed language, but since we were consid

ering C to be our competition for performance, we felt that it is not unreasonable to 

allow an insecurity that is also present in C. 

2.3.3 Procedure Calls and Stack Frames 

Parameters are passed in tagged value registers (tO, tl, t2. ...). Before calling a 

procedure proc/n, the first n tagged value registers are set to the n actual parameters. 

Then the stack frame is updated to contain the resumption address of the calling 

procedure. The actual call is just an unconditional jump to the start of the called 

procedure. A return consists of removing the current stack frame (if there is one) 

then jumping to the value of the resumption address contained in the top stack frame 

remaining^. 

If a procedure ends in a procedure call, last-call optimization is done. This means 

that after all of the registers are loaded and before the jump to the next procedure, 

the stack frame for the current procedure (if any) is deallocated. In this case there is 

no resumption address for the current procedure (the one doing the tail-call) because 

there is no frame left to store it in. The resumption address at the top of the stack 

belongs to some previous procedure. In effect this compacts a chain of returns into a 

single return. The final procedure in a chain of tail calls returns directly to the most 

recent calling procedure making a non-tail call. 

'The bottom frame on the stack is initialized with a resumption pointer that e.xits the Janus 
portion of the program (returning to the top-level input mode). 
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2.3.4 Suspension and Resumption 

When a guard goal of a procedure p tries to get the value of variable V and V is not 

yet instantiated. V is called a blocking variable of the guard and the guard is said 

to suspend on the variable. If one or more guards in a procedure suspend and no 

guard commits, then the activation suspends, and all of the blocking variables of the 

guzirds become blocking variables of the activation. The activation of p must remain 

suspended and cannot make further progress until some other process gives a value 

to one of the blocking variables. When this happens the activation can be resumed. 

One difficulty in implementing this sort of suspension is that when a guard g 

suspends, it is necessary to continue execution with later guards, but to remember 

that g is suspended and to remember which variable is blocking it. In jc this is 

done by means of a special register susp_set which is treated as a bit-vector. Each 

variable in the entire procedure that might block a guard is associated with a bit in 

susp_set. That is. the variables of the first guard get some of the bits, the variables 

of the second gueird get other bits, etc.. with no overlap except where the variables 

are the same. For example if all guards can suspend on the first parameter, then the 

first parameter gets just one bit associated with it. 

Whenever a guard suspends on a variable, it sets the bit for that variable in 

susp-set and then jumps to its ''failure label", the same label it would jump to if a 

test had failed (note that the test has not actually failed, it is simply unresolvable at 

the current time). For all guards except the last, the failure label is at the beginning 

code of the next guard. For the last guard, the failure label is at the suspension 

code for the procedure. This suspension code begins with a test to see if any bits 

of susp_set are set (by comparing susp.set to 0), and if none are set then the 

procedure fails. If susp_set is non-zero, then there is a branch to some code that 

actually suspends the activation. 

2.3.4.1 Hooked Variables 

There are various methods for keeping track of suspended procedures and blocking 

variables and for resuming procedures, and these methods can collectively be referred 
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to as "process management strategies". The traditional process management strategy 

(which jc implements) is to turn blocking variables into "hooked" variables when a 

procedure suspends. Then every assignment to a variable checks first to see if the 

variable is hooked, and if it is, then something is done to wake up the process that 

the variable is blocking. For j c, "waking up" a suspended procedure means putting 

it on rl. the resume list, to await its turn to begin executing. 

When any procedure exits, it jumps to a special address called the scheduler 

that resumes any activations on rl. If there are none, then there is a jump to the 

resumption address of the top frame on the stack. Note that procedures with tail 

calls do not do a "return", so they do not jump to the resumption address. This 

means that there may be an arbitrarily large time between resumptions. 

An alternative is to check the resume list at procedure entries instead of at proce

dure exits, but this has two problems. First, if there is a context switch at procedure 

entry, then the registers have to be saved (since arguments are passed in registers) 

and this is expensive. But there is no need to save registers if there is a context 

switch at procedure exit. Second, we implement some optimizations on procedure 

calls (section 8.2) that would not work as well if all procedures began with code to 

check the resumption list. 

2.3.4.2 Batch Process Management 

Hooked variables are expensive to make and use. and the mere possibility of such 

variables in the implementation slows down assignments even in programs that never 

create hooked variables at run time. This violates our principle that programs that 

don't use a feature (in this case suspension) should not have to pay a performance 

cost for the existence of the feature. So j c implements another process management 

strategy called batch process management as well as the traditional strategy. Any 

given Janus program will use one strategy or the other, depending on the value of a 

jc command-line option. The two strategies are discussed in detail in chapter 4. 

The batch strategy does not create hooked variables, and so it does not have to test 

for hooked variables at each assignment. Furthermore, it is not necessary to record 
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the blocking variables anywhere, so susp_set is not used as a bit vector. Instead, it 

is a single boolean flag that a guard sets if it is blocked. Then the suspension code 

only checks to see if susp_set is set or not to decide whether to suspend. 

In the batch scheme, when a procedure exits, it branches directly to the resump

tion address on the top of the stack. The stack is initialized so that the bottom 

frame contains a resumption address that invokes a batch resumption. When the last 

procedure exits, it jumps automatically to the batch resumption code. Recall that in 

the hooked-variable scheme a procedure return would jump to the scheduler which 

would check rl for any resumable procedures. This is a more expensive way to do a 

return, and can have significant performance costs. 

2.3.5 Commands for Commenting, Debugging and Error Hemdling 

The JVM has several commands with no real effect in a correct Janus program. They 

are intended to help someone reading JVM code know what is going on. to provide 

information to the debugger, and/or to h2mdle runtime errors. These commands mark 

call and return points, suspension and resumption points and various error points. 

Although these commands are always generated, regardless of optimization, they have 

no effect when compiled with optimization turned on (except for some of the error 

commands). 

2.4 Performance 

There are several tables of performance numbers throughout this dissertation. Ap

pendix B describes the benchmarking method and gives the Janus code for some of 

the benchmarks. Table 2.1 shows how long it takes for jc to compile the benchmark 

programs and the stripped size of each executable. The first two columns give the 

CPU time in seconds that are are needed to compile the benchmark. The first col

umn is the time spent in jc itself and the second column is the time spent in the 

C compiler. Clearly the bottleneck is the C compiler, at least on small programs. 

There are not enough really large Janus programs available to see how well the global 

analyses scale. 
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The third and fourth columns give the number of lines of the Janus source code 

and the C output respectively. The Janus source code is stripped of comments for 

this measurement. The fifth column gives the size of the stripped executable in bjrtes. 

Table 2.1: Compilation Statistics 

progreun Execution Time File Sizes 
Janus to C C compiler Janus C stripped 

CPU CPU source output executable 
seconds seconds lines lines bytes 

bessel 0.6 4.5 43 1314 58656 
binoml 0.6 3.8 16 1247 56472 
biiioni2 1.9 7.9 18 1085 55752 
bsort 1.8 5.0 16 752 53704 
bubble 1.3 3.2 16 831 54680 
comb 1.0 3.0 24 941 55360 
disj 1.5 10.6 94 2815 70432 
dnf 0.3 2.4 14 756 54024 
dotprod2 0.3 2.1 5 674 53240 
dotprodS 0.3 2.1 6 671 53232 
hemoi 0.4 2.9 21 916 55240 
list.qs 0.3 2.3 14 797 54144 
Irl 2.9 37.4 296 4766 93584 
memdl 0.5 3.8 34 1097 58016 
msort 0.5 3.8 24 1112 56880 
nrev 0.3 2.3 5 769 53560 
pi 0.3 2.5 19 818 54240 

2.5 Related Work 

The JVM is a descendent of the Warren Abstract Machine [51] designed for compiling 

Prolog. The WAM is a very high-level abstract machine designed to simplify the 

process of code generation for Prolog programs, and there is nearly a one-to-one 

translation of Prolog into the WAM. However, there are unavoidable inefficiencies in 

this sort of approach. For example the unification instructions do double duty as 
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assignments and as comparison for equality, because in general it is not known at 

compile time which sort of operation will be needed. But there are many cases where 

it can be determined at compile time that a given unification is really a comparison 

(or really an assignment), and a finer-grained instruction set allows optimization of 

these cases. 

The Aquarius Prolog compiler written by Vanroy and described in [49] makes use 

of the Berkeley Abstract Machine which is a finer-grained instruction set designed to 

allow more optimization of the sort mentioned above. Although the BAM is similar 

in spirit to the JVM, the differences between Prolog and Janus are such that the 

the interesting control instructions do not overlap much. The BAM has only generic 

arithmetic instructions. 

Monaco [18] uses a finer grained instruction set to improve optimization possi

bilities. However, the Monaco abstract machine is quite different from the JVM in 

the suspension handling (Monaco compiles for a multi-processor architecture), arith

metic (Monaco only has integer arithmetic), assignment (Monaco has unification), 

and structure creation, among other things. 

Implementations of concurrent constraint programming systems are usually based 

on a virtual machine description, often closely related to the WAM. The uniqueness 

of the JVM is due to the comparatively fine grained instruction set it uses, combined 

with the set of optimizations that exploit that instruction set. Examples of the 

finer granularity include the distinct types of arithmetic functions (integer, floating 

point, and generic), individual type test instead of a type case statement, and the 

sets of instructions for doing suspension and resumption rather than having a single 

instruction for each. 
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the jc Implementation 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JANUS VIRTUAL 
MACHINE 

The Janus Virtual Machine has been implemented with careful attention to the 

code that will be generated by the C compiler. However, the actuai cost of an imple

mentation technique depends on both the target machine and on the class of programs 

that will be run. In an effort to make good decisions, we have used two methods to 

compare implementation techniques: generic ''cost" approximations and benchmark

ing. 

The "cost" of an operation is measured in "instruction cycles". We assume a 

typical RISC instruction set where conditional instructions require one operation for 

a test emd another operation for a conditional branch, and where all arithmetic and 

logical operations work only on registers (it is necessary to fetch values from memory 

with an extra instruction if they are not already in registers). Instructions that 

reference memory are charged an extra cycle for the time needed to access memory. 

We also assume that loads and stores take the same amount of time and ignore cache 

eflFects. In general, the cost approximations should not be too far off from the real 

cost on most common architectures because memory references are generally slower 

than machine cycles and instructions that don't reference memory still need to be 

fetched. Machines with more complex instructions generally require more cycles for 

the instructions, so by assuming simple instructions of one cycle each, we approximate 

this effect as well [3]. Finally, we assume that the C compiler produces reasonable 

code. 

Of course one should always be aware that the cost estimates and benchmark 

numbers are no more than generalized approximations. Real costs will vary signifi

cantly from machine to machine, and true benchmarking requires a non-existent suite 

of "representative" programs. 
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3.1 Compiling to C 

All of the Janus code in a Jcinus program is compiled by jc into a single C function 

janus_entry(Tenn). This function is called with a single argument consisting of 

a Janus term (section 3.3) and it executes the Janus procedure call (Term). The 

runtime system reads terms from input and calls janus_entry() for each one. 

All of the JVM commands are implemented as C macros. There axe several 

compile-time constants that effect the actual implementation of some of the com

mands. The following list describes what these constants do if they are defined at 

compile time: 

UserDebug — compile versions of commands that enable debugging code for 

the Janus programmer. 

NDEBUG — prevent the compilation of debugging hooks for a C programmer 

trying to debug the JVM itself. 

wakeup — compile the hooked-variable version of suspension as described in 

section 4.1.2. 

label.addrs — optimize labels as described in section 3.1.1.1. 

In the following discussion, when the C macro definition of a JVM command is 

shown, it is generally simplified by only giving the fully optimized, batch-suspension 

version of the command. Sometimes comments in the text will discuss the other 

variations. Also, the commands are usually simplified for presentation by removing 

parentheses (that are really necessary in C) and by expanding other macros in the 

definitions of the command macros. 

3.1.1 First-class Labels and Jumps 

Before a procedure call, the calling procedure puts a resumption address on the stack, 

and this is the place where execution resumes when the called procedure returns. 

Similarly, when a procedure suspends, it stores in an activation record the address at 

which it will continue executing when it is resumed. Resumption addresses present a 
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problem when compiling to C, since C does not allow labels to be made into values 

that can be stored in memory nor jumping to the value of a variable. 

Since C does allow function-valued variables, one way to solve this problem is to 

use a separate C function for each Janus procedure. But this solution is unsatisfactory 

for several reasons. First, Janus uses procedure calls much more heavily than C. For 

excimple, recursive procedures calls are used instead of loops, and since Janus has no 

conditional like C's if statement, conditionals eu:e all handled by calling procedures 

with the test in the guards. So procedure calls need to handled as efficiently as 

possible —much more efficiently than in many implementations of C. Another reason 

not to use a separate C function call for each Janus call is that most C compilers 

do not do tail-call optimization (section 2.3.3) so tail-recursive functions intended to 

simulate loops might cause stack overflow. And a third reason is that such a strategy 

would reduce the effectiveness of several procedure call optimizations such as call 

forwgirding (section 8.2). 

A less unsatisfactory solution, the one currently used in jc, is to use the C switch 

statement to give a form of computed goto. All of the C code generated from Janus 

code is put into a single switch statement preceded with the label top. 

top; switch (nxt_addr) { 

C code for Janus procedures 

} 

Any address that must be stored in memory and calculated dynamically is imple

mented as a smzdl integer constant, and the "label" for that address is a case label 

with that value (see examples below). A jump to a case label is done by setting the 

value of nxt_addr to the value of the label and jumping to top. This mechanism 

requires 8 to 10 extra cycles on our generic RISC machine, and is one of the few 

serious optimization problems we encountered as a result of compiling to C. The 10 

cycles are: 3 or 4 cycles for a range check, depending on how good the compiler is 

[3], 2 to load the address of the jump table. 1 to scale the index to a word pointer. 1 
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to add it to the jump table address, 1 for the jump, and 1 more if the machine has 

delay slots after jumps, because the delay usually cannot be filled in this context. 

Labels that are simulated with case labels are called "soft labels" and those that 

are mapped directly to C labels are called ''hard labels". A procedure entry point 

requires both a hard and a soft label. The hard label is used for calling the procedure 

from within j anus .entry () cind the soft label is used from outside j anus .entry () 

and by the Janus call/1 predicate. Here is a procedure entry point for a Janus 

procedure a/0: 

PO.a: 
case SPO_a: 

StartProc(ProcO.a) 

Here. PO.a is a hard label, and other procedures will call a/0 with the C command 

goto PO.a. SPO_a is a soft label, and is used by the call/1 primitive (which takes a 

term and executes the procedure call it represents). StartProc(ProcO.a) is expanded 

into a call to an event-handling function if debugging is enabled, otherwise it expands 

to an empty statement. 

Resumption addresses are soft labels, they are inserted after the jump that rep

resents the procedure call. A call to the procedure entry point above looks like this: 

sp->resume_address = L_l; 
Jump(PO.a) 

case L_l: 

There is only one JVM command for jumping to a soft label. OJuinp(lbl). which 

is implemented as 

#define 0Jump(Ml) {nxt_addr = Ml; goto top;} 

For example, the procedure a/0 above returns to its caller by 

OJump(sp->resume_address); 

All other jump commands require hard labels and are implemented using a C 

goto. For example: 
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#define Jump(L) goto L 

tdefine JumplfInt(L,T) {if (is_int(T)) goto L;} 

Example 3.1.1 illustrates these points by showing some of the JVM code and expanded 

C code for the procedure 

max(X,Y,Z) X > Y I Z:=X. 
max(X,Y,Z) X =< Y I Z;=Y. 

Example 3.1.1 Code for maix/S 

JVM code C code 
P3_max: 

case SPS.max: 

StartProc(Proc3_max) 

/* — clause 1 of mzuc/3 — */ 
JumpUnlessNumber(G2 17,tO) 

JumpUnlessNumber(G2 17,tl) 

JLE_T(G2__17,tO,tl) 

body foT clause 1 

OJump(FraineResume(sp)) 

G2__17: 

guard and body for clause 2 

3.1.1.1 First Class Labels in gcc 

The GNU C Compiler gcc (version 2.2 and later), unlike most other C compilers, does 

implement first class labels [26]. As an option, jc produces code for the GNU compiler 

that takes advantage of the first class labels. The JVM code generated is independent 

of the way labels are handled, the diflFerences are controlled by conditional compilation 

of the C code. When the macro constant label.addrs is defined, resumption labels 

are implemented with gee's first class label mechanism. 

The first class label mechanism of gcc is not ideal for our needs. Ideally, the C 

code would be generated in such a way that it contains a global table of all procedure 

if ( ! is_number(tO)) goto G2 17; 
if ( ! is_number(tl)) goto G2 17; 
if (to <= tl) goto G2 17; 

{ nxt_addr = sp->resuine_label; 
goto top;} 
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labels that is initiailized automatically like any other static data structure. Before j c 

supported the first class labels of gcc, the table was initialized in this way. But since 

gcc provides no way to access the name of a label outside the function in which the 

label is defined, there is no way to create such a global table outside of the function 

janus.entryO. So we code janus_entry(tenn) with a condition at the beginning, 

such that if term is a non-null term, then the term is evaluated normally, but if 

term==NULL, then all the function does is initialize the global table of soft labels. The 

runtime system calls janus.entryCNULL) as part of the initialization. In order to 

maintain the consistency of code over different compilers, the initialization is done 

the same way for other compilers. This leads to a small but persistent inefficiency in 

the implementation and makes janus_en.try() considerably larger. 

First class labels do speed things up a bit as shown by table 3.1. The table 

compares gcc -0, both with and without using the first class label feature. The first 

class labels seem to have a small but significant advantage. The benchmarks with 

the Ijirgest gains are the tak and fib which both do little except procedure calls. 

Both of these programs do many non-tail calls, so they benefit from the faster returns 

provided by first class labels. 

We also compare these two measurements with the stock compiler on the Sun 

workstation at its maximum optimization level (cc -04) in order to show that there 

is no substantial penalty for using gcc rather than cc. In fact, gcc does better than 

cc on many of the benchmarks. The greatest differences seem to be in programs that 

use generic arithmetic (and consequently make more C function calls). In the first 

run of this benchmark set. it was discovered that cc did much worse than gcc on all 

benchmarks that involved floating point arithmetic. It was discovered by a review of 

the assembly language that cc was (correctly) doing floating point computations in 

double precision while gcc was using single precision. In the current set of numbers, 

cc was executed with a flag that forces it to use single precision arithmetic like gcc. 

However both compilers have a very large number of code generation options and 

there are probably other differences that could be smoothed out by a more careful 

choice of flags. 
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Table 3.1: First Class Labels and C Compilers 

procedure gcc, first 
class labels 

gcc, no first 
class labels 

cc, no first 
class labels 

7715 ms % slower ms % slower 
bzmk 175 176 1 206 18 

bessel 1.94 2.07 6 2.15 11 

binoml 7.1 7.7 8 9.41 33 

binoiii2 3.69 3.92 6 3.89 5 

bsort 3.2 3.24 1 3.17 -1 

bubble 10.8 10.6 -1 11.1 3 

comb 1050 1100 5 1080 3 

disj 455 491 8 495 9 

dnf 0.795 0.793 0 0.871 10 

dotprodl 0.439 0.435 -1 0.451 3 

dotprod2 0.293 0.285 -3 0.312 6 

dotprod3 0.752 0.748 0 0.967 29 

fib 144 170 18 164 13 

fmatmult 4.45 4.63 4 4.91 10 

hanoi 119 126 6 125 5 

isotree 29.6 29.5 0 29.2 -1 

list.qs 0.911 0.945 4 1.05 15 

mandl 591 592 0 557 -6 

msort 4.88 4.88 0 4.91 1 

nrev 0.697 0.701 1 0.71 2 

pi 293 285 -3 252 -14 

tak 92.2 115 25 124 35 

3.1.2 Types 

The JVM virtual registers and other C variables must be declared somewhere, which 

means that they have to have types assigned. The simple types are listed here, to 

help the reader understand the C code that follows. Structures used to implement 

data types are discussed under the appropriate type. 

tagval — a tagged Janus value. This must be large enough to hold an integer or a 

pointer, whichever is larger. 

tagptr — a pointer to a tagged Janus value (not a tagged pointer). 
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iat_t — a signed integer the same size as a tagval. It may be either a C iat or a 

long int depending on the underlying machine. 

f loat_t — a floating point value. This may be single or double precision depending 

on the installation. 

word — an unsigned integer the same size as a tagval. 

3.1.3 Registers 

The JVM registers described below are all implemented as C veiriables. Most of 

them are declared local to j anus .entry (), but some that are infrequently used in 

janus.entryO and/or frequently used in other parts of the runtime system are global 

variables. The local registers are hp, sp, ap, susp_set, and £ill of the general-purpose 

JVM registers. All other JVM registers are declEired as global variables. 

The choice of whether to implement virtual registers as global or loccil variables 

depends on a number of factors. Most RISC machines cannot address a global variable 

directly because the addresses are too large to represent with an immediate constant. 

This means that accessing global variables either needs extra instructions to build the 

constant, or it requires that a register be dedicated to pointing to the "global" area. 

Since we cannot predict which solution the C compiler will choose, we work under 

the assumption that accessing global variables is expensive. Furthermore, only local 

variables can be declared as register to encourage the compiler to keep them in 

real machine registers, and some C compilers will not put global variables in machine 

registers at all. Therefore we declare frequently-used JVM registers as C variables 

local to jajius_entry(). On the other hand, virtual registers that are used throughout 

the runtime system, and not just in janus_entry(), need to be global variables. The 

heap and stack pointers are both in this category, so in fact there are global variables 

heap-ptr and stack.ptr that represent these important registers, but they are cached 

in the local variables hp and sp. 

Some of the local variables are declared with the register storage class to give 

a hint to the C compiler that these variables are going to be used heavily. The 
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registers hp and sp are always declared register; the registers ap and susp_set 

never eire. The general purpose registers are each individuzdly declared register or 

not based on the number of times they occur in the program. For example, suppose 

that a Janus program requires 8 tagged-value registers, 5 address registers, and three 

integer registers (these are all JVM registers) and suppose that the most heavily-used 

registers axe tO, tl, t2, t5, aO, and nl. Then jc would try to map eight hardware 

registers to these heavily-used JVM registers. The declarations at the beginning of 

janus-entryO would look like this 

register tagptr hp, sp; 

activation ap = NULL; 

word susp.set = 0; 

register tagval tO, tl, t2, t5; 

tagval t3, t4, t6, t7; 

register tagptr aO; 

tagptr al, a2, a3, a4; 

register int_t n2; 

in,t_t nO, nl; 

We only declare the general-purpose registers that are actually used in the program 

(recall that there is a potentially unlimited number available). 

Since JVM registers are just C variables, the register commands Load(tl ,x) and 

Move(tl,x). are implemented as simple assignments tl = x: and Store(tl,x) is 

implemented as x=tl. 

Registers represent one of the few unavoidable sources of inefficiency that are 

caused by translating to C instead of to assembly language. Besides the obvious point 

that C compilers may not honor our register declarations (in fact, benchmarking 

shows that the register declarations have no effect in gcc), there are problems with 

frequently-used global registers such as hp and sp. So, as mentioned above, these vir

tual registers are actually caches for the real global registers heap_ptr and stack_ptr. 

Before calling a runtime system function (from jaiius_entry ()) that uses one of the 

virtual registers, a JVM command is executed to save sp and hp to their global coun

terparts. On return, another JVM command is executed to set the local variables 

sp and hp to the values of their respective global variables. This means that outside 
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of j anus-entry 0 access to these variables is potentially slow; and even if there are 

enough references to make it worthwhile to cache them in the other functions, the 

saving and restoring is expensive. 

3.2 Memory Organization 

The Janus runtime system has two memory regions, the stack and the heap. Each 

stack frame contains a set of local variables in the form of tagged values and a resump

tion address for the procedure. The heap contains tagged values as well as floating 

point numbers, activations, arrays and other sorts of data that do not fit into stack 

allocation. 

3.2.1 Memory Checks 

The bottom of the stack begins at an address lower than the heap and grows toward 

higher memory while the heap grows toward lower memory (see figure 3.1). This 

makes it possible to check the allocation of stack and heap space at the same time 

with a single comparison of the stack and heap pointers: 

tdefine MemCheck(i,j) {if (sp + (i+FrameSize+j) >= hp) mem_error();} 

Here, i is the size of the stack frame (actuEilly, the number of tagged values that 

will be stored on the stack) and j is the number of words of heap storage needed. 

Framesize is the number of words in a frame, not including the local variables. For 

optimized code FrameSize is 1, since the only extra word is the resumption address. 

For debugging code there are sometimes other words on the stack to keep track of 

various information such as the size of the stack frame and the name of the current 

procedure. Note that i and FrameSize are compile-time constants, so the expression 

(z+FrameSize) will get compiled into a single number. Usually, j is a compile-time 

constant also, so that it gets added to the rest at compile time and there is no need 

for runtime arithmetic other than the comparison itself. 
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Figure 3.1: Memory Regions 

3.2.2 Heap Allocation 

In general, when space is allocated on a heap, it is necessary to have a pointer to the 

newly allocated space. This pointer is used to initialize the new space, and is tagged 

to produce a Janus value. The naive way to get such a pointer would be to use a 

general-purpose register and an allocation command such as 

#define HeapSpace(A,I) {A = hp; hp += I;} 

where I is the number of words of heap space to allocate and A is a register to point 

to the newly allocated memory. The sequence of commands to allocate a list cons 
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ceil, initialize the head to H and the tail to T is 

aO = hp; 

hp += 2; 

a0[0] = H-. 
aO[l] = T; 

to = tag_cons(aO); 

where. tO contains the value of the cons cell after it is created. 

But this scheme has an unnecessary register move aO = hp. More importantly, it 

uses an unnecessary register aO. and this may require a previous, live value of aO to 

be saved to memory. We can avoid the use of aO by using hp-2 as the base of the 

newly allocated space as in the following code 

hp += 2; 

hp[-l] = H-. 
hp[-2] = T; 

to = tag_cons(hp-2); 

Here, the tagging operation does not require a separate register since it is just a 

sequence of operations on tO. Also, note that we cannot always just use tO for aO 

since either H or T may be held in tO. 

The situation is more complicated if I is not a constant, as in creating a dynami

cally sized array In general, in order to do initialization and to create tagged values, 

we need to keep enough information around to allow us to determine both the be

ginning and the end of the newly allocated space. To do this we need two pieces of 

information but there are several combinations that would do: pointers to the begin

ning and end of the space, a pointer to the beginning and a size, or a pointer to the 

end and a size. Either of the first two combinations may be the most convenient in 

any given situation, but the last combination is almost always the least convenient. 

If we are going to reduce the number of registers in use, we want to use hp as one 

of our pointers, and this is a pointer to the end of the space. This means that if the 

other piece of information we have available is the length, then we must use the last 

combination, which is the least convenient. 

The jc alternative is to change the direction of heap growth. If the heap grows 

toward lower memory instead of higher memory, then hp is decremented rather than 
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incremented. This changes the situation such that before allocation, hp is pointing 

to some space that has already been allocated, after allocation it is pointing to the 

newly allocated space: 

#define HeapSpace(A,I) {hp -= I; A = hp;} 

The register A has now become unnecessary because it has exactly the same value 

as hp. The JVM command for allocating heap space, then, is just 

#define HeapSpace(I) hp -= I 

The code to create a list cons cell is implemented something like this: 

hp -= 2; 

lipCO] = H-, 
hpCl] = T-. 
to = tag_cons(hp); 

3.2.3 Stack Frames 

Guard operations are carried out entirely in JVM registers so that stack frames only 

need to be allocated after commit points. Recall that a commit point is a place in 

the program where a guard has been satisfied in the current store, so control has 

passed irrevocably to the body of the clause. When a clause commits, a stack frame 

of the appropriate size (for that clause) is allocated if necessary. The allocation and 

deallocation of stack frames in the JVM is similar to that in the WAM, but with some 

important differences. First, the test to see if there is enough space for a stack frame 

is separate from the actual allocation of the stack frame. This allows us to combine 

the tests for adequate heap and stack space, so that for many procedures there is only 

one test that accounts for all the space that will be needed (for the stack as well as 

the heap) in a clause. 

The procedures that need more than one test are those that need to allocate space 

after calling another procedure. For these procedures another memory overflow check 

is needed after each call that is followed by an allocation. This is necessary because 

there is no way to predict how much space the called procedure has used. 
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Another difference from the WAM is that rather than saving a "return address" —a 

pointer into the code of some other procedure—to which control should be transferred 

when the current activation has finished execution, a stack frame for a procedure con

tains a "resumption address"—a pointer into its own code—where execution should 

resume when control returns to it. This simplifies the management of control in the 

presence of arbitrary suspensions and resumptions. 

The JVM stack pointer sp points to the top of the stack rather than to the bottom 

of the current stack frame as in the WAM. Local variables are referenced by negative 

offsets from sp and the resumption address is the top word on the stack. There is no 

pointer to the previous stack frame, instead stack frame allocation and deallocation 

uses a matched pair of instructions: 

#define NewFraine(I) (sp += I + FrameSize) 

#define FreeFrame(I) (sp -= I + FrameSize) 

Here, I is the number of variables in the stack frame and FrameSize is as described 

above for MemCheck. There is actually a little more to NewFrame. When user debug

ging is enabled, NewFrame also initializes the stack frame so that a back-trace of the 

stack will not encounter garbage. 

The WAM uses a frame pointer to the bottom of the top frame on the stack rather 

than a stack pointer to the top of the stack (see figure 3.2). In the WAM. the top 

frame on the stack has no pointer to identify the top of the frame. Since there is 

no pointer to the top of the stack, each stack frame allocation needs to know the 

size of the current frame so that it can increment the frame pointer by that amount. 

This information is not statically available because the procedure eillocating a new 

stack frame may be called by any one of several other procedures, each of which has 

allocated a stack frame of a different size. 

The WAM solves this problem by storing the needed information in the word 

before the return address. In other words, when there is a jump to a procedure, the 

return address is not the next word after the jump, but the word after that one. The 

skipped word contains an integer that is the size of the frame for the caller, so the 

size of the caller's stack frame can be accessed by a negative offset from the return 
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Figure 3.2: Stack Pointer vs. Frame Pointer 

address. However, this scheme requires an extra memory reference to look up the size 

of the previous frame each time a new stack frame is created. 

The advantage of the WAM scheme is that stack trimming is free. Stack trimming 

is a stack space optimization that changes the size of the top stack frame between 

calls so that it is always as small as possible. For example the clause 

p(A.B.C) q(A). r(B), s(C). 

needs to save both B and C on the stack when it is calling q/1. but when it is calling 

r/1 it only needs to save C on the stack. The WAM implements this optimization by 

storing C in a lower cell (assuming the stack grows from low to high) and B above it. 

Then the static frame size stored at the return label for q/1 is 2, while the frame size 

stored at the return label for r/l is 1. The arithmetic is done at compile time and 

incurs no runtime overhead. 

The JVM by contrast would have to insert explicit instructions to move the stack 

pointer. We felt that stack trimming is less important than speed in allocating frames. 
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but it is not a simple space/time tradeoff. Since the JVM does not trim the stack 

it must allocate all of the local variables before •:he first call. Since some of these 

variables will not be assigned before the first call, it is necessary to initialize them 

to some value that will not cause errors when the stack is traversed for debugging 

or garbage collection. But it is not necessary to initialize all local variables. The 

local variables that are assigned to before the first call do not need to be initialized. 

Furthermore, it is often possible to re-use stack slots for variables that will not be 

used till later. For example in the clause 

p(A,B,C) q(A), r(B,X). C = X+1. 

we need to create a local variable X. and this variable is not initialized before the first 

call. But the stack slot for B is initialized before the call to q/1 (in order to save the 

value for the call to r/2) and this stack slot is no longer needed after B gets loaded 

into a register for the caJl. So jc does not create and initialize an extra stack slot 

for X, instead it re-uses the stack slot for B. This slot does not need to be initialized 

for garbage collection since it has one legitimate value B before the call to q/1 and 

another legitimate value X before the call to r/2. In general, two variable X and Y 

can share the same stack slot if there is some point p in the code such that 

1. X is either in a register at p or is not used after p. 

2. Y is not used before p. 

3. X does not need to be saved on the stack after p. 

Each initialization requires one store instruction at a cost of 2 cycles. The WAM 

method avoids this cost, but for each stack frame allocated, it requires at least one 

fetch instruction to get the size of the frame, for a minimum cost of 2 cycles^. The 

JVM implementation, then, is faster if the number of variables that need to be initial

ized is less than the number of frames that need to be allocated. Dynamic counts of 

4n fact the WAM cost may be underestimated here. On the SP.\RC a fetch from global memorv-
typically requires an extra SETHI instruction, and if the return address is not in a register then 
it must be fetched as well. The actual cost may be as high as 5 cycles if it is necessary to do two 
fetches and a SETHI. 
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the numbers of these commands over our benchmark suite showed only one program 

where this was not true. Most programs had no initializing commands at all. Since 

all programs need to allocate (many) stack frames, and since many programs do not 

need to initialize any variables, it seems preferable to penalize the unusual behavior 

rather than the expected behavior. 

However the JVM technique does use more stack space and this may be significant 

for some programs. We note that stack trimming could be implemented in the JVM 

at an extra cost of one register move for each time that the stack needs to change 

size (the stack needs to change size at most once for each call in the program). Since 

trimming the stack in the JVM has a cost of 1 and creating a frame in the WAM has 

a cost of 2 (over the cost of creating a frame in the JVM), the stack scheme of the 

JVM with stack trimming would be faster than the WAM scheme if there were less 

than twice as many points where the stack needs to be trimmed as there are frame 

allocations. 

3.2.3.1 Traversing the Stack 

The JVM stack structure (like the WAM) leaves the stack with no self-defining struc

ture. In other words, there is no way to divide the stack into frames by following 

pointers. Such a structure is not needed for allocating and deallocating stack frames, 

but the debugger needs to know the structure of the stack and the garbage collec

tor will need to avoid treating resumption addresses like tagged pointers. There are 

two implementations of resumption addresses: integer constants and first-class labels. 

When resumption addresses are represented by integer constants, the constants are 

all chosen to be multiples of four. On the machines that jc has currently been ported 

to, code addresses (and therefore first-class labels) are all multiples of four. Therefore 

the addresses always have the lower two bits equal to 00 which is the tag given to 

to Janus integers. When the debugger or garbage collector traverses the stack, all of 

the code addresses have an integer tag, so they are treated like integers (the garbage 

collector ignores them and the debugger prints an integer value). The stack does not 

need frame pointers or stack pointers loaded onto the stack and popped off. which 
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avoids some work for each Ccdl. 

3.2.4 Allocating Variables 

There are two memory regions (the stack and the heap) and variables can be allocated 

in either region. The cost of setting aside space for a group of variables and initializing 

them is the same for each region, but the cost of reclaiming the space is different 

for the two different regions. Variables allocated on the stack are automatically 

deallocated by the FreeFrameO command that deallocates the stack frame, while 

variables allocated on the heap must be deallocated by some sort of heap storage 

management. Heap storage management tends to be more expensive than stack 

allocation (although this is not always the case, see [1]) so it is preferable to allocate 

variables on the stack. However. Janus variables cam "move", in the sense that a 

variable may be moved to a structure or assigned to another variable before it has 

received a value. In such cases the previous variable, say X, is made a pointer to the 

new variable, say Y, so that other accesses to the X can find the new location Y. This 

works fine if all variables are allocated on the heap, but there are problems if variables 

are allocated on the stack. 

The problem is that stack frames "go away" when a procedure returns, while the 

variable may outlive the procedure. For example the procedure 

pipe(X,Y) X := Z, Y := Z. 

creates a variable Z and passes two references to it back to the caller. If Z were 

allocated on the stack frame of the call to pipe/2, then when pipe/2 deallocates its 

stack frame the storage for Z will be deallocated even though Z is still a live variable. 

In general the lifetimes of variables cannot be constrained at all. so in general variables 

must be allocated on the heap. 

However, as noted above, heap allocation is often more expensive than stack 

allocation, so we optimistically allocate variables on the stack if we cannot prove 

that they need to be on the heap. Then it is sometimes necessary to move variables 

from the stack to the heap to avoid dangling pointers. Variables that are allocated 

on the current stack frame are called "unsafe" variables, because they will become 
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undefined if the frame is deallocated. All other variables are "safe". Notice that 

there is a difference between variables that are allocated on the current stack frame 

and variables that are merely preserved on the current stack frame during a call. A 

variable that is allocated on the current stack frame contains a pointer to the current 

stack frame because it is initialized to point to itself. A variable can be preserved on 

the current stack frame but still be a safe variable if it points to a lower stack frame 

or to the heap. Variables that are allocated in the current stack frame are edways 

unsafe, but variables that are preserved in the current stack frame may be safe. 

In order to ensure that the stack frame is never deallocated while it contains 

unsafe variables we maintain a pointer invariant that no pointer in memory is allowed 

to point to a newer frame on the stack. There is some cost involved in maintaining 

this invariant, and we must compromise between this runtime cost and the cost of 

heap allocation. So we allocate variables on the stack if we cannot prove that they 

will still be unsafe when the frame is deallocated. The cases are as follows: 

1. If the variable is assigned to before it is used, then it can be kept in a register, 

there is no need to assign storage for it (it may have to be preserved on the 

stack across a procedure call, but it is the assigned veilue that is preserved, not 

the variable). For example in the body 

X ;= A+B, p(Y), q(X). ... 

there is no need to allocate a real Janus variable for X since it is just a temporary 

variable. Instead, its value is calculated and preserved on the stack during the 

call to p/1. then the value is restored and passed on to q/1. 

2. If the variable occurs in a structure then it goes in the structure (which is on 

the heap). For example in the body 

.... p(X), S := [X.Y], p(Y). ... 

X and Y are both allocated as part of the list structure so that no extra allocation 

is needed. If X were allocated on the stack, then it would have to be moved to 
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the heap before a list cell could be allowed to point to it (since the list cell is 

on the heap it cannot point to the stack). 

3. If a variable occurs in a tail call, then (because of tail-call optimization) it might 

outlive the stack frame, so the variable is allocated on the heap. For example 

in 

. . . .  p ( Y ) .  q ( Y ) .  

It would not be legal to deallocate the stack frame before the call to q/1 (in 

other words, it would not be possible to do a tail-call optimization) without 

first moving Y to the heap. 

4. If an occurrence of a variable X is assigned to another variable Y that might be 

on the heap, then X is allocated on the heap. Any variable that comes in as a 

parameter might be on the heap. For example in 

p(Y) Y := X. 

Y might be allocated on the heap, so X is automatically allocated on the heap. 

5. Otherwise the variable is allocated on the stack. 

The only remaining way that deallocating a stack frame can cause dangling point

ers is if a variable elsewhere in the runtime system is pointing to a variable on the 

stack. The WAM avoids this possibility by implementing assignment in a special way. 

When two variables are unified in Prolog, the subsequent equivalence of the variables 

can be represented by having either variable point to the other, it is not important 

which one points to which. That is, when there is an assignment of one variable X 

to another variable Y. it does not matter whether X is given a pointer to Y or if Y 

is given a pointer to X —either choice is correct. The WAM makes use of this and 

implements unification by an assignment that compares the pointers and makes the 

assignment in the "safe" direction. In other words, when unifying two variables X and 

Y. if one variable, say X is in a region of memory that may be deallocated before the 
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region that contains Y, then Y is made to point to X, rather than the reverse. This 

means that pointers are always made from the stack to the heap and from newer stack 

frames to older stack frames. 

In order to make this assignment reasonably fast, the WAM has the stack growing 

away from the heap. This allows the check of a variable's "safeness" to be made just 

by comparing pointers. In other words, assuming the heap is below the stack and the 

stack grows up, the variable X is less safe than variable Y only if the address of X is 

higher thaji the address of Y. 

The WAM strategy still leaves the possibility that a locaJ, unsafe variable can be 

passed in a tail call (after deallocating the stack frame), thereby creating a dangling 

pointer. In order to avoid this possibility, the WAM tests all unsafe variables before a 

tail call to see if any of them live in the current stack frame. If they do. the variables 

are moved to the heap. It would be possible to avoid this runtime cost by using the 

rule that any local variable that occurs in a tail call is allocated on the heap, but 

frequently the local variables passed in the tail call have been assigned a safe value 

before the tail call, so they could have been allocated on the stack. 

The JVM uses a different strategy. Instead of changing the direction of pointers, 

when there is an assignment of any variable to a stack variable, the stack variable 

is first moved to the heap. The advantage of this strategy for jc is that there is no 

requirement for the stack to grow away from the heap. As noted in section 3.2.1. jc 

reduces the number of allocation tests by having the stack grow towards the heap. Of 

course the disadvantage of the JVM method is that it will do more heap allocation 

of variables. 

Here is a case-by-case analysis of how unsafe variables behave when a stack frame 

is deallocated: 

Either it has been assigned to or it has not been assigned to. 

1. If it has already been assigned to then 

(a) If it was assigned a ground value, then it is already safe. 

(b) If it was assigned a non-ground value then the procedure in which 
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the assignment was made moved the variable to the heap before 

assigning to it. so it is already safe. 

2. If it has not yet been assigned to then 

(a) If it was created in a structure then it was created on the heap. 

(b) If it was moved to a structure then it was moved to the heap. 

(c) Otherwise, if the variable is passed to the last call, then it was 

created on the heap. 

(d) Otherwise, if the variable was passed to a non-tail call that sus

pended then the suspending procedure moved it to the heap. 

(e) Otherwise the the variable is inaccessible, and it does not need 

to be made safe. 

3.3 Data Representation 

This section describes in detail the data structures and runtime system functions used 

to implement each type of data. 

3.3.1 Atoms 

A frequent operation done on atoms is a test for equality, and this test is very often 

a test of a variable against a literal atom. Because of this, there is a performance 

advantage to representing atoms with small fixed integer values so that comparisons 

can be done with immediate operands in machine code. With an immediate operand 

the test consists of two instructions: a comparison instruction followed by a condi

tional jump. Even on machines with immediate operands of restricted size (such as 

the SPARC) a large number of atom representations will fit into immediate operands. 

Without an immediate operand the test consists of three instructions: a load of the 

operand, a comparison, and a conditional jump. So immediate operands save about 

one third to one fourth of the cycles needed for a comparison (depending on the delay 

slot). 
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However there is more to an atom than how it compares, there is also its represen

tation, which must be available for input and output. At first, this requirement seems 

to constrain us to use a pointer for atoms, so that there is a reference to the name. 

But input and output are infrequent operations compared to the other things going 

on. and they are orders of magnitude slower than other parts of the computation, so 

we do not really need a fast way to access the name of an atom, only a reliable way 

that is fast enough to not slow down input and output noticeably. This is done by 

creating a hash table of atom names, indexed by the integer values of the atoms (we 

did not use an array because we did not want to make assumptions about how the 

integers would be assigned, in particular we did not want to assume that they would 

be sequential). Input functions access another hash table indexed by names to find 

the integer that goes with a given atom name. 

The hash tables are used to implement two functions 

char *atom_to_iiame(tagval v) 

which returns the name of the atom represented by the tagged value v, and 

tagval name_to_atom(char *s) 

which returns the tagged representation of the atom with the name s. These functions 

are only used by input and output, all other computations on an atom uses the integer 

value associated with the atom rather than its name. 

There are some special atoms that need to be referred to in the runtime system 

for various purposes. These are currently 

nil — the empty list 

bagnil — the empty bag 

true — the logical constant 

false — the logical constant 

stdin — a name for the standard input stream 

stdout — a name for the standard output stream 
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stderr — a name for the standard error output stream 

ErrNil — a special value inaccessible to the user that is used to initialize data 

locations for detecting errors in initialization. Actually, this atom is just a value, 

not related to any name. That is, if a program uses the name 'ErrNil' the atom 

corresponding to this name will not be the system ErrNil value. 

In order for the runtime system to be able to use the integer representations of these 

atoms, the representations must be known when the runtime system is compiled. So 

these atoms are given pre-defined integer values that are the same in all programs. 

Other atoms are assigned number codes in sequence during code generation". 

3.3.2 Lists 

A list is a sequence of ordered pairs called cons cells. Each cons cell has in its first 

part an element of the list and in its second part a representation of the rest of the 

list. The last cons cell contains in its second part the atom nil (also written •). Of 

course there is no constraint that requires the programmer to assign to the second 

part of a cons cell the atom nil or another cons cell. So in fact, cons cells are just 

ordered pairs of values. 

A cons cell is represented by a tagged pointer to a pair of two consecutive words 

on the heap. There is nothing in the cons cell itself to identify it as a cons cell, it is 

just an anonymous pair of words; 

Heap 

C H I T ] :  CONS 

H 

T 

^when separate compilation is added, we need to ensure that each atom that occurs in more 
than one file is assigned the same integer value at each occurrence. This means that the selection of 
integer \-alues needs to be delayed until all the modules are linked together. 
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Cons cells are accessed by their untagged addresses in most cases. In other words, 

given that we need to access both the first and second part of the cell, we first untag 

the result and put it in an address register using a command such as 

Get  Cons (ao. i i )  

which expects a tagged cons cell value in register ti and puts in uq a pointer to the 

cons (recall that the "tagged cons cell value" is a tagged pointer to the cons cell, the 

actual pair of words is allocated on the heap). Then the first element is accessed as 

QqCO] and the second element is ao[l]. This can save one untagging operation if 

both parts of the cons cell need to be accessed (but in many cases the same eflfect is 

accomplished by the C compiler"s common subexpression elimination). 

3.3.3 Arrays eind Terms 

An array is represented by a tagged pointer to an array descriptor on the heap. The 

array descriptor contains the length n of the array and a pointer to a block of n 

words, each containing a tagged value. Each of these tagged values is an element of 

the array. 

Heap 

Array block 
(on heap) 

A(lAl- l )  

ARRAY 

Array elements are indexed from the pointer to the sequence of words, rather than 

from the tagged value that represents the array. In other words, to access element i 

of array A. it is first necessary to get the pointer to the sequence of words that make 

up the array. This is done with the command: 
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#defiiie GetArray(A,T) A = get_aurray(T)->data 

where T is a tagged register referencing the array and get_array(T) produces an 

untagged pointer to the array block. Then element i is accessed with the C expression 

A [i]. This technique of getting the pointer first can save the untagging operations 

and structure references for all subsequent references to the array, which use the same 

pointer A. As for cons cells, it is possible that if we were to simply use get .array (0 

ever)rwhere instead of using an address register, a good C compiler could use common 

subexpression elimination to have the same effect. However, we prefer not to rely on 

the C compiler for this. 

The empty array is treated specially. There is only one empty array, and whenever 

an array of length zero is constructed, the unique empty array is produced instead. 

This allows a comparison to the empty array to be done with a single comparison, 

similarly to a comparison for the empty list. As long as number of array comparisons is 

leirger than the number of array constructions this strategy will save cycles. However, 

it leads to a rather complicated command to construct arrays: 

tdefine MadceArray(T,A,I) 
{if ((I) == 0) T = EmptyArray; 
else {register tagptr airr = (A); hp -= 2; 

((array)hp)->data = arr; ((aLrray)hp)->size = I; 
T = tag.array(hp);}} 

The command MakeArray (t ,a, i) assigns to t an array of the sequence of words of 

length z, beginning at a. If i is zero, then it returns the unique empty array instead. 

The value of A is cached in arr before moving hp because A frequently is hp. This 

command is somewhat awkward and needs to be re-considered. Perhaps it should be 

broken down into more fine-grained commands. 

An n-ary term T is represented by an array A of length n -F 1. with the functor of 

T at >1.0 and argument i of T at /I. i. For example the term f (1, g) is represented 

by the array <f, 1 ,g>. 
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3.3.4 Integers 

The implementation of integers and integer arithmetic in jc contains some compro

mises for performance reasons. First, jc integers have two less bits of precision than 

the integers of the underlying machine. Second, there is no overflow check unless it 

is directly supported by the underlying C compiler. Dynamically typed languages 

typically do have overflow checking, but C implementations may not. Since jc was 

intended to compete with C in performance, we felt that it was reasonable to use C 

arithmetic. 

An integer is represented by the value in the upper part of a word with a two-bit 

tag in the lower part: 

N: [value of N] INT 

Since the integer is left-shifted two bits before tagging, the integers of jc have 

two fewer bits of precision than machine integers. The command for tagging integers 

is typical, but there is a minor subtlety in untagging integers. The problem is that 

the C language does not provide a standard way to left-shift a signed value using a 

signed shift. So if we tried to untag a negative tagged integer i with the expression 

(i»2), zeros might be shifted in from the left and the result would be a positive 

number. However, on machines with a signed shift operation, most C compilers will 

use the signed shift on a signed quantity. In such environments we can just cast to a 

signed quantity before shifting: 

#<iefine get_int(T) ((iiit_t)T » 2) 

If the C compiler does not cooperate in this way, or if the machine does not have a 

signed shift, getting the effect of a signed shift is more costly. 

For purposes of modularity, all JVM commands are defined in one place and all 

operations dealing directly with tags are defined in another place. So. for example. 

Add_TI is defined like this: 

#ciefine Add_TI(Tl,T2,T3) T1 = ti_add(T2,T3) 
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and the actual implementation of tagged integer arithmetic is defined by way of the 

macro ti_add(). The naive way to define ti_add() would be to untag both operands, 

add them, and tag the result. It would look something like this: 

#define ti_add(i,j) tag.int(get_iiit(i) + get_int(j)) 

However, we can save a machine cycle or two by using knowledge of the actual integer 

tag to do the addition in fewer steps. Integers have the tag 00 so when two of these 

objects are added together the tags will be added to produce another correct tag. 

Schematically the process may be diagrammed like this: 

i GO j 00 = i+j 00 

So the result is already a correctly tagged integer. 

More formally, integers are tagged by shifting two bits to the left. In the absence 

of overflow, this is mathematically equivalent to multiplication by four. So if i is a 

tagged integer, then it represents the untagged integer z/4. This suggests that 

ti_add{i,j) = tag(untag(z) + untag(j)) 

=  4(-  + - )  

=  i + j  

Therefore, we define 

#define ti_add(i,j) i + j 

Similarly 

ti_mul(i,i) =4(^)(^) = ^ 

so multiplication is defined 

tdefine ti_mul(i,j) (i » 1) * (j » 1) 

It would be slightly more efficient to use i*(j»2). The definition given above is 

the result of a generalization of the strategy described here (the generalization is 

described in [24]). Multiplication is so much more expensive than shifting that it 
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hardly seemed worthwhile to add another special case to the tag implementation to 

optimize this case. 

Similar arguments give us optimized forms of several other tagged integer opera

tions (here we insert the casts that are needed to force signed integer operations on 

the unsigned tagged VEJUCS): 

tdefine ti_neg(i) -(int_t)i 
#define ti_add(i,j) (int_t)i + (int_t)j 
#define ti_sub(i,j) (int_t)i - (int_t)j 
#define ti_mul(i,j) ((int_t)i * (int_t)j) » 2 
#define ti_idiv(i,j) ((int_t)i / (int_t)j) « 2 
#define ti_max(i,j) (iEt_t)i > (iiit_t)j ? i : j 
#define ti_min(i,j) (int_t)i < (int_t)j ? i : j 

These implementations of tijnaucO and ti_min() would be incorrect if it were possi

ble to pass general expressions to the macros, but the only expressions passed to the 

macros are simple variables (JVM virtual registers). 

3.3.5 Floating Point Numbers 

Floating point numbers, unlike integers, are not kept in the same word as their tag. 

We do not wgint to assume that floating point numbers can be kept in a single word, 

because that would prohibit the use of double-precision floats. It would also prevent 

the implementation of IEEE-compliant floating point arithmetic on 32-bit machines 

that have compliant hardware. Instead, a floating point number is represented by 

a tagged pointer to a cell in the heap that contains a machine representation of a 

floating point number. The following diagram shows how a tagged floating point 

value is represented: 

Heap 

X: \ FLOAT • 

\ 
• 

[value of X] 

• 
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Tagged floating point arithmetic untags its arguments, dereferences them to get 

the machine representations of the number, does the operation, then creates a new 

tagged floating point number on the heap. For excimple the macro to implement 

addition looks like 

#define Add.TF(Tl,T2,T3) 
T1 = make_hp_float(*get_float(T2) + *get_float(T3)) 

and ail the other operations are similar. The macro get-float just untags the value 

to get a pointer to the floating point number and the C operation gets the value 

pointed to. 

The macro mkJip_f loat (/i) moves the hp to allocate storage for the floating point 

number fi. Then it assigns /i to the new space and returns a tagged pointer to it. 

The implementation looks something like this: 

#def ine make_hp_float(x) 
(hp-=sizeof(float_t), *(float_t*)hp=x, tag_float(hp)) 

This is a lot of extra work to go through for each floating point calculation, and is in 

serious need of improvement. 

3.3.6 Numbers 

When a variable occurs in an arithmetic expression, the compiler cannot always de

termine whether it is an integer or a floating point number. In such cases, it produces 

generic arithmetic commands. These commands have a great deal of overhead be

cause they are implemented by calling C functions to determine the types of the 

operands and do the right things. The reason that C functions are called is that 

the operations are rather complex and would lead to a substantial increase in code 

size if they were put in-line. The result of a generic arithmetic operation can be 

either a floating point number or an integer, depending on the parameters, and this 

is determined by runtime tests in the C function. It is not known when calling the C 

function whether or not a floating point number needs to be allocated on the heap, so 

the HeapCheck at the commit point makes sure there is enough space for all generic 
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axithmetic operations that might be executed before the next heap check to allocate 

floating point numbers on the heap. 

If the C functions were to allocate heap space, it would be necessary to save 

hp before calling them and restoring it afterward. But this is expensive, so instead 

space for the floating point number is allocated before calUng the C function, and 

then deallocated if it is not needed. This is the only place in jc where the heap 

"backtracks" in any sense, cind it is an entirely local operation. For example, generic 

addition is implemented like this; 

#define Add_T(Tl,T2,T3) 
{T1 = desc_plus(—hp,T2,T3); if (is_int(Tl)) ++hp;} 

The overhead of incrementing hp and testing the value of T1 may be greater than 

saving and restoring hp on some architectures. It depends largely on the cost of 

accessing a global variable. 

3.3.7 Allocation Problem 

A problem with the implementation of floating point and generic arithmetic is that 

arithmetic operations in the guard may require storage allocation, thus breaking the 

invariant that no allocation is done in the guards. For example in 

p(X.Y) X = Y+1 I ... 

a floating point number will be allocated if Y is a floating point number. This was 

noticed rather late in development. For now the problem has been patched over 

by allowing the allocation of floats in the guard, but a better solution would be to 

implement floating point and generic arithmetic in such a way that no allocation is 

done for intermediate values. In cases such as 

q(X,Y) Z = Y+l, X < Z I r(Z) . 

Where a value is calculated in the guard and used in the body, Z should be treated as 

an intermediate value in the guard (kept in a register) up to the commit point. After 

the commit, space should be allocated for Z and it should be turned into a tagged 

value before passing it to r/l. 
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3.4 Performance 

Table 3.2 gives a table of times for a set of benchmark programs written in both Janus 

and C. The Janus programs have been optimized using all of the techniques discussed 

in the following chapters. The C programs have been written in C style, using loops 

rather than recursion, arrays rather than lists, static allocation, and other standard 

C features wherever reasonable, and have been compiled with the same optimization 

level as the output C program from jc. This comparison is intended to give some 

indication of how well the JVM can be compiled. 

The quicksort benchmark that is called list_qs in appendix B is called qsort here 

because the C version uses an array rather than a list. The only use of C dynamic 

allocation (via mallocO) is in the naive reverse benchmark. The sum benchmark is a 

simple loop (recursive procedure in Janus) that adds up all of the numbers less than 

or equal to a given number. The output of j c for this program is a simple loop with 

a goto, much like an assembly language programmer would write. 

Table 3.2: Comparison with C 

procedure C program Janus program 
ms ms % slowdown 

binom2 2.91 3.82 31 
dnf 0.044 0.797 1700 
fib 53.6 145 170 
msort 0.389 4.91 1200 
nrev 0.588 0.704 20 
pi 146 297 103 
qsort 0.501 0.921 84 
sum 161 163 1 
tak 70.6 91.7 30 

In all of the programs except sum, the Janus program is significantly slower than 

the corresponding C program. However the Janus time is no more than twice as long 

as the C time in several of the benchmarks. Most of these (binom2. pi, sum. and tak) 

are arithmetic programs, where the only disadvantages that j c needs to overcome are 
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dynamic typing and lack of control structures. Although fib fits this profile as well, 

it does poorly because the addition of the two returned values is done with generic 

arithmetic. If the program is re-written to use integer arithmetic; 

fib(N.F) iiit(N), N > 1 I fib(N-l,Fl), fib(N-2.F2). add(Fl,F2.F). 
fib(0,F) F := 0. 
fib(l.F) F := 1. 

add(Fl,F2,F) int(Fl), int(F2) I F :=F1+F2. 

there is a dramatic speedup to 88ms, only sixty-four percent slower than the C bench

mark. 

qsort and arev do well also, although they do list processing, not just arithmetic. 

In both cases, the corresponding C program is recursive and that factor helps Janus. 

And as mentioned, the C version of nrev uses mallocO, which is not a fast allocation 

method. The alternative to using mallocO is to implement a faster allocation method 

in C. But if the benchmarks are taking into account the disadvantages of Janus {eg: 

dynamic typing, suspension) they should also take into account the disadvantages of 

C {eg: slower dynamic allocation). 

The two programs where j c is not comparable to C are both array-manipulation 

programs. The dnf program does a lot of swapping of array elements, and each such 

swap involves copying the entire array. This means that it is actually using a different 

algorithm from the C program, and one that is asymptotically worse. 

The msort program also copies arrays, giving asymptotically worse performance. 

There is no swapping in this program but there is array concatenation which copies 

both arguments. The program can be re-written in the C style: this involves creating 

the output arrays ahead of time and passing indexes along in recursive procedures. 

When the program is written in this way its time improves to 2.26ms. which is still 

six times slower than the C program, but a bit more respectable. One reason for the 

remaining poor performance is that suspension analysis cannot infer that the program 

is non-suspending because of its use of an array with uninstantiated elements. 
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3.5 Related Work 

The tradition of compiling high level languages to C is a venerable one, dating back to 

the first implementations of the Unix programs Lex(l) and Yacc(l). These programs 

translate a lexical ainalysis and a parsing language, respectively, into C code. In 

addition, many high-level languages such as Lisp [54], Scheme [2], Icon [50] and ML 

[46] have been translated to C. 

The ML to C compiler is interesting because it uses continuation passing style and 

heap-allocated activation records. This compiler compiles individual continuations to 

individual C functions and uses a sort of dispatching loop to simulate first class 

labels. In other words, each continuation is called from a loop, when the continuation 

returns, it returns the C function address of the continuation that it wants to branch 

to, and the loop takes care of doing the branching. The overhead of this scheme is 

considerably greater than for the j c scheme, but it has the advantage of being more 

scalable. 

There is an implementation of the functional language Erlang by Hausman [26] 

that is very close in spirit to jc. The virtual machine described there is partly 

influenced by jc, and the jc module system (not discussed in this dissertation) was in 

turn partly inspired by Erlang. Erlang compiles each module into a single C function 

rather than compiling the whole program into a single C function as does the version 

of jc described here. The advantage of this is that the implementation is more 

scalable. Erlang requires gcc and uses two special features of the compiler. It uses 

first class labels (as jc does optionally) and it also uses global register declarations 

for important global registers. 

The monolithic switch statement technique that jc uses to implement soft labels 

has been criticized by Hausman [26] and by Pettersson [41] for its lack of scalability. 

In other words, as Janus programs get larger, they will tend to break the C compilers 

that try to compile them, or at least the C compilation will tend to get much longer. 

We note that the criticism is correct from a practical standpoint and the most recent 

version of j c solves it by means of a module system that is not described here. 

However, the approach of dividing up individual modules into C functions is really 
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not a good solution to the problem of monolithic C functions for a couple of reasons. 

First, it reduces the problem but does not prevent it. If the Janus programmer 

writes a huge module, it will get translated into a huge C function. Second, the 

module divisions of a program are based on the conceptual structure and not on the 

execution structure of the program. The two structures may be entirely different, so a 

well-modularized Janus program may lead to a C program that is divided very poorly 

(from an efficiency standpoint) into individual C functions. In particular, if one writes 

a module of small, often used procedures (say for list manipulations) these procedures 

will all be compiled together into one module, although the program would run much 

faster if they were compiled into the modules in which they were used. 

A better solution to the monolithic C function is to create a call graph and an

alyze it into subgraphs appropriate for breaking up the program. There are several 

constraints on the subgraph creation. For example, they need to be kept below a 

certain size (depending on the properties of the machine and C compiler), and a 

clique (a set of mutually recursive procedures) should be compiled together into one 

C function if possible, given size constraints. Leaf procedures or small leaf cliques 

should be compiled into the modules in which they are called, even if multiple copies 

are compiled in this way. 

KLIC (section 1.4. [11]) translates a source-language module to a single C function 

like Erlang and the latest version of jc. Also like jc, KLIC caches important global 

registers in local C variables to encourage the C compiler to put them in registers. 

The two-stage tagging scheme used to represent dynamic tjrpes is similar to that 

of many other systems [18, 39, 45]. There are interesting variations on this sort of 

scheme such as multiple stages, putting bits in the high end [45, 40], or splitting the 

bits so that some go in the high end and some in the low end [20, pp 54-57]. Other 

systems do not use tags at all, but rather place all data on the heap and have type 

identification in the heap blocks [22. 27], or use two words to represent data items 

[23] (one for a type constant and one for a pointer or direct value), or identify objects 

by where they occur in memory [28]. However, an analysis of the various strategies 

[24] suggests that, at least on RISC architectures, (1) tagging is better than the 
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alternatives. (2) tagging in tlie low end of the word is preferable to tagging in the 

high end, and (3) it is best to minimize the number of stages, subject to certain other 

constraints. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUSPENSION AND RESUMPTION 

One of our goals for jc was to implement Janus in such a way that programs that 

do not make use of sophisticated language features would not have to pay a large 

performance penalty for the presence of that feature in the language. Suspension in 

particular is a feature that many programs have no need for. yet that can cause a 

heavy performance penalty for all programs if it is not carefully implemented. If it is 

necessary to test each variable before assignment to determine if it there is a procedure 

waiting for its value, this work will slow down all programs, even those that never 

suspend. The result of these considerations is the batch suspension strategy described 

below. The usual hooked variable strategy (also described below) is made available as 

a compiler option. Before going into details on the jc implementation of suspension, 

we describe the algorithmic trade-offs that need to be considered. 

4.1 Process Management Strategies 

A strategy for suspending processes when they are blocked and resuming them when 

they can make further progress is called a process management strategy. For sim

plicity, let us assume that processes that suspend are always blocked on exactly one 

variable, waiting for that variable to get a value. This variable is called the "blocking 

variable". The fastest possible way to suspend is to just record the current state 

of the process in an activation record. This allows the fastest form of resumption, 

namely just restoring the process state from the activation record. 

This form of suspension and resumption can be implemented in a process manage

ment strategy based on "batch resumption", discussed below. The batch resumption 

strategy is actually simpler than the more common strategy, so the batch scheme 
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will be discussed first. We assume a single processor that runs all processes in some 

arbitreiry order. 

4.1.1 Batch Resumption Strategies 

A batch strategy works like this: when a process suspends, an activation record is 

created for it, initialized, and put on a list of such records called the "'suspension list". 

Periodically, a batch resumption is done by traversing the suspension list, testing each 

record to see if the blocking variable for that record has been assigned a value. If 

so. the record is put on the "ready list" —a list of processes that are ready to be 

resumed. Any process that is not ready to resume is left on the suspension list. As 

long as an activation record is on the suspension list or the ready list we say that it 

is ''suspended". If the blocking variable of a process gets a value then the process is 

said to be "resumable". even if the process has not yet been moved to the ready list. 

If a process is on the suspension list and is not resumable, then it is ''blocked". 

The following analysis of program behavior will be used to compare batch sus

pension with the more common hooked variable strategy. We number the batch 

resumptions in a program from 1 to n, and call a batch resumption just a ''batch". 

The program is divided into periods from 0 to n such that period 0 is that part of 

execution up to the beginning of batch 1. period n is that part of execution after 

the end of batch n. and for all other periods, period i is that part of execution from 

the end of batch i to the beginning of batch z -I- 1. Let Ri and Bi be the number 

of resumable and blocked processes, respectively, at the end of period i. We assume 

that the program does not terminate with blocked processes, so that the total of all 

the Ri must be equal to the number of suspensions.^ Let R be the average of all the 

Ri, and A be the total number of suspensions during the program, then 

n  

A  =  ̂ R i  =  n R  
i = 0  

and the number of batch resumptions is n = 

'Note however that there a r e  cases where a program can e.xit with blocked processes and still not 
be •'deadlocked". A remaining blocked processes might be some sort of server, for example, that has 
not been terminated. 
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Let b be the cost per process of traversing the suspension list, testing each process 

to see if its blocking variable has been assigned, and moving the process to the ready 

list or back to the suspension list. The length of the suspension list at the end of 

period i is Rj + Bi so the total time spent traversing the suspension list is 

n  L A  D  

Y ,  b { B i  + R,) = nb{ B  +  R)=bA + — 
1=0 

where B  is the average of all the B i .  

Let a be the cost of suspending and resuming a process (since we assume the 

program does not end with any blocked processes, all processes that suspend also 

resume). Then the total cost of process management is 

bAB 
QA + bA + 

R 

cycles. 

This cost is proportional to the number of suspensions and also to the ratio ^ of the 

average number of blocked processes to the average number of resumable processes. 

Later in this chapter this cost equation will be used to compare the batch strategy 

to the more common hooked variable strategy. 

4.1.2 Hooked Variable Strategies 

A more common suspension strategy uses a scheme that works like this (see [18]); 

when process suspends, the blocking variable gets changed to a "hooked variable" that 

contains a reference to the activation record being created, by way of an intermediate 

suspension record (see figure 4.1.2). A hooked variable is an implementation type 

given to an unassigned variable that has a process suspended, waiting for the value. 

Each assignment then must check the type of the variable being assigned to. and if the 

variable is hooked then the assignment must wake up the process that is suspended on 

the variable. The process is woken up by moving it to the ready list (note that there is 

no need for a suspension list). When the activation record is moved to the ready list, 

it is also necessary to "unhook" the hooked variable to make sure that another process 

does not resume the activation record again. Since we assume that each process that 
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was suspended gets resumed, this cost of resumption can be amortized over the cost 

of suspension. 

hooked variable 

suspension structure 

SUSP 

activation record 

Figure 4.1: Hooked Variable 

Let T be the average cost of suspension+resumption of one process, let k be the cost 

of testing a variable to see if it is hooked, and let T be the number of assignments in 

the program. Then the cost of process management for a program with A suspensions 

is 

rA + kT 

cycles. 

4.1.3 Comparing Process Management Strategies 

When there are no suspensions in a program, then >1 = 0 so the cost of process 

management for the batch strategy is 0 but the cost of process management for the 

hooked variable strategy is kT. So with the hooked variable strategy a program that 

never makes use of the suspension feature still must pay a penalty at each assignment 

just to have the feature available. 

For programs that do use the suspension feature, the batch strategy is faster than 
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the hooked variable strategy when 

, bB kT 
a  +  6  +  — < r  +  —  

R A 

The costs of the constants are estimated as follows; 

b — the cost of traversing one activation record 

Traversing an activation record involves testing to see if it is blocked, and then moving 

the record either to the ready list or back to the suspension list. Testing is done by 

loading the value of the blocking variable (2 cycles) and branching conditionally if it 

is uninstantiated (3 cycles). Moving a record from the traversed list to the ready list 

or the new suspension list is done by loading the link field that connects the current 

block to the next block in the list (2 cycles), saving an object on a list (3 cycles, see 

below), moving the link field to the register being used as the current record (1 cycle, 

it is not possible to just load this value into the correct register to begin with because 

when this value is first loaded, we are not yet finished with the current record) and 

jumping back to the beginning (1 cycle, the delay slot is filled by the previous step) 

for a total of 6 = 12 cycles per record. 

a  and r  — the costs of suspension and resumption 

a is the cost of suspending and resuming one process under the batch strategy and r 

is the cost under the hooked variable strategy. The only difference between these two 

costs is that r includes the cost of hooking and unhooking the blocking variables and 

putting an activation record on the ready list while a does not (for the batch strategy, 

the cost of adding the activation record to the ready list is included in 6). Adding 

a record to a list is done by storing the address of the current list into the link field 

of the new record (2 cycles) and then replacing the value of the current list with the 

address of the new record (1 cycle, assuming both addresses are in registers), for a 

cost of 3 cycles per suspension. 

A hooked variable points to a two-word block. One word is a pointer to the 

activation record and the other word contains a pointer to the variable. Additionally 
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the activation record and the variable must both point to the hooked variable block. 

Creation of a hooked variable is done by allocating a hooked variable block (3 cycles), 

initializing the two parts of the block (4 cycles), storing the address of the block in 

the activation record (2 cycles), and tagging the address and storing it in the variable 

(4 cycles) for a total of 13 cycles per suspension. 

Unhooking a variable consists of re-initializing the variable. This is done by tag

ging the address of the variable and storing the result in the variable at a cost of 4 

cycles per suspension. 

The total cost of suspension and resumption in the hooked variable scheme is 

3-1-13-1-4 = 20 cycles per suspension over the cost for the batch scheme, so r = a-f 20. 

k — the cost of testing a variable to see if it is hooked 

Hooked variables have a unique tag, so the hooked variable test only requires testing 

the tag at a cost of A: = 3 cycles. 

Comparison 

Using the estimated values 6 = 12. r = a -f- 20 and k = 3. the batch strategy is better 

when 

,o 125 37 
Q -f-12 H —— < fl -}- 20 H—— 

R  A  

1 2 B  „ 3T 
- r  <  ' + T  

B  I  Z .  
R  ^  3 ^ 4 / 1  

In the worst case all of the processes are suspended before the first resumption 

and there is only one ready process at each batch resumption (If there are no ready 

processes, then either the program is deadlocked or the batch resumption was invoked 

because there are too many suspended processes. In this case if no processes resume 
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then the program is at the limit of the machine's resources, and it would do no better 

with the hooked variable strategy. In fact it would do worse because the hooked 

variable strategy uses more space). Given this worst case. R = I. Bi = A — z, and 

n = A so 

1 . - 1  1  . 4  1  . - l  1  
B  =  - y , A - i = ^ T A - W i  =  ̂ A ' -

"h At, -4 

1 A { A  +1) ^ { A  +1) A — 1 

Since f = 5^ — 5 we have that in the worst case the batch strategy is better when 

1 1 2  T  

2 2 ^ 3 ^ Ia 

1 7  T  

2 ~ 6 4A 

2A- -^A<T 

which means that there are programs where the batch strategy can be faster than the 

hooked variable strategy only if the number of 3issignments is quadratic in the number 

of suspensions. It is eaisy to imagine such programs, as well as programs where (1) the 

number of assignments is exponential in the number of suspensions, (2) the number 

of assignments is exponential in some variable and the number of suspensions is zero, 

(3) the number of suspensions is exponential and the number of assignments is two. 

In other words, there is no relationship between the two factors. And keep in mind 

that the batch scheme does have to perform the assignments, it just has less overhead 

for them. This means that there are no programs that are polynomial (or worse) for 

the hooked variable strategy and not for the batch strategy. 

However, the worst case is an example of a general pathological case where the 

ratio of average blocked to resumable processes at batch resumptions, is a function of 

A, the total number of suspensions. It is difficult to imagine natural programs that 

have this property. It is also difficult to imagine a natural program where the number 

of assignments is not at least linear in the number of suspensions (if a suspended 

process does not do any assignments when it resumes, then it does not do any useful 
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computation). So for most real programs we do not expect the batch strategy to be 

assymptotically worse than the hooked variable strategy. 

We can expand the model to allow for procedures to be blocked by more than one 

variable independently. In other words, a procedure can suspend because each of n 

different variables are all uninstantiated, and can resume if any one of the variables 

gets a known value. In this case, the costs of suspension and resumption have an 

additional overhead proportional to the number of blocking variables. In both models 

it is necessary to list each blocking veiriable in the suspension record, and there is some 

overhead to this. In the batch process model, there is an additional overhead during 

the batch resumption since more than one blocking variable in an activation record 

may need to be tested to see if it has become unblocked. In the hooked variable model 

a hooked variable must be made and unmade for each blocking variable. 

4.2 The jc Implementations of Suspension 

A jc program uses one of two different forms of process management, depending on 

a jc command-line switch (wsLkeup=[y|n]). The default is batch resumption. A sus

pended procedure is represented by a structure called an "activation record'" because 

it records the information associated with a particular activation of a procedure. An 

activation record (figure 4.2) contains a code pointer to the beginning of a procedure, 

a list of parameters to the procedure, a count of the number of parameters, and a 

pointer to the next activation in a list. In the hooked variable implementation, it also 

contains pointers to the beginning and end of an array of hooked variables. 

The suspension mechanisms make use of two virtual registers, the activation 

pointer ap, and the resume list rl. The activation pointer is a pointer to the ac

tivation record of the procedure activation about to execute or currently executing. 

The resume list points to the first activation record in a list of activation records that 

are ready to be resumed (see figure 4.2). Procedures are resumed by removing the 

top activation from rl and putting it in ap: 

ap = rl; 

rl = rl->next; 
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code of suspended procedure 

activation record 

number of locali i 

local variables 

next 
activation record 

hooked variables 

Figure 4.2: Activation Record Structure 

then jumping to the code that resumes the activation pointed by to ap. 

In the hooked variable strategy, the code to resume a suspended procedure first 

"unhooks" all of the hooked variables of the activation by converting them back into 

normal unbound variables. Then the parameters of the activation are moved to the 

registers tO. tl, .... tn in order for n parameters by a switch statement: 

aO = ap->locals; 
switch (ap->aumlocals) { 
case 3: Load(t2,aO[2]); Deref(t2); 
case 2: Load(tl,aO[l]); Deref(tl); 
case 1: Load(tO,aOCO]); Deref(tO); 
case 0: ; 
} 
CleaurSuspSet; 
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activation 
records 

Figure 4.3: The .Activation Pointer and Resume List 

Each parameter is dereferenced so that the dereferencing does not need to be done in 

the guard (section 7.5.3). The switch statement above is generated by the compiler 

and is always just large enough to handle the maximum number of parameters that 

any procedure in the program has. This loading of parameters cannot be done in a 

loop because tl, t2, etc. are virtual registers and there is no way to index them. In 

any case a loop would be slower because it would require incrementing and testing 

an index variable in addition to the other work. 

After loading the virtual registers, the susp_set register is cleared and control 

jumps to the resumption address given in ap: 

ClearSuspSet; 

OJump(ap->resume) ; 

If this activation of the procedure suspends agzdn, ap is still pointing to the activation 

record and much of the initialization is already done so it need not be repeated. If the 

activation commits, then it has to set ap to NULL before calling another procedure, 

otherwise if the called procedure suspended it would treat ap as its own activation 

record. 

When all guards of a procedure fail, it checks susp_set to see if it needs to 

suspend (section 2.3.4). If susp_set is non-zero, then it checks ap to see if it can 

suspend immediately without creating a new activation record: 
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JiiinpIfSusp(Ll); 

Jump(return.addr); 

LI: 

if (ap) goto suspend_addr; 

/* ap := new activation record */ 

goto suspend_addr; 

The code at return_addr resumes an activation record on the resumeJist if there is 

one. otherwise it just jumps to the resumption address at the top of the stack. The 

code at suspend.addr suspends the activation ap —this involves different things for 

the two different suspension strategies. If susp_set is zero and ap is null, then a 

new activation record is created and initialized before jumping to suspend_addr. To 

create and initialize a new activation record, the parameters are moved the heap if 

they are not safe, storage is allocated, and the storage is initialized to make it an 

activation record. If a new activation is created, ap is set to point to it and then 

there is a jump to suspend_addr, where ap is suspended. 

4.3 The Batch Strategy 

In general, procedures can suspend on more than one variable and the code that 

traverses the suspension list during batch resumption needs to check all of the blocking 

variables. This search for unblocked variables can get expensive so it would be better 

if we could optimize this code for each procedure without generating additional code 

for each procedure. And, from one point of view the guards of each procedure already 

contain just the optimized code we need. This suggests that the batch resumption, 

instead of going through the list looking for resumable procedures, can just resume all 

suspended procedures and let the guards of each procedure re-suspend it if necessary. 

This is how j c implements batch resumption. 

If a suspended procedure resumes only to re-suspend at the same place, then it 

is not necessary to change the activation record at all. All that needs to be done is 

to move ap back to the list of suspended procedures. There is no need to record a 

list of the variables that the activation is suspended on. This is an advantage if the 

blocking variables are parameters and a disadvantage if the blocking variables are not 
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pcirameters (for example when a guard suspends on the component of a structure). 

In this case, the procedure may repeat work that has already been done in order to 

extract the component again, and this is wasted work that would not be necessary if 

the blocking variables were listed. 

In the batch strategy, when a procedure suspends it is just put on a list of sus

pended activations, the suspensioa_list. Batch resumptions occur when the stack 

is empty or when the length of suspension-list grows beyond a certain limit. A 

batch resumption consists of one register move: moving suspension_list to rl and 

one register clear; clearing rl (note though that neither suspension-list nor rl is 

likely to be a hardware register). There is no guarantee that any of the variables that 

caused suspension have become known, so some procedures may just suspend again 

at the same point. 

If a list of suspended procedures is resumed in this way and none of them makes 

any progress, then it is not a good idea to repeat the process since they will continue 

to make no progress and an infinite loop will result. To detect this, there are three 

more virtual registers: 

num-suspensions — the number of suspensions that have occurred since the 

last batch resumption. 

num-resumptions — the number of activations that were resumed in the last 

batch resumption. 

new-suspension — the number of new activations that have been created since 

the last batch resumption. 

If num-suspensions is different from num_resuinptions, then some progress was 

made since the last batch resumption, so it is safe to resume again. However, if 

num-resumptions is equal to num_suspensions. it may still be the case that some 

progress was made. This is the case if the number of new activations happens to be 

the same as the number that executed to completion. In this case, another batch 

resumption is done if new.suspension is greater than 0. It would not be sufficient to 

just test new_suspension because it may be possible to make further progress even if 
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no new activations were created. This happens if a suspended activation commits and 

assigns a value to a variable that lets another suspended activation commit, but the 

other suspended activation was earlier on resiime_list so it has already suspended 

again. 

4.4 Performance 

Table 4.1 compares the performance of the two suspension management strategies 

on the standard benchmark programs, which are mostly non-suspending. All of the 

programs, both batch and hooked variable versions, were compiled without suspension 

optimizations. The inclusion of this optimization would distort the numbers since 

they axe not applied at all in the hooked variable scheme, even where they could be. 

This would give an unfair advantage to the batch scheme. 

The number of assignments performed by each program is listed in the table, and 

it is clear that assignments are not the only factor involved in the time differences. 

The hooked variables strategy includes not only a more expensive assignment, but 

also more complex and expensive guards (section 7.3) and a more complex procedure 

return (to check for processes that need to be resumed). 

For some programs, such as bessel, there are important call forwarding oppor

tunities in the batch version that are not present in the hooked variable version, due 

to the more complex guard code. 

Since there is a potential for asymptotic divergence in the amount of work done 

by the two different strategies, we show in tables 4.3 and 4.2 the behavior of the two 

strategies over a range of input sizes for two suspending programs. These are both 

simulaton programs, coded in such a way as to have process structures that are very 

different from each other. Both programs have super-linear assymptotic behavior 

because they involve list traversals where both the size of the list and the number of 

traversals get larger as the program size gets larger. 

In ticket the two versions have a fairly constant difference of around ten percent 

while in baoik the batch strategy seems to get better as the input size gets larger. 

The advantage that bank heis in the batch strategy comes from the difference in the 
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order of suspension and resumption. There are places where the hooked variables 

strategy switches back and forth between a producer and a consumer, but where the 

batch strategy executes the producer for an extended time before switching to the 

consumer. 

4.5 Related Work 

Most of the literature seems to take a wakeup suspension strategy for granted [18, 11]. 

These schemes are often modified with scheduling strategies, but the general idea is 

that every assignment needs to check to see if it has woken up a suspended process. 

There is an analogy between process management and storage management in the 

following sense: the hooked variable strategy is analogous to reference counting in the 

sense that both have costs associated with the number of assignments in a program, 

and therefore both strategies do work that is not related to the actual number of 

suspensions (resp. allocations) done. The batch strategy is analogous to traditional 

garbage collection in that both do work in clumps and have costs related to the size of 

the clumps at the time when the work is done. Appel shows in [l] that under certain 

mild assumptions, garbage collection has lower costs than reference counting. The 

comparison of processes management strategies given in this chapter was inspired by 

the comparison Appel gives in [1]. There is however a notable dis-analogy in that a 

garbage collection does not. in general, need to look at all of the memory that has 

been allocated, just the memory that is still live. And the proportion of memory 

that is still live at a garbage collection tends to be inversely related to the size of the 

storage regions. In batch resumption by contrast, it is eventually necessary to resume 

all processes that have been suspended, and so there is no possibility of avoiding some 

of the work by delaying it. 
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Table 4.1: Execution Times for Programs Using Different Suspension Strategies 

procedure hooked batch assignments 

variables resumption 

ms ms % speedup 
bank 197 178 10 1433 

bessel 2.26 1.83 19 80 

binoml 10.9 10 8 1361 

biiiom2 3.76 3.65 3 141 

bsort 4.08 3.64 11 1276 

bubble 13.3 12.5 6 50 

comb 4210 4090 3 65324 

disj 703 648 8 129542 

dnf 0.881 0.855 3 1 

dotprodl 0.463 0.423 9 1 

dotprod2 0.319 0.295 7 1 

dotprodS 0.821 0.768 7 1 

fib 332 300 10 35421 

fmatmult 4.95 4.4 11 452 

hand 155 145 6 24574 

isotree 33.1 30 9 4447 

list_qs 1.24 1.06 15 396 

in 35.3 30.7 13 2276 

mandl 1050 1050 1 3363 

msort 5.08 4.76 6 323 

nrev 0.911 0.731 20 466 

pi 299 299 0 2 

tak 256 232 9 47707 

ticket 125 113 9 6088 



Table 4.2: Asymptotic Behavior of ticket 

procedure input 

size 

batch 

resumption 

hooked variables A 

transactions ms ms % slower 
ticket 4 2.94 3.26 11 80 
ticket 8 6.31 6.91 10 160 
ticket 16 14.8 15.9 7 320 
ticket 32 38 41.3 9 640 
ticket 64 111 124 11 1280 
ticket 128 369 410 11 2560 
ticket 256 1300 1470 13 10240 

A is the total number of suspensions in the hooked-variable scheme 

Table 4.3: Asymptotic Behavior of bank 

procedure input 

size 

batch 

resumption 

hooked variables A 

transactions ms ms % slower 
bank 16 0.765 0.718 -6 11 
bank 32 2.01 1.92 -5 23 
bank 64 4.74 4.74 0 39 
bank 128 15.4 15 -2 75 
bank 256 52.4 56.3 7 151 
bank 512 186 207 12 295 
bank 1024 747 821 10 587 

A is the total number of suspensions in the hooked-variable scheme 
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CHAPTER 5 

LOCAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

The local source-to-source transformations and source annotations are fairly com

plex, mostly due to the intricate relationship between the information that must 

be gathered and the transformations that must be done. Often information that is 

needed for one transformation cannot be gathered until after another transformation 

is finished. Also some sorts of information can be changed by some transformations 

and may need to be recomputed. Even worse, sometimes this changed information is 

relevant to a previous transformation that we may now want to do over. Of course 

this is just the classic phase-ordering problem of compiler optimization, and is not 

unique to Janus. 

In general it was necessary to make guesses about the best order to do things. 

In some places it was decided that going back to redo a transformation after some 

relevant information changed was not worth the trouble. In other cases, where the 

changes seemed more important and where we could prove termination, we have 

iterated to a fixed point in some sequences of traversals with cyclic dependencies. 

The following sections describe the local transformations and analyses that are 

done on the syntax-tree representation of the program prior to code generation. The 

descriptions are given in the order in which the transformations are done. 

5.1 Term Analysis 

An expression p(xl,x2,. . . ,xn) may represent a built-in operation, a procedure call 

or a term constructor. Consider the following program fragments 

1. len(Ls,N), copy(Ls,N-l,Out) 

2. copy(Ls,len(Ls,N-l),Out) 
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In case 1 the term len(Ls,N) is positioned as a procedure call, so (assuming that it 

is not an error) it must be a call to either a built-in Janus procedure or a user-defined 

procedure. If len/2 is a built-in procedure, then the term is left unchanged at this 

stage, and the code-generation phase will generate the appropriate JVM instructions. 

If len/2 is not a built-in procedure then term analysis converts the first call in case 1 

to call(len(Ls,N)). Since call/1 is a built-in procedure, the code generation phase 

will generate a call to the user-defined procedure len/2. 

In cjise 2 the szime terra is in the position of an expression, so it is either a call 

to a built-in Janus function or it is a term constructor. There are no user-defined 

functions in version 2.0 of Janus, so this possibility need not be considered. Calls to 

built-in functions are not changed. Term constructors are converted by term analysis 

to array constructors, so the term len(Ls,N) gets converted to [len,Ls,N]. 

Notice that in case 1, the copy/3 procedure has a number for its second argument 

and in case 2, the second argument is an array. 

5.2 Head Simplification 

The head of a clause must be translated to a simple term with unique variables as 

formal parameters. Each non-variable expression E is replaced by a new variable P, 

and a new goal P=E is added to the guard. For example 

p ( X ,  [ H I T ]  , 0 , H + X )  G \ B .  

is transformed to 

p(X,Pl,P2,P3) P1=[H|T] ,P2=0,P3=H+X,G|5. 

When there is more than one parameter with the same name, all but one are treated 

like non-variable expressions. For example 

p(X.Y.X.Z,X) GIB. 

gets transformed to 

p(X,Y,P3,Z,P5) PS = X, P5 = X, G \ B .  

This allows the programmer to conveniently express equivalence constraints between 

parameters. 
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5.3 Guard Flattening and Sorting 

The guard of each clause is transformed into a sequence of tests eind of assignments 

to local variables (local in the sense that outside the scope of the current procedure 

they can only be accessed by value). Consider the following guard with the formal 

parameters PO and PI: 

[H1,H2]=P0. P1+1=(H1+H2)*3 

First the guard is "flattened". All nested expressions are replaced with new vari

ables and the corresponding assignments are lifted to the top level. List and bag 

expressions are exploded into individual conses. Constants are removed from con

structors. Function calls and array index operations are removed from inner expres

sions. The above example is transformed first to 

[H1|T1]=P0, Tl=[H2|nil]. P1+1=T2*3, T2=H1+H2 

then to 

[H1|T1]=P0, T1=CH2|T3], T3=nil, P1+1=T2*3, T2=H1+H2 

Then '  =  '  / 2  terms are put in normal form with single variable on the left wher

ever possible (these are places where the equality constraint may be converted to a 

matching expression or an assignment as discussed below). This produces 

P0=[H1|T1], T1=[H2|T3], T3=nil, T4=P1+1, T4=T2*3, T2=H1+H2 

Then the guard expressions are topologically sorted "by definition". What this 

means is that for any variable V, the defining occurrence of V precedes any other 

occurrences of V. Any guard that cannot be completely sorted in this way is ill-

formed, and causes an error message. This phase determines what expressions like 

"X = ET represent, whether cissignments. pattern matching expressions, or actual 

comparisons. 

To explain the sorting, there are specialized notations for assignment, pattern 

matching, and equality testing (except for assignment, these notations do not occur 

in the Janus language). Given a variable X and an expression E, 
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X: =E represents assignment of the value of E to X. 

X<-E represents the pattern matching of the value X against the constructor E. Note 

that in pattern matching it is the variables in E that get assigned to, not X. 

X==E tests that X is equal to the value of E. 

In the running example, the result of guard sorting is 

P0<-[H1|T1]. T3:=nil, T1<-[H2|T3]. T4:=P1+1, T4==T2*3. T2:=H1+H2 

The decision on how to convert equality constraints to assignments is not fully 

determined by the syntax. For example the sequence 

X=Y+1, X=Z+1 

can be implemented by assigning either Y+1 to X and comparing then X to Z+1; 

X;=Y+1. X==Z+1 

or by assigning Z+1 to comparing against Y+1; 

X:=Z+1, X==Y+1 

the choice is arbitrary. What is actually done is that the first equality constraint is 

made am assignment to X. the second equality is made an assignment to a temporary 

variable, and another test is added to compare X to the temporary variable: 

X:=Y+1, Temp:=Z+l, X==Teinp 

The sorting is done as shown in algorithm 5.3.1. In the algorithm, new_guard is 

the sequence of guard goals being built up and old_guaj:d is the set of guard goals 

that have not yet been appended to n.ew_guard. The algorithm repeatedly searches 

old_guard, looking for appropriate goals to append to iiew_gueu:d until there are only 

comparisons left in old_guard. At that point, all of the comparisons are appended 

to new-gueird in some arbitrary order. We say that a variable V is "defined" if it is 

a parameter or if there is an assignment V: =E in new_guard, or if there is a pattern 

matching goal X: =E in new_gu2a:d where V occurs in E. 

The interpretation of a goal V = E (where V is a variable and E an expression) 

depends on the previous goals; 
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1. if V is already defined and E is a constructor, then the goal can be interpreted 

as a pattern-matching expression V<-E. In this case. V is called the origin and E 

is called the unknown. In the example above, this was the case for P0= [HI I Tl]. 

Since PO is a pjirameter it is defined before the beginning of the guard. And since 

PO is eilready defined upon encountering P0=[H1|T1] that goal is interpreted as 

a pattern matching expression which tests that PO is a list then assigns the head 

of the list to HI and the tail to Tl. 

2. if V is not yet defined then the goal can be interpreted as an assignment V: =E. 

In this case. V is called the unknown and E is called the origin. This was the 

case for the goal T4 = Pl+1 in the example above. Since all variables in the 

right-hand expression are defined (reccill that PI is a parameter), smd since T4 

not defined at that point, the goai is converted into an assignment to T4. 

3. if both V and E are defined then the goal cem be interpreted as a genuine com

parison V==E. This sort of goal does not define any values so there is no origin 

or unknown. The example shows this case in its treatment of the goal T4=T2*3. 

The previous goals had assigned values to both T4 and T2. so both expressions 

are defined and the goal is converted into a test rather than an assignment. 

The algorithm is designed to preferentially create pattern matching expressions, 

then assignments, then comparisons. If none of the three conditions can be met at 

some iteration through the loop, then the guard is ill-formed because there is some 

variable that can not be given an unambiguous definition. In this case the compiler 

reports Ein error and continues. 

5.4 Body Flattening 

Each variable that occurs in the body is flagged and the body is expanded similarly 

to the guard. In the body, nested conses are not exploded as they are in the guard 

and constants are not removed from constructors, but lists that end in an implicit 

nil still have a explicit nil appended. For example the body goal 

p([H]). q(2*N+l) 
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Algorithm 5.3.1 Guard sorting 

Input old_guaxd — a sequence of guard goals 

Output new_guard — a sorted sequence of the goals originally in old_guaLrd 

repeat while there are goals in old.guard { 
move all type checks for all defined variables to iiew_guard 
select a goal X=E in old_guard to match the first 

one of the following, then take the indicated action: { 

X is defined aind E is a constructor with some undefined 
variables: append X<-E to new.guard. 

X is not defined and all variables in E are defined: append 
X:=E to new.guard. 

X is defined and all vairiables in E are defined: append X==E 
to new.guaxd 

> 

delete the chosen goal from old_guard 
} 

gets expanded to 

Tl:=[Hlnil], p(Tl), T2:=N+1, T3:=2*T2, q(T3). 

Assignments axe put into normal order with the variable on the left, and the 

variables are checked that they are assignable. For example in the body 

X:=Y+1, X:=Z+1 

there is an error because X is being assigned to twice. Such errors are detected during 

body flattening. 

The body is not sorted at this point because sorting will be much more effective 

after mode analysis (see sections 6.1, and 6.2). 
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5.5 Local Type Inference 

The t3T)es of many variables can be inferred at this point from type checks in the 

guard and restrictions on the types of operands to various operations. For example 

if the variable V occurs in an expression V+1 then V has to be a number. If it occurs 

as the subscript to an array as in A. V. then it must be an integer. More subtly, if it 

occurs in an expression that must return an integer then it must be an integer. For 

example the expression A. (V+1) constrains V to be an integer (and A to be an array) 

because according to the language definition, if V is not an integer when the above 

expression is evaluated, then the goal in which the expression occurs fails. However, 

the expression A. floor (V+1) does not constrain V to be an integer. 

If V occurs in the guard then any implicit restrictions are added to the guard 

as type checks. This is done even if the implicit restrictions occur in expressions in 

the body, as long as the variable occurs at all in the guard. Consequently, when an 

ill-typed variable is used in a guard at run time (for example if X is a list when the 

goal Y:=X+1 is evaluated) the condition is treated as a feiilure rather than as an error. 

When there are implicit type restrictions on variables that occur only in the body, 

then special actions have to be taken (section 6.3). 

Since the type of an expression depends on the types of its subexpressions as well as 

the type of its outer expression, the type-inference algorithm traverses a clause passing 

aiong an "expected type" and returning an "actual t3rpe". Variables are annotated 

with both the expected and the actual type, nou-variable terms are annotated with 

the actual type. For example the goal X==Y+1 gets treated like this: suppose the type 

of X is known to be a number. This means that the type of Y+1 is expected to be a 

number. So traversing that subterm will annotate Y as a number if it has no type. 

But if the tjrpe of Y happens to be integer then the sum of two integers produces 

another integer, so the actual type of the expression Y+1 is integer. This means that 

the actual type of X is integer. 

After type inference, the type checks in the guard are completely replaced by a 

minimal set of type checks. This is done by removing all type checks from the guard 

and then inserting a single type check for the required type of each variable. Consider 
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for example the Janus guard 

number(X), I=X+1, A.I < 10 

where A and X are parameters. This will be expanded by the first set of guard 

transformations into 

number(X), I:=X+1, Temp:=A.I, Temp < 10 

In the first iteration of type inference we determine from the first goal that X is 

expected to be a number. From the second goal we determine that I is a number 

(but not that it is expected to be one). From the third goal we determine that A 

is expected to be an array and that I is expected to be an integer (but nothing is 

determined about Temp). From the fourth goal it is determined that Temp is expected 

to be a number. After the first iteration, the type information is as follows; 

variable known type expected type 

A any array 

X any number 

I number integer 

Temp any number 

On the second iteration we determine nothing new from the first goal. From the 

second goal we learn that X is expected to be an integer since it enters into an addition 

to produce an integer I. Since X is expected to be an integer we know that, in the 

absence of type errors, I is an integer. Type checks in the code will guarantee that 

this goal will not be executed if X is not an integer. No more information is gained 

in this iteration and the type information is as follows: 

variable known type expected type 

A any array 

X any integer 

I integer integer 

Temp any number 
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The next pass of type inference produces no new information, so type inference ends 

with the above information. 

After type inference, all type checks are removed from the guard, giving 

I:=X+1, Temp:=A.I, Temp < 10 

Then there is a pass that goes through the guard, adding a type check for each 

variable, just before the first use of that Vciriable, but only if the known type is not 

equal to the expected type (if the known type is equal to the expected type then 

there is no need for a type check because the assignment that produces the variable 

guarantees that it will have an appropriate type for all of its uses). The final result is 

integer(X), I:=X+1, array(A), Temp:=A.I, number (Temp), Temp < 10 

Notice that no type check has been produced for I since the known type is the same 

as the expected type. The reason for removing tj^e checks before adding new ones is 

to eliminate unneeded tests such as number (X) above. We only want the most precise 

type check required. 

This type inference algorithm is simpler and less eflFective than others that have 

been described [36. 29] for other languages. The purposes of type inference at this 

level of compilation is very limited: the only type checks that are eliminated cire 

redundant type checks within a single clause. This is important because other trans

formations can introduce type checks. In addition, the type information is used to 

specialize arithmetic (section 2.3.2.3) and to detect ground variables (section 5.7). 

The more general goal of eliminating the overhead of dynamic typing is handled by 

the optimizations discussed in chapter 8. 

5.6 Variable Usage Analysis 

Once variables have been typed it is possible to determine some other information 

about them. During the usage analysis variables are annotated with further infor

mation that tells how they are used and what is known about them. Some of the 

information gathered, such as groundness. is associated with the entire variable even 

though it would more properly be associated with instances of the variable. However 
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there are further tree transformations after this analysis, so it would be very compli

cated to try to maintain the correctness of these annotations during the rest of the 

source-to-source phase. To simplify matters, some of this information is associated 

with the variable, but it is only used in the body. For example if a variable is anno

tated as ground during usage analysis, that annotation may not be correct throughout 

the guard, but it will be correct throughout the body. Therefore the information is 

only used in the body. 

The following information is gathered: 

groundness: if a variable has a known type and the type is one that cannot be 

partially instantiated such as an atom or number, then the variable is annotated 

as being ground in the body. 

safeness: if a variable has a known type, then the variable is annotated as safe in 

the body since it had to be made safe before the type could be checked. (An 

unsafe variable is one that may point to a memory location in a stack frame with 

a shorter lifetime than the one in which the variable is allocated: see section 

3.2.4). A variable that is part of a list, bag, or array is also marked as safe 

because those structures are only allocated on the heap, never on the stack. 

dereferenced: if a variable was calculated from an expression other than an array 

reference, then it can be marked as dereferenced. This information is actually 

usable in the guard since the variable starts out life dereferenced. 

asked: if a variable was calculated from an expression other than an array reference, 

then it is known to be "asked". This means that at least the top-level structure 

is known. 

The variable usage analysis is done several times throughout the source-to-source 

transformations, typically just before a traversal that will look at one of the variable 

annotations it sets. 
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5.7 Recursive Call Handling 

The next step is a pair of traversals to handle suspension in nested structures. The 

first traversal is £in analysis that checks each guard variable to see if there is any test 

on the value of the variable in the guard. Variables that cire tested are annotated as 

suspendable. This means the clause may have to suspend, waiting for that variable 

or one of its components to get a value. 

The second traversal is a transformation to optimize the three tests ground/1. 

=/2, and =/=/2. These tests are very expensive to handle in general because they 

may need to traverse a complex structure. This traversal looks at the arguments of 

the expensive operations to determine if it is possible to use a less general but faster 

version. 

The groundness test has two version, the expensive Grouiidb(S,X) that recursively 

traverses a structure, and the much cheaper true. A test Ground (X) can be converted 

to true if X has a known type and the type is atomic. In this case the type test will 

succeed only if X is ground. If X does not have such a known type, then a new result 

variable S must be generated, and the call changed to Groundb(S ,X). This instruction 

traverses X looking for uninstantiated variables. If it finds one, then it immediately 

sets S to that variable and exits. The procedure then suspends on S if no guard 

commits. 

The equality and disequality tests are similar. For example if either X or Y has a 

known atomic type then Equal(X,Y) gets converted to Eq(X,Y), a simple instruction 

that compares two machine words. Otherwise a new variable S is created and the test 

gets converted to Equalb(S,X,Y), a recursive function that traverses the structures of 

X and Y. comparing them for equality. If Equalb(S,X, Y) encounters an instantiated 

variables, it sets S to that variable and exits. The procedure then suspends on S if 

no guard commits. Disequality is handled just like equality. 
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5.8 Assignment Optimization 

The next step involves several traversals to eliminate unneeded work by eliminating 

or reducing expressions. The first traversal sets up the others by annotating each 

assigned variable with a representation of the expression assigned to it. These aimo-

tations are called varexprs (an expression that defines a variable). After the varexprs 

are all in place the assignment and pattern matching expressions are no longer needed 

and are eliminated. For example consider 

p(L,X) int(X), COES(L). L<-[H|T],Y;=X+1 I q(H.Y). 

which would be reduced to 

p(L,X) iiit(X), cons(L) I q(H,Y). 

Where the H in q(H,Y) is annotated with the varexpr head ofL and Y is annotated 

with X+1. 

This has the immediate effect of eliminating assignments to unused vaxiables. 

Notice above that the variable T has completely disappeared from the clause. There 

will be no code generated to assign the tail of L to T. 

Varexprs provide a convenient place to do constant folding and common subex

pression elimination, so the next pass traverses the clause, doing these optimizations 

on the varexprs. 

Finally, the tree is re-expanded by inserting assignment code for each variable that 

is assigned a complex expression by its varexpr. Each assignment to a variable V is 

inserted just before the first use of V. The example above would be expanded to 

pCL.X) int(X). cons(L) I H := hdCL), Y := X+1, q(H,Y). 

This rule delays assignments to registers as long as possible, which is intended to 

make register assignment more effective. But although this is a reasonable heuristic 

for pattern-matching expressions, it is less reasonable for calculated expressions. The 

difference is due to the different ways each sort of expression uses registers. 

In a pattern matching statement such as 

L=[HI.H2 . . . . . H„] 
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One register is busy before the assignment and n are busy afterward (assuming L is 

no longer needed). Therefore it seems like a good idea to delay the assignment. By 

contrast in a normal assignment such as 

X :=  I i  + I2  + .  • .  + In  

there are n registers busy before the assignment and one register afterward (assuming 

the I, are no longer needed afterward). So it may be better to get the assignment 

done eis soon as possible. 

It may seem peculiar that jc does the work of sorting the guard, only to delete 

many of the goals and then reinsert them in a (probably) different order, but the 

guard sorting code serves two functions: it orders the goals for efficient execution 

and it disambiguates the =/2 operation (as described in section 5.3). For historical 

reasons, the guard-sorting code does some work that is later undone by the varexpr 

code, but guard sorting is still important for disambiguation and for sorting tests. 
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CHAPTER 6 

GLOBAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

After the local transformations there are several passes over the parse tree to do 

global analysis and transformations. The first global pass is simply a traversal to 

ensure that cdl procedures that are called have been defined. If there are any Ceills 

to undefined procedures the compiler exits with error messages listing the undefined 

procedures. 

The remainder of the global phase, described below, consists of mode analysis, 

suspension analysis, and several optimizations. 

6.1 Mode Analysis 

In an assignment goal such as 

Y := X+1. 

We say that Y is assigned in the goal and X is used in the goal. These input/output 

properties of variables are called modes. A variable is assigned in a goal if its value 

becomes instajitiated by the complete execution of the goal. A variable is used in 

a goal if it must already be instantiated for the goal to execute to completion. For 

primitive goals, a variable is used if it is needed to evaluate an expression or a test, 

it is assigned only on the left of an assignment statement. 

For example, Y is used in each of the following: 

int(Y) 

Y = [HIT] 

X := Y.O 

In a procedure call the notion of modes is more complicated. Consider for example 

the call 
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pCA.B.C.D) 

to a procedure defined as follows: 

p(W,X,Y,Z) W > 0 I X := Z+1. 
p(W,X,Y,Z) W < 0 I X := -1, Z := X. 

The modes of the actual parameters of the call depend on the modes of the corre

sponding formal parameters in the procedure. In particular 

W is used in the guards of both clauses so A is used in the call. 

X is assigned in the bodies of both clauses so B is assigned in the call. 

Z is used in the first clause and assigned in the second clause, so D has mixed modes, 

it is both assigned and used. 

Y is neither used nor assigned in the procedure, so C is modeless in the rail. 

Now consider the modes of the formal parameters to a procedure that calls another 

procedure, such as the following q/4 which calls the p/4 above: 

q(W,X.Y.Z) :- p(W.X.Y.Z). 

The modes for q/4 are the same as for p/4. If we add another clause to q/4: 

q(W.X.Y,Z) int(W), int(Y) I p(W.X,Y.Z). Z := 0. 

then the modes for q/4 are 

W used 

X assigned 

Y used 

Z assigned 
The mode for W does not change, it is used in both clauses. The mode for X is the 

same for q/4 as for p/4 because the only occurrence of X in q/4 is in second argument 

position in calls to p/4. Y is used in the second clause but not in the first. So whether 

Y is used in a call to q/4 depends on what clause is selected. Y seems to have a 

"partial" mode, it may be used, it may not. Z is assigned in the second clause, and 
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depending on the flow of control it may be assigned zero, one, or two values, and it 

may or may not be used. Like Y. Z has partial modes. 

Because of the existence of these partial modes, we can distinguish between 

whether a variable may be used or must be used in a goal and whether it may be 

assigned or must be assigned. So we have four different sorts of modal information. 

For each variable X of each goal g the execution of g either may or must, use or 

assign X. 

We encode the information in the predicates 

mayuse{g, X) — true if there exists a normal execution of g that will evaluate X. 

mayasn{g, X) — true if there exists a normal execution of g that will assign to X. 

mustuse{g, X) — true if all normal executions of g will evaluate X. 

mustasn{g, X) — true if all normal executions of g will will assign to X. 

A normed execution of g is an execution that terminates and does not cause any errors 

(see section 1.3). No guarantees are made in the case of an infinite loop or an error. 

Any variable that must be used or assigned certainly may be used or assigned, 

so it might be more elegant to replace the predicates with functions that map to 

an abstract domain such as Mode = {must, may, cannot}. Then instead of four 

predicates we would have two functions 

use{g, X) € Mode 

assign{g, X) € Mode 

which would map a goal and a variable to the correct mode depending on whether the 

evaluation of the goal must, may, or cannot use or assign the variable. The reason this 

strategy was not taken is that the mode inference (described below) would be more 

complicated. Notice in particular that the may-annotations are initialized to False 

and the must-annotations are initialized to True, and there is no way to represent 

this (inconsistent) information in the two-function scheme. Besides, if we did use the 

two function scheme, we would still find it convenient to define the four predicates 

(in terms of the two functions). 
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6.1.1 Clause zind Procedure Modes 

The mode predicates are described using the locution "true if ..." rather than "true 

if and only iP so the descriptions do not fully determine the predicates. To see why 

this is, consider 

p(X,Y) X > 0 I Y := 1. 
p(X.Y) X =< 0 I q(X.Y). 
q(X,Y) X > 0 I true. 
q(X.Y) X =< 0 I Y := -1. 

All normal executions of a goal p(A,B) must assign a value to B because the first 

clause of p/2 must assign Y and the second clause calls q/2. The second clause is 

only taken if X =< 0, so the second clause of q/2 will be selected. The second clause 

of q/2 must assign Y, so all possible control paths must assign Y and therefore the 

execution of the call must assign A. 

Similar examples can be constructed for each of the mode predicates, and there 

is no algorithm to find the "perfect" solutions. Therefore we derive approximate 

solutions. In fact, we do not propagate any information through procedure calls. Each 

procedure is annotated with a single set of modes for each of its formal parameter 

positions. In other words, for each procedure p/n, and for each position i from 1 

to n we define the predicates mayuse{p/n.i)., mayasn{p/n.i), mustuse{p/n.i) and 

mustasn{p/n, i) (the previous predicate names are overloaded for this annotation). 

All calls to a procedure are annotated by giving each actual parameter the modes 

of the corresponding formal parameter in the procedure. In the example above, 

mustasn{qj2,2) is false, so mustasn{-p/2,2) is false and mustasn{Tp{k,B),B) is false. 

The modes of a procedure depend on the modes of its formal parameters in all 

clauses of the procedure. In order to define this, we need to first annotate each clause 

with modes, and for this purpose we overload the names once more: 

mayuse{C ,  X)  =  for some goal g  in C. mayuse{g ,  X) .  

mayasn{C,  X)  = for some goal g  in C, mayasn{g ,  X) .  

mus tuse {C ,  X)  =  for some goal g  in C,  mus tuse {g ,X) .  
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Tnustasn{ C , X )  = for some goal g in C, mustasn{g,X). 

Because of the duality of the may and must predicates it might be expected that we 

would define the must predicates in terms of "all goeils g" rather than "some goal 

as above. But if a clause executes to completion, all goals execute to completion, so a 

goal is used (resp. assigned) if any goal in the clause uses (resp. assigns) the variable. 

The duality appears in the next set of definitions. 

The modes of a procedure are defined in terms of the modes of its clauses. Let P, 

be parameter i of the procedure P: 

mayuse{P, z) — for some clause C of P. mayuse{C, Pi). 

mayasn{P. i) — for some clause C of P. mayasn{C, Pi). 

mustuse{P, i) — for all clauses C of P. mustuse{C, Pi). 

mustasn{P , i )  — for all clauses C of P, mustasn{C. Pi). 

6.1.2 Mode Analysis Algorithms 

In the absence of recursion, mode analysis would be a fairly straightforward bottom-

up traversal of the call graph (which would be a DAG). Let level 0 of such a program 

be the set of procedures that call no other procedures, and let level i.i > 0 he the 

set of procedures that only call procedures of level less than i. The the modes are 

determined by first annotating each goal of each procedure in level 0, then each 

procedure in level 1, continuing up the levels to the highest. At level 0. all of the 

goals are primitives so the modes are pre-defined. At each higher level, the lower level 

goals are defined by previous iterations. The algorithm is 

for each level i from 0 to n 
for each procedure P in level i 

for each clause C in P 
for each goal g of C 

evaluate modes of vars{g) 
evaluate modes of vars{C) from modes of goals 

evaluate modes of parauneters from modes of clauses 
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Recursion makes the process more complicated as shown by the simple procedure 

sum(X,Y,Ans) X = 0 I Ans := Y. 
sumCX.Y.Ans) X > 0 I suin(X-l,Y+1 ,Ans). 

which adds two natural numbers X and Y to produce Ans. 

A naive algorithm to calculate the mode proposition mustasn{s\im/3,3) would see 

that Ans is assigned in the first clause (so maya5n(suiii/3,3) is true) but in order to 

determine if it is true in the second clause, one must already know if it is true. 

To solve this problem, we note that in any cail of p/2 there axe two possibilities: 

1. The first clause is executed, so Ans is assigned. 

2. The second clause is executed so p/2 is called. 

(we assume the implicit else clause is not executed because this would be an error 

and the analysis is not defined in this case). Suppose we begin by assuming that 

musiasn(sujn/3,1) cind mustasn{sum/Z, 3) are true. When we traverse the goals of 

the procedure and we find that in clause 1, mustasn{C, X) is false, so by the definition 

of mustasn{P,i) our first eissumption is wrong and we reset mus<asn(suin/3,1) to 

false. However, we find no clause in which mustasn{C.,kns) is false. This does not 

tell us much at the first level, but if we iterate this process over all procedures until 

there is no chajige in annotations, and if there is a finite chain of calls that can assign 

to Ans, then it will eventually be found. The analysis for mustuse is similar to that 

for mustasn. 

The "may" predicates are just the opposite. We begin with the assumption that 

the variable cannot be used or assigned, and if we find any call sequence where this 

assumption is violated, then we change the predicate for that variable. 

The modes are calculated by the following algorithm 

7. initialization 
for each procedure P 

for each formal parauneter X of P 
mustuse(P,X) := true 
mustasn(P,X) := true 
mayuse(P,X) := false 
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mayasnCP.X) := false 

repeat 

for each procedure P 
for each clause C of P 

for each goal g of C 
reset the modes of g 

reset the modes of C 
reset the modes of P 
for each formal parameter X of P 

until there is no change 

The phrase "reset the modes of g ' means to set the modes of the variables in g 

according to the definitions. If ^ is an assignment, then the modes are pre-defined. 

If ^ is a call to a procedure P. then the modes are based on the current modes of 

P. Similarly, the "phrase reset the modes of C" means to set them according to 

the definitions, based on the new modes of the goals, and "reset the modes of P" 

means to set the modes of P based on the new modes of the clauses. The modes 

of goals and clauses are not initialized because they are initially calculated from the 

modes of procedures. 

6.2 Body Sorting 

Body sorting is a transformation that orders the goals of a body in such a way that 

(as far as possible) assignments take place before uses of variables. For example the 

body 

X := Y+1, Y := 2*1, W := X*X 

is re-ordered to 

y := 2*Z, X := Y+1, W := X*X 

Bodies are different from guards because a guard that cannot be completely sorted 

in this way is ill-formed and causes a syntax error in the program. But a body goal 

that cannot be sorted in this way must still execute correctly (that is what suspension 

is for). A simple example of this is 
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L := <X,Y,Z>. X := L.1+L.2 

where L is defined in terms of X and X is defined in terms of L. 

Body sorting is essentially a local transformation, but it is much more effective if 

it uses the mode information available from mode anzilysis. Consider the first clause 

of the naive-reverse procedure 

iirev([H|T] ,L2) app(Ll, [H] ,L2) , nrev(T,Ll). 

The recursive cjJl to nrev/2 produces a reverse LI of the tail T of the list, and then 

H is appended to LI to produce the result L2. If the goals are executed in this order, 

then the call to app/3 will suspend until the following call to iirev/2 executes and 

assigns a value to LI. We can avoid the suspension by noting the modes of LI in the 

two body goals: 

mu5tuse(app(Ll.[H].L2),Ll) = True 

musfasn(nrev(T, LI), LI) = True 

Body sorting is not just sorting "by assignment", but sorting by mode information. 

This can minimize the number of suspensions by minimizing the number of variables 

that are used before they are assigned. 

6.3 Auxiliary Procedures 

The implementation of j c is simplified considerably by the assumption that suspen

sion can only occur in the guard of a clause. However this assumption is not true 

in general because it is always possible for expressions that have uninstantiated vari

ables to occur in the body. In order to make the assumption true we create auxiliary 

procedures for assignment statements. 

Consider the procedure 

add_abs(X,Y,Ans) X < 0 I Ans := Y-X. 
add_abs(X,Y,Ans) X >= 0 I Ans := Y+X. 

If add_abs/3 is called with an uninstantiated second argument, then the addition or 

subtraction cannot be carried out and the assignment in either clause must suspend. 

In order to avoid this, we create two auxiliary procedures 
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add_abslaux(Ans,Y,X) number(Y) I Ans := Y-X. 

add_abs2aux(Ans,Y,X) number(Y) 1 Ans ;= Y+X. 

and change add_abs/3 to 

add_abs(X,Y,Ans) X < 0 I add_abslaux(Ans,Y,X). 

add_abs(X,Y,Ans) X >= 0 I add_abs2aux(Ans,Y,X). 

The type test number (Y) will suspend until Y is known. Notice that in the auxiliziry 

procedures there is no test on X. X is already annotated as a number from local type 

inference (section 5.5) and this annotation is kept in the new procedure. In fact, the 

assignment goals are lifted from add_abs/3 with all annotations intact and dropped 

into the auxiliary procedures. Then new type annotations are added for Y to reflect 

the new type test in the guard. 

Since we kept the annotations on X intact, the auxiliary procedures are specific 

for one call site. For example, if there is another procedure with a clause such as 

p(X.Y.Ans) int(Y) I Ans := Y-X. 

in the same program, then the assignment could not be replaced with the call 

add_abslaux(Ans,Y,X) because that procedure tests Y and it is X that needs to 

be tested here. Of course there might be places where an auxiliary procedure could 

be re-used, but j c currently makes no attempt to do this. 

The function to create the (single) clause of an auxiliary procedure for an assign

ment X: -E is 

function MakeAuxProc(X, £J) 

local guzurd, body 
guard := smpty 
body ;= (X ;= E) 

for each variable V in vars{E) 
if V has no known type then 

if V has an expected type T then 
add the test T(V) to guard 
annotate V in body with, known type T 

else 
add the test known (V) to guard 
annotate V in body as known 

return (guard I body) 
end MaJceAuxProc 
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Notice that if V has a known type there is no need to test it in the guard. And if all 

variables in vars{E) have known types, then there is no need to make an auxiliary 

procedure. For example in the clause 

p(X,Y,Ans) X < Y I Ans := X+Y. 

there is no need to create an auxiliary procedure since the assignment cannot be 

reached unless X < Y evaluates to true, and this cannot happen unless both X and Y 

are known. 

Extraction of assignments into auxiliary procedures cannot be done effectively 

until after body sorting. Consider 

p(X,Y) float(X) I Y := Temp/2 - 1, Temp := X*X - 2*X + 1. 

If the body is coded in this order, an auxiliary procedure must created for the as

signment to Y because at that point Temp is unknown. Therefore the creation of 

auxiliary procedures must be delayed until final the order of the body goals has been 

determined. 

So although extracting assignments into auxiliary procedures is essentially a local 

operation, it belongs in the global phase because it cannot be done until after body 

sorting, which cannot be done until after mode analysis. After this transformation, 

the only body goals that can suspend are procedure calls. 

6.4 Yield Analysis 

A term is said to be ground if it contains no (unbound) variables. For example if the 

procedure 

p([H|T].X.L) L = [Hllnil] I HI := 0. 

is called with LI = [A], p([l,2,3] ,4,L1), then H=l. T=[2,3], and X=4 are all 

ground, and, assuming that A is an uninstantiated variable, L=[A] is not ground. If 

p/3 executes to completion, then before it terminates the formal parameter L will 

become ground, so that the actual parameter LI becomes ground. We say that p/2 

yields a ground value for its third parameter, and in general that a procedure yields 

the set of variables that are ground after a call to 
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the procedure (this is defined more formally later). For reasons discussed in the 

next section it is very useful to know when procedures are guaranteed not to sus

pend, and in order to determine this with any accuracy it is necessary to have yield 

information. 

To record yield information, we use an abstract domain of groundness values. 

ASub = {ground, unknown} where, intuitively, the value ground can represent any 

ground term and the value unknown can represent any term at all. We define a partial 

order C on groundness values, which is the least relation satisfying unknown C ground 

and X Q X. The least upper bound and greatest lower bound of two values X and 

Y in this partial order are represented hy X UY and X r\Y respectively. 

An abstract substitution ASub = vars asub is a substitution that maps all 

variables into groundness values. The partial order C is extended to abstract substi

tutions. It is defined by 

A i  C  A 2  ̂  Vx.i4i(x) C A 2 { X )  

We say that an abstract substitution A approximates a concrete substitution 9. A <6 

if every variable that A maps to ground, 6 maps to a ground value. 

Many guard goals can neither succeed nor fail unless the variables of the goal are 

ground. For example int(X) cannot succeed unless X is a known integer and the 

pattern matching goal L=[l|nil] cemnot succeed unless L is a (particular) ground 

list. Other guard goals such as L=[1|T] or known(X) can succeed if some variables 

are only partly instantiated. We say that a goal g demands the variables that must be 

ground in order for g to evaluated to True or False. By extension, a guard demands 

all variables that must be ground in order for the guard to succeed. We define the 

function demand \ Tree ASub that takes a guard as an argument and returns 

an abstract substitution over all variables in a guard. The variables that a guard G 

demands are mapped to ground by demand{G), all other guard variables are mapped 

to unknown. 

When the evaluation of a body goal b causes a variable X to become ground, we 

say that b yields X. The yield of a body goal b under abstract substitution A is an 

abstract substitution A' = yield{b,A) such that A[x) = ground for every VEiriable 
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X that is guareinteed to be ground after a normal deterministic execution of b from 

([6(r], 0, to) where A ~< 6. Notice in particular that every variable that is ground in 

A must be ground in yield(h,A) because a variable cannot become less ground by 

execution of a goal. 

For an assignment x := e the yield depends on the operations of e. For example, 

if e is an arithmetic operation then it can only produce a ground value and yield{x := 

e,A) = {x i-> ground}A for all A. If e is a constructor then yield depends on the 

groundness of the components. For example if e is [H], then yield{x := e,A) is 

{x i-> ground}A if A(H) = ground and is {x i-> unknown}A otherwise. 

For calls, the yield depends on the properties of the called procedure. For example, 

the call p(X,Y) yields a ground value for X if p is defined as 

p(X.Y) X;=0. 

but the same call maps X to unknown if p is defined as 

p(X,Y) int(X)|Y:=X. 

or 

p(X,Y) Y > 0|X:=0. 
p(X,Y) Y =< 0 I X := [A]. 

In the first case. X cannot be made ground by being used, only by being assigned. In 

the second case, X is not made ground because there are execution paths where it will 

not be made ground. 

Given that no procedures suspend, the yield of aJl procedures in a progrcim can 

be safely approximated with the algorithm described in the next section. 

6.4.1 The Yield Analysis Algorithm 

A call pattern for a procedure P is an abstract substitution that only maps variables 

to ground that are formal parameters of P. There are only a finite number of call 

patterns for a given procedure, since there can be only a finite number of formal 

parameters. 
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The algorithm starts with the assumption that all variables are ground eifter a 

call, and iterates to find the points where this assumption is wrong. For each clause, 

the algorithm starts at the first goal in the body with an abstract substitution AQ 

which is the conjunction of the call pattern A and the restrictions imposed by the 

guard of the clause (the clause can only reduce if the current substitution satisfies 

the guard of the clause). 

The body is traversed one goal at a time, in the sequence that will be followed 

during program execution. A, is the yield of the gOcJ so the next goal is 

evaluated under the abstract substitution Ai. 

The function update_yield(P, AI, AO) updates the inferred value of yield{P. ̂ i), 

given that P can also yield Ao when evaluated under a substitution that approximates 

Ai- The new value of yield[P, Ai) is the greatest lower bound of A2 and the current 

value of yield{P, AI). That is, for each variable, P yields the lessor of the two ground-

ness values. 

The function allground(V) returns a substitution that maps all of the variables 

of the set V to ground. 

for each procedure P with head H 
for each possible calling pattern A 

yieldC/f.A) = allgromid(t;ars(if)) 

repeat 

for each procedure P 
for each possible call pattern A of P 

for each clause C = G\B of P 
AQ := A U demand{G) 
for each goal Qi in B (1 <i  <n) 

Ai := yieldCy.Mi-i) 

update_yield(P. A, A„) 

until there is no change 

In some ways yield analysis is like mode analysis, but there is an important difi'er-

ence. Mode analysis makes no assumptions about the order of the goals in a clause 

and yield analysis assumes a fixed order. Therefore yield analysis must follow body 

sorting. 
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6.4.2 Correctness of Yield Analysis 

The algorithm above produces a safe approximation of the yield of each proce-
c6 * dure. For any deterministic execution SI S„ of a body goal g from a state 

SQ = ([^|ro], 9O, WO), if some variable v of the goal g is not mapped to a ground value 

by dn, then for every call pattern Aof g such that A<0, {yield{g, A)){x) = unknown. 

More formally, 

Theorem 6.4.1 

Let Si,. . . .Sn be any normal deterministic execution of g starting from 5o = 

([^|ro], ^o) ending in Sn = ([r„], 0n, Wn), then for all all x in vars{g) such 

that On{x) is not ground, 

VA -< 9Q.[yield[g, A)){x) = unknown 

Proof Values only go from ground to unknown, never from unknown to ground, so 

it suffices to show that for some iteration, a yield gets set to unknown. Also, we may 

assume that x is not ground in 6Q since variables cannot become less ground during 

execution of a program. The proof is by induction on the length n of the execution 

E = Si, ...,Sn. 

Suppose that n = 1 so that E has only one transition and 5o 5„. This is 

only possible if the clause C = G\B oi g that reduces has an empty body. For any 

call pattern A < Oo'ii must be the case that A{x) = unknown since x is non-ground 

before the call. Also, the clause C could only have reduced if demand{G) -< 9Q so 

{demand{G)){x) = unknown. For each A •< 9Q, the first iteration of the main loop 

sets yield{g. A) to be no greater than AU demand{G) and since x is unknown in both 

of these abstract environments it is unknown in their least upper bound. Since the 

yield of g is no greater than this, x is unknown in the yield of g. 

Suppose that n > 1, and by induction assume that the theorem holds for each 

execution shorter than n. Consider the state Si = ([91,921 •••. <7m], i^i) that is 

produced from SQ by reduction of the clause C. Each qj is either an assignment or a 

call. If it is an assignment, then we assume that the yield is calculated for that goal. 

If Qi is a call, then the execution of a qj is shorter than n. so by induction the theorem 
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holds for each call qj. Let the iteration at which the last of these yields is inferred 

be k (so after iteration k the yield inferred for each qj is correct). Then this cannot 

be the last iteration because the loop does not terminate if there was a chcinge. On 

the next iteration, the algorithm will find for each abstract substitution A < 9Q that 

if the goals of C are executed in sequence, each from the yield of the previous goal, 

then X is not ground at the end of the clause. The yield of g is set to the greatest 

lower bound, so x is unknown in yield{g. A). 

6.5 Suspension Analysis 

The possibility of suspension and resumption at arbitrary times during execution 

causes problems for many sorts of optimizations[17]. Consider, for example a sequence 

of body goals 

. . . .  p ( X . Y ) ,  q ( Y . Z ) .  . . .  

where Y is assigned a value in p/2 and the value is used in q/2. Generally, this is 

implemented by allocating a cell of memory to Y and storing the value there. It would 

be more efficient to return Y in a register in order to save writing to and reading from 

memory. And if Y were assigned the register 11 —the first argument register— there 

would be no cost at all associated with passing the value of Y from p/2 to q/2. 

However, this optimization is not safe in general because p/2 may suspend, which 

would leave an undefined value in the register that is supposed to contain Y when 

q/2 is invoked. It might be possible to work around this by having p/2 do the right 

thing on suspension: allocate a variable for Y on the heap and initialize the register to 

point to it. But this would be complicated, and it still would not solve the problem 

entirely. The reason is that a suspended procedure might get invoked between the 

time that the register is initialized and the time that q/2 uses it. This would trash 

the register. 

Again, it might be possible to work around this difficulty by saving registers 

before resuming procedures and restoring them when done, but again, the solution 

is complex and it is not obvious that there is any improvement. The jc solution is 
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to try to detect when suspension eind resumption will not happen, and to optimize 

based on this information. 

Below, we describe an cJgorithm for detecting when a procedure is guaranteed not 

to suspend. Given this information, and an appropriate resumption strategy, we can 

also guarantee that no resumption will interrupt a sequence of goals, and so we can do 

various optimizations (like global register assignment) on non-suspending procedures. 

6.5.1 Suspension Analysis Preliminaries 

Suspension analysis is a sort of addition to yield analysis. The algorithm for yield 

analysis given above only works in the absence of suspension, so it is not very useful 

without a suspension analysis. But suspension analysis cannot do much without a 

yield analysis. Therefore j c combines the two analyses into one. 

The suspension analysis algorithm makes use of the predicate commit{P. A) which 

is true if P is guaranteed not to suspend given the yield information in the call pattern 

A. The predicate is defined by 

commit{P, A) = VC = G\B € clauses{P).demand{G) Q A 

Notice that to guarantee that a procedure commits, we require that the demand is 

satisfied for all clauses, not just one. Suppose the procedure 

p(X,Y) int(X) I ... 

p(X,Y) int(Y) I ... 

is called in a goal p( • ,B) where B is uninstantiated. In this case the demand for the 

first clause is met, but the procedure will still suspend because the guard of the first 

clause fails and the guard of the second clause suspends. 

The predicate nonsusp{P. A) is true if it is possible to guarantee that there will 

be no suspension during the execution of P. given that the parameters of P satisfy 

A. This predicate is calculated simultaneously with the yield. 

6.5.2 The Suspension Analysis Algorithm 

The algorithm below calculates nonsusp{P, A) and yield{P,A) for all procedures P 

and all call patterns A for P. We begin by initializing nonsusp{P, A) = true and 
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yield{P, A) as ground for all parameters of P. These initial values are over-estimations 

and the program is traversed repeatedly to find every place where they are not true. 

For each call to a procedure g, under call pattern Ai-i, if g,- is known to be 

suspendable under A,-, then noTisusp{p, A) is set to false (if it was not false already) 

and Ai is set to >l,_i to show that there is no change to the groundness of the variables. 

Recall that yield is only guaranteed correct in the absence of suspension. On the other 

hand, if q is not yet known to be suspendable under ^4,-, then the yield of q is used as 

the abstract substitution for evaluation of the next body goal in sequence. 

The traversal over the program continues until there are no changes in nonsusp 

or yield. Although the initial nonsusp and yield are too optimistic, safe estimates for 

these functions will propagate up the call graph during the algorithm. 

Algorithm 6.5.1 

for each procedure P with head H 
for each possible calling pattern A 
nonsusp(i7,A) := commit(//",/!) { 

yield(i/,i4) = allground (uars(ff)) 

} 
repeat 

for each procedure P 
for each possible call pattern A of P 

for each clause C = G\B of P i  
AQ := A U demand{G) 
for each goal gi in B (1 <i  <n) 

if nonsusp (^, ,A_i) 

Ai := yield(^,,i4.-i) 

else { 

Ai := i4,_i 
nonsusp(P, A) := false 

} 
update_yield(P. A, A„) 

} 
until there is no change 
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6.5.3 Correctness of Suspension Analysis 

The suspension and yield information derived by the suspension analysis is safe in the 

sense that if any execution of a procedure p has a suspending treinsition in any state 

with substitution 9, then upon termination of the algorithm, nonsusp{p, ̂ 4) = Fabe 

for all abstract environments A -< 9. Formally, 

Theorem 6.5.1 

Let be a deterministic subsequence of any execution of g from So = 

([^|ro], •u^o) such that the transition following SN is a suspension: Sq S„ —^ S' 

then 

V/l -< 9Q.nonsusp{p, A) = False 

Proof Note that nonsusp[Q,A) never goes from false to true, so it suffices to show 

that it is set to false at any program point. The proof is by induction over the length 
cb * 

n of the execution SQ 

Suppose that n = 0 so 5o S' [p suspends immediately). This is only possible 

if VA -< 9o.-^commit{p, A). For all such A. nonsusp{p, A) is initialized to False. 

Suppose n > 1. and by induction eissume that for all executions of length less 

than n the theorem holds. Then SQ SI = ([51,^21 wq) which is a 

reduction of some clause C = G\GI,G2,...,GM- The suspension must occur during 

the execution of one of these spawned goals, assume that it is gi. Then there is 

some state S = such that SI S 5„ S' where the length 

of the execution from S to S' is less than n. By the induction hypothesis, Vi4, -< 

9.nonsusp{qi, Ag) = False. Assume that the last of these False values was set during 

iteration j,j >= 0 of the algorithm. This cannot be the last iteration because there 

was a change in the analysis. Therefore there will be at least one iteration in which 

VAq •< 9.nonsusp{qi, Aq) = False. 

During this iteration there is a test for every possible calling pattern A oi p 

whether nonsusp{gi, Ai-i), where Ai^i is the yield of the non-suspending sequence 

91^92^ beginning with A U demand[G). Assuming that the yield analysis is 

correct in the absence of suspension, then A < 9Q  ^  i4,_ i  -< 9. So for each A •< 9Q ,  
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nonsusp{qi, Ai-i) = Fabe and Tionsusp{p, A) will be set to False. 

6.6 Creating Non-Suspending Procedures 

The suspension analysis will detect some programs that cannot possibly suspend, but 

these programs are very rare, given that the user can enter a query with all variables 

uninstantiated. In order to allow optimizations that are only safe in the absence 

of suspension, jc creates a set of special non-suspending procedures. Consider the 

program 

fact(N,F) N >= 0 I fact(N,F,l). 

fact(N,F,A) N > 1, number(A) I fact(N-l,F,N*A). 

fact(N,F,A) N <= 1, number(A) I F := A. 

(This program calculates the factorial of N using a function with an accumulator A. 

With tail-call optimization this essentially makes the calculation iterative rather than 

recursive.) Each guard in fact/3 contains a test on N and A (the test on A is added 

by the local transformation described in section 5.5). These tests have three possible 

outcomes, they might succeed, fail, or suspend. The test for suspension can be fairly 

expensive, but if we know that the procedure is non-suspending, then we can avoid 

these tests. 

Examining the program, we see that fact/3 is only called from two places, the 

single clause of fact/2 and the first clause of fact/3. In both places, the demand 

of the procedure is satisfied, so that fact/3 cannot possibly suspend. In this case 

we c£m generate special code for f act/3 that does not have suspension tests or other 

overhead associated with suspension. 

In general, it is too much to expect that all calls to a given procedure will be 

non-suspending even if some are. And if the procedure is exported, the user can 

always call it directly with an uninstantiated variable. In cases where a procedure is 

called by both suspending and non-suspending goals, code is actually generated for 

two versions of the procedure, a suspending and a non-suspending version. We call 

the suspending version of a procedure an S procedure and the non-suspending version 

an NS procedure. 
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An NS procedure can only have non-suspending calls in its execution, so it never 

needs to call an S procedure, only other NS procedures. Conceptually, this creates 

a kind of separate "space" in the program, where all procedures are NS procedures. 

We call this NS space, and no suspension is possible while executing in NS space. 

This means that NS space is subject to all of the optimizations that are available in 

deterministic languages. 

The NS procedures are created by traversing the program, and finding all of the 

call goals that have non-suspending calls in the program. Each non-suspending goed 

p(xi.x2, ••.,Xn) is changed to a call of the NS procedure NSp/n corresponding to p/n, 

producing the goal NSp(ii, lo,.... x^). If NSp/n does not already exist, it is created 

and added to the list of procedures in the program. After creation of NS procedures, 

there is a pass that removes any S procedures that are no longer called. 

In effect we have divided the Janus program into a deterministic and a non-

deterministic portion. The deterministic portion is subject to more optimization and 

the non-deterministic portion provides the extra expressiveness of a non-deterministic 

language. If a program is essentially deterministic and the programmer is careful in 

writing the export declarations, the entire program can be compiled and optimized 

as a deterministic program. For example, consider a large deterministic program for 

(say) lexical analysis. If the only exported procedure is 

lexCln.Out) ground(In) I do_lex(In,Out). 

export lex/2. 

then, assuming the suspension analysis is effective, the only S procedure in the pro

gram is the exported procedure lex/2. All others will be uncallable and will be 

removed before code generation. 

There is another consideration for NS space, and that is that if suspended proce

dures can resume during the execution of an NS procedure, then the NS optimizations 

are not generally safe. We avoid this problem in jc by only doing NS optimizations 

if the batch suspension model is being used. In batch suspension a suspended goal 

can only be resumed if (1) there are no goals to execute on the stack or (2) some 

procedure suspends. Neither of these cases occurs while procedures are executing in 
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NS space, so no resumptions are possible. 

6.7 Performance 

Table 6.1 (taken from [17]) indicates tlie eflfectiveness of the suspension analysis at 

finding non-suspending procedures. The first column gives the total number of pro

cedures in the program and the second column gives the number of procedures that 

were inferred to have non-suspending cadis. The fourth and fifth columns give the 

total number of call sites and the number of call sites inferred to be non-suspending, 

respectively. Table 6.1 contains some benchmark programs that are not listed in 

Appendix B because the programs are not used in any other tables. 

Although the numbers given in the tables are static, rather than dynamic counts, 

they are still interesting because of what they show: that all non-suspending calls are 

discovered in most of the programs. This suggests that a more complex algorithm is 

not needed. 

Table 6.1: Effectiveness of Suspension Analysis 

progTcim procedures call sites progTcim 
total^ non-susp' totaP- non-susp~ 

binom 6 6 16 16 
comb 9 9 13 13 
deriv 3 3 18 18 
dotprod 8 8 11 11 
haoioi 5 5 6 6 
nand 24 10 50 22 
pascal 15 15 26 26 
prime 9 9 13 13 
queen 9 9 14 14 
tak 1 1 5 5 
transpose 12 8 19 12 

Total 101 83 191 156 

^ total number in program 
" number determined to be non-suspending 
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There are several optimizations in jc that depend on suspension analysis: the 

most significant is the output register assignment described by Peter Bigot in [4]. Of 

relatively minor significance are the optimizations of avoiding instantiation tests and 

calls to ground/1. 

Table 6.2 gives the relative performance of programs after suspension analysis 

and the optimizations performed based on it. The program that has the greatest 

improvement with suspension analysis is comb. This improvement is due largely to 

the fact that there are several calls to ground/1 in the program and these are all 

eliminated by suspension analysis. 

The gains in fib and tadc are due to the fact that procedures optimize well with 

output register assignment. For example, before output register assignment, fib/2 

allocates and initializes four stack slots and creates two variables on the heap for each 

iteration. After output register assignment, each iteration allocates and initializes 

only one slot and creates no variables on the heap. 

In bessel, where suspension analysis causes a significant slowdown, the reason for 

the slowdown is that the program contains important procedures written in ''accu

mulator style". This is a general technique of avoiding memory references by passing 

an accumulator variable as an argument. 

For example bessel contains the procedure pow/3 to calculate the power Y=X"N: 

powCN, X, Y) pow(N, X. 1.0, Y). 

pow(0. X, K, Y) Y := K. 

pow(N, X, K. Y) int(N). float(X), float(K). N > 0 I pow(N-l. X, X*K, Y). 

All pow/3 does is call pow/4, which has an extra argument K that accumulates the 

answer. The only time it is necessary to write a value to memory in this procedure 

is in the base case of pow/4. 

Contrast this with a non-accumulator version of the same procedure: 

pow(0, X, Y) :- Y := 1. 

pow(N. X, Y) :- pow(N-l, X, Yl), Y := Y1*X. 

where there is an assignment to a memory location for each iteration of the loop. 
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Output register assignment is intended to do automatically what the accumulator 

style is intended to do manually. Therefore output register assignment cannot improve 

programs that are written in this style. The allocation algorithm notes that pow/4 is 

an inner loop eind tries to optimize it by placing the return value Y in a register. In 

order to make this possible, the procedure pow/3 must call pow/4 and then take the 

register-returned value and store it at the memory location referenced by Y. In order 

to do this, pow/3 has to create a stack frame to save the address of Y during the call 

to pow/4. But in the original program, pow/3 does not need a stack frame so it has 

been de-optimized in order to optimize pow/4, and in this case the decision was not 

a good one. In other programs, such as bino!n2 the very same procedure was treated 

differently and not de-optimized. For a discussion of the heuristics of output value 

placement, see [5, 4]. 

6.8 Related Work 

Mode analysis is not unusual in logic programming implementations [15, 47]. Typi

cally, no distinction is made between whether a variable must or may be used, and 

similarly for assignment; the modes are just in and out. In retrospect, the distinction 

between must and may are not particularly important. In fact, the must predicates 

can be viewed as a combination of mode analysis and strictness analysis [6]; but with 

logical variables, strictness analysis is less useful than it is in call-by-need functional 

languages. 

Some concurrent constraint languages such as Parlog [13] have mode declarations 

for procedures. This allows the use of mode information without doing a mode anal

ysis. 

Marriott [34] has reported a suspension analysis with goals similar to ours. Their 

approach is more ambitious in that they keep information about suspension and re

sumption. assuming that a goal is executed as soon as it is awakened by an assignment. 

As a result, their analysis is more precise than ours, but it is also more complicated 

and must be specially tailored for a particular resumption strategy. Our strategy is 

more general in that it will work for any resumption strategy, as long as it is possible 
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to prevent resumptions entirely while executing in NS space. 

Alternatively, our analysis can be expanded to compute strong non-suspension 

as described in [17]. Strong non-suspension ensures that nothing will be resumed 

during the execution of a procedure in NS space by guaranteeing that no variable 

that is blocking a suspended goal can be assigned during an NS execution. Strong 

non-suspension is not implemented in jc (partly because we do not need it with batch 

suspension), so the algorithm is not described here. 



Table 6.2: Performance Effects of Suspension Analysis 

program all no suspension percent 
optimizations analysis improvement 

ms ms 
bank 175 175 0 
bessel 1.94 1.82 -7 
binoml 7.1 9.88 39 
binom2 3.69 4.28 16 
bsort 3.2 3.61 13 
bubble 10.8 12.3 14 
comb 1050 4030 284 
disj 455 643 41 
dnf 0.795 0.85 7 
dotprodl 0.439 0.422 -4 
dotprod2 0.293 0.288 -2 
dotprodS 0.752 0.761 1 
fib 144 297 106 
fmatmult 4.45 4.37 -2 
hzmoi 119 143 20 
isotree 29.6 29.6 0 
list_qs 0.911 1.05 15 
Irl 27 30.2 12 
memdl 591 1030 75 
msort 4.88 4.72 -3 
nrev 0.697 0.724 4 
pi 293 294 1 
tak 92.2 231 151 
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CHAPTER 7 

CODE GENERATION 

After the parse tree transformations, JVM code is generated in an internal format 

(as opposed to being written out). This phase is cailed the "code generation"' phase. 

The internal JVM code then undergoes several further optimization passes discussed 

in chapter 8. Register assignment is done during code generation and several other 

optimizations are done during this phase as well. 

7.1 Register Assignment 

Before code generation begins for a given procedure, there is one pass over all the 

guards to assign registers to the parameters. In jc version 2.0, the assignment is 

simply in order of appearance. Those parameters that are not used in the clause do 

not have a register assigned, so that the register can be assigned for other uses. 

If the hooked variable suspension strategy is being used, this pass also assigns 

unique registers to each variable that may block a test. The register associated with 

any blocking variable in any guard must be preserved in all guards up to the commit 

point. This allows the suspension code to create hooked variables from these registers 

if the procedure suspends. 

When coding the body, if a value that is about to be calculated is the i''' argument 

to the next procedure call, and if tj is free, then the value is generated directly in t,. 

Section 7.5.2 describes some heuristics used to make this possibility more frequent to 

reduce the number of register moves. 

7.2 The Guard 

By the code generation phase, the guard of each clause consists of a sequence of type 

tests, comparisons, assignments, and pattern matching goals. The tests are encode 
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in sequence, individually for each guard, where a failed test jumps to the next guard. 

There is no attempt to optimize code-generation for guard tests by looking at more 

than one guard at a time. In particular, there is no attempt to construct decision 

trees [16]. For example the guards for the procedure 

test(X,Y) 

testCX.Y) 

test(X,Y) 

test(X,Y) 

else I .. 

- int(X), atom(Y) I ... 

- atom(X), int(Y) I ... 

- int(X). int(Y). X<Y | 

- int(X), int(Y). X>Y I 

are coded something like this: 

Example 7.2.1 test/2, guard code 

P2_test: 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 

JumpUnlessAtom(G2,tl) 

G2: 

JuinpUiilessAtoin(G3, tO) 

JumpUnles sInt(G3,11) 

G3: 

JumpUnlessInt(G4,tO) 

JumpUnlessInt(G4,t1) 

JGEI(G4,tO,tl) 

G4: 

JumpUnlessInt(El,tO) 

JumpUnlessInt(El,tl) 

JLEKEl.tO.tl) 

El: 

7. jump to guaird 2 if X not an int 

•/, jump to guard 2 if Y not an atom 

'/, code for body 1 

•/, jump to guard 3 if X not an atom 

*/, jump to guard 3 if Y not an int 

'/. code for body 2 

*/, jump to guard 4 if X not am int 

'/, jump to guard 4 if Y not an int 

*/, jump to guard 4 if X not less thain Y 

y, code for body 3 

'/, jump to else if X not an int 

y, jump to else if Y not an int 

y, jump to else if X not greater than Y 

y, code for body 4 

'/% code for else clause 

Many of the redundant tests in the code above will be removed by call optimization 

(section 8.2). 

The else guard is defined to be the conjunction of the logical negations of all 

previous guards. For example in a procedure 
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HI G1 I Bl. 
H2 G2 I B2. 

Hn Gn I Bn. 
H else I B. 

the else is logically equivalent to 

--Gl A-.G2 A • • • A-iGn (7.1) 

There is no need to actually encode this test since the code for the previous guards 

has already been skipped when control reaches the else guard. Therefore, by the fact 

that control has reached the else clause, we can determine that none of the previous 

guaxds succeeded. There is still a decision to make at the else clause: whether to 

commit or suspend. The details of this decision are discussed in section 7.4. 

Pattern matching expressions get coded as a type test followed by any needed 

extraction of the parts. For example if the first clause of a procedure looks like this: 

m a t c h l ( L )  L  =  [ H I T ] ,  i n t ( H )  I  . . .  

the guard gets coded something like this: 

Example 7.2.2 match 1/1: guard code with extraction 

Pl_matchl: 
JunipUnlessLcoiis(G2,tO)'/, jump to guard 2 if L not a cons 
Load(tl,uiitag(tO) [0]) '/, load H into tl 
Load(t2,mitag(t0) [1]) '/, load T into t2 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,tl) '/, jump to guard 2 if H not an integer 

(in the actual implementation, the untagging is only done once and the address is 

kept in an address register). 

For expressions that occur in the guard but that are not really needed prior to 

the commit, the code is moved into the body, past the commit point. This avoids 

some unnecessary work and helps the call optimizations to do a better job. In the 

example above, the code to load T into a register would be delayed until the body 

(or not generated at all if it is not used). If no explicit else guard is given for a 

procedure, then an implicit else guard is provided at the end. All this guard does is 

give an error message and exit the program. 
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7.3 Instantiation Tests 

The description above assumed that the outcome of a guard test either succeeds or 

fails, but this is not really true: the test may succeed, fail, or suspend. The test sus

pends when it needs to access the veilue of a variable that is currently uninstantiated. 

There are two possible ways to implement such a three-way test. One would be to 

have a sort of multi-way branch as a JVM instruction and the other is to use a pair 

of two-way branches. The j c implementation uses only two-way branches for reasons 

discussed in section 7.4.1. 

The obvious way to use a pair of two-way branches is to test first whether a 

variable is instantiated and then to test the type or vedue. For example the first 

clause of the procedure 

sumCM.N.S) int(M), 0 < M, int(N) I suni(M-l,N,Sl), S:=S1+1. 

sum(M,N,S) int(M), 0 = M, int(N) I S := N. 

would be encoded with two tests 

Ex£unple 7.3.1 Guards of sum/3, instantiation tests first 

P3_suin: */. procedure entry 

CheckIfVar(Sl,t0,0) 7. jump to suspend if M uninstantiated 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,t0) '/, jump to guaird 2 if M not an integer 

JGEI(G2,0,tO) */, jump to guard 2 if 0 not less than M 

CheckIfVar(Sl,tl, 1) '/, jump to suspend if N uninstantiated 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,to) 7, jump to guaurd 2 if N not an integer 
7t body of clause 1 

G2: 7. clause 2 

For the moment, a ChecklfVcir instruction may be viewed as simply a JumpIfVar. 

The other work it does is discussed later. 

The above order of doing the tests means that programs that are written deter-

ministically (so that no procedure can be blocked by an uninstantiated variable) will 

still have to check for variable instantiation and pay the performance penalty for a 

feature that is never used. But since uninstantiated variables are represented with a 

unique tag, some sorts of tests can be done on values without knowing whether or 
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not the value is instantiated. In particuleir, the type of £in uninstantiated variable is 

different from any instantiated type, and an uninstantiated variable has a different 

value from any integer or atom. Therefore, type tests and comparisons to integer and 

atom literals can be done before testing whether a variable is instantiated. Delayed 

tests might be implemented like this 

Example 7.3.2 Guards of sum/3, instantiation tests later 

P3_simi: */• procedure entry 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 7, jump to guard 2 if M not an integer 

JGEI(G2,0,t0) 7, jump to guard 2 if 0 not less than M 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,to) 7. jump to guaurd 2 if N not an integer 
7. body of clause 1 

G2: 

ChecklfVarCSl,t0,0) 7. jump to suspend if M uninstantiated 

CheckIfVeir(Sl,tl, 1) 7. jump to suspend if N uninstantiated 

JumpUnlessInt (El, to) 7i jump to else if M not an integer 

JGEI(El,0,t0) 7# jump to else if 0 not equal to M 

JumpUnlessInt (El, to) 7. jump to else if N not an integer 

7t body of clause 2 

The instantiation test has been moved to the target of the jump rather than immedi

ately past the jump. This means that if the type test fails, then control will branch 

to an instantiation test for the variable. If the type test succeeds, then there is no 

need to test whether the value is instantiated —it must be. If the test fails, then 

there may be a need to check if the variable is instantiated later. 

In the code above, we show the instantiation tests occurring at the beginning of 

the guard of the second clause, but it can be delayed even further: 

Example 7.3.3 Guards of sum/3, instantiation tests last 

P3_sum: 7. procedure entry 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,t0) 7. jump to guard 2 if M not am integer 

JGEI(G2,0,t0) 7. jump to guard 2 if 0 not less than M 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,to) 7. jump to guard 2 if N not an integer 
7. body of clause 

G2: 
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JumpUnlessInt(El ,tO) '/, jump to else if M not an integer 
JGEI(El,0,t0) '/, jump to else if 0 not equal to M 
JumpUnlessInt(El,tO) */, jump to else if N not an integer 
. . .  ' / ,  b o d y  o f  c l a u s e  2  

El: 
CheckIfVar(Sl,t0,0) 7, jump to suspend if M uninstantiated 
ChecklfVarCSl.tl, 1) '/, jump to suspend if N uninstantiated 
FailError 7, error, all guards failed 

If the procedure sum/3 occurs in a correct program that makes no use of the 

suspension feature of Janus, then it will never execute smy tests to see if a variable 

is instantiated. However, this would not be the case if sum/3 had an explicit else 

clause. Because of the semantics of else, the else clause always needs to check that 

variables are instantiated, so a procedure with an explicit else clause will need to do 

this work whenever the procedure does not commit to an earlier clause. 

In sum/3, all guard tests are tests on formal parameters. The situation is more 

complex if the tested variable is not a formal parameter because then there is no 

guarantee that the variable is still available when the else guard gets executed. This 

happens when a later clause uses the same register for another purpose. It would be 

possible to assign registers in such a way that no guard overwrites any suspension 

variable that was used in a previous guard, but this does not solve the problem either. 

The reason is that any non-parameter variable must get assigned somewhere in the 

guard, and there is no guarantee that the assignment was ever made. For example 

the procedure 

p(L) L = [HIT], int(H) I ... 

gets encoded something like this (after the instantiation test for the L is moved); 

Example 7.3.4 Guard of p/2. instantiation test for H in-line 

P2_p: 
JumpUnlessCons(El,tO) 7i jump to else if L not a cons 
GetCons(aO,tO) 7. get address of cons cell 
Load(tl,a0[0]) % get H 
CheckIfVax(Sl,tl,l) % jump to suspend if H uninstantiated 
JumpUnlessInt(G3,tl) 'I, jump to else if H not an integer 
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El: 
ClieckIfVar(Sl,t0,0) */, jump to suspend if L uninstantiated 

FailError */, error, all guards failed 

If we move the instantiation test on H to the else clause, we get 

Example 7.3.5 Guards of p/2, instantiation test for H incorrect 

P2_p: 
JumpUnlessCons(El,tO) */, jump to else if L not a cons 

GetCons(aO,tO) 7, get address of cons cell 

Load(tl,a0[0]) '/, get H 

JumpUnlessInt(G3,tl) '/, jump to else if H not an integer 

El: 

Ch.eckIfVax(Sl,t0,0) */, jump to suspend if L uninstantiated 

CheckIfVar(Sl,tl, 1) '/, jump to suspend if H uninstantiated 

FailError '/, error, all guards failed 

Now consider what happens with the call p(2). The first test fails, passing control 

to the else clause. The else clause tests L and sees that it is instantiated. Then it 

tests tl to see if it is instantiated, but tl was never loaded with the value of H. 

Because of these considerations, the instantiation tests on parts of structures must 

be treated differently, but it is still not necessary to do the instantiation test before 

the type test. Instead, we code the type test first, jumping over the instantiation test 

on success (instead of jumping to the next gusird on failure). For example, p/2 would 

be coded like this: 

Example 7.3.6 Guards of p/2. instantiation test for H closer 

P2_p: 
JumpUnlessCons (El, to) 7, jump to else if L not a cons 

GetCons(aO,tO) 7. get address of cons cell 

Load(tl ,aOCO]) 7. get H 

Jumplfint(Ll,tl) 7. jump past test if H an integer 

CheckIfV2ur(Sl,tl,l) 7. jump to suspend if H uninstantiated 

LI: 
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'/, body for clause 1 

El: 

ClieckIfVar(Sl,t0,0) 7, jump to suspend if L uninstantiated 

FailError 7, error, all guards failed 

Unfortunately, this method only works in the last guard (and then only in the 

batch suspension model). It is not correct to jump to the suspension code just because 

a variable is found to be uninstantiated because it is possible that another guaxd can 

still commit. Therefore it is necessary to jump to the next guard rather than directly 

to the suspension code. But if we are going to continue with the next guard, we seem 

to have lost the information that the first guard suspended. This is the reason that 

the ChecklfVar instruction does extra work: it records the fact that a guard has 

suspended by setting the value of susp_set. The else uses JumpIfSusp to jump to 

suspend if susp_set has a non-zero value: 

Example 7.3.7 Guards of p/2, instantiation test for H correct 

P2_p: 
JumpUnlessConsCEl ,tO) *!, jump to else if L not a cons 
GetCons(aO,tO) 7# get address of cons cell 
Load(tl,a0[0]) get H 
JumplfInt(LI,tl) 7t jump past test if H am integer 
ClieckIfVar(Sl,tl, 1) 7. jump to suspend if H uninstantiated 

LI: 
. . .  7 t  b o d y  f o r  c l a u s e  1  

El: 
JumplfSusp(Sl) 7. jump to suspend if susp_set != 0 
ClieckIfVar(Sl,t0,0) *!, jump to suspend if L uninstantiated 
FailError 7. error, all guards failed 

The JVM instruction 

CheckIfV2u:(L,i,, j) 

Has the same effect as JumplfVar(L,t,) except that it also changes the value of 

susp_set in order to record that an instantiation test failed. For the batch suspension 

strategy, this amounts to nothing more than setting susp_set to I. For the hooked 
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variable strategy, the suspension code needs to store the blocking variables, so it 

treats susp_set like a bit vector and sets bit j (section 4.2). 

Since Checklf Var is a rather complex instruction, it is not generated in the current 

implementation; instead it is expanded into finer-grained instructions. The procedure 

of example 7.3.7 is really encoded as follows: 

Example 7.3.8 Guards of p/2, ChecklfVar in-lined 

P2_p: 
JumpUnlessCons(El,tO) */, jump to else if L not a cons 
GetCons(aO,tO) '/, get address of cons cell 
Load(tl,a0[0]) */, get H 
JumpIflntCLl.tl) */, jump past test if H an integer 
Jumplf Known (El, tl) '/, jump to else if H instantiated 
SetSuspSet (1) '/, record that H is blocking a test 
Jump(El) */, jump to else 

LI: 
'/, body for clause 1 

El: 
JumpIfSusp(Sl) '/, jump to suspend if susp_set != 0 
Jumplf Known (L2, to) 7, jump to error if L instantiated 
SetSuspSet (0) '/, record that L is blocking a test 
Jump (SI) 7, jump to suspend 

L2: 
FailError 7. error, all guards failed 

7.4 Suspension cind else Clauses 

As mentioned in section 7.2, there is no need to code explicit type tests and com

parisons in the else guard. But just because none of the previous guards succeeded 

that does not mean they all failed. Control can reach the else clause because some 

variable needed by a previous guard was uninstantiated. In this case, the procedure 

must suspend rather than commit to the body of the else clause. To guarantee this, 

we put in the else an instantiated test for every variable in the previous guards 

for which an instantiation test was eliminated, as shown in example 7.3.8. In other 

words, the instantiation tests on parameters get moved down to the else clause, but 

no further. 
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The code of example 7.3.8 is the general-purpose code that works for both suspen

sion management strategies, but for the batch strategy it is not necessary to record 

the blocking variables. At the point of the instruction SetSuspSet(O). it is already 

decided that the procedure needs to suspend, so it is better to jump directly to the 

suspension code, rather thzin doing the unnecessary work of setting susp_set first. 

For the batch strategy, the else clause of example 7.3.8 is coded more like this: 

Example 7.4.1 else clause of p/2 for batch strategy 

El: 
JiimpIfSusp(Sl) 7, jump to suspend if susp.set != 0 
JumpUnlessKnownCSl ,tO) '/, jump to suspend if L uninstaintiated 
FailError '/, error, all guards failed 

At least this would be the encoding if there were more than one clause other than 

the else clause. Since there is only one normal clause, the suspension of any test 

requires the suspension of the procedure, so that the code actually generated is 

Example 7.4.2 Guards of p/2 for batch suspension 

P2_p: 
JumpUnlessCons(El,tO) '/, jump to else if L not a cons 
GetCons(aO,tO) */, get address of cons cell 
Load(tl,a0[0]) */, get H 
JumpIfInt(Ll,tl) */, jump past test if H an integer 
JumpUnlessKnown(Sl,tl)7, jump to else if H instantiated 

LI: 
*/. body for clause 1 

El: 
JumpUnlessKnown(Sl,tO)/^ jump to error if L instaintiated 
FailError '/, error, all guards failed 

There is no need to set or test susp_set at all in single-clause procedures with the 

batch model. 

The code at SI —the suspension entry point— needs to suspend the procedure. 

In the batch model the code looks like this 
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Example 7.4.3 suspension code for batch suspension 

SI: 
JNEA(suspend_addr,ap,0) ' /• if ap set, jump to general suspension 

MemCh.eck(0,7i) '/. reserve space 

MakeSafe(to) ' /• make sure L is on the heap 
HeapSpace(l) ' /• get space for pzurameters 

Move(aO,hp) ' /i point aO at parameter list 

HeapSpace(ActivationSize) ' /, get an activation record 

MakeSuspCaO,1) ' maike new activation record 

SetActResume(Pl_p) ! set the resume address 

Suspend(ap) ! 1, count a new suspension 
Store(t0,a0[0]) ! 1, save parameters 
Juinp(suspend_addr) ! !, jump to general suspension 

In the batch model, if ap is set, then this procedure has already suspended once 

and ap is an activation record for it. There is no need to update ap in any way, so 

control branches immediately to the genereil suspension code which puts ap on the 

suspension list and then branches to the location specified by the resumption address 

on the top of the stack. 

If ap is zero, then the parameters of the procedure need to be moved to the heap 

if they are on the stack (section 3.2.4). This work is done by inserting a MakeSaf e for 

each formal parameter. The preceding MemCheck pessimistically ensures that there is 

an extra word on the stack for each parameter in case it needs to be moved to the 

heap. 

Then additional space is allocated for each parameter because the activation record 

needs to maintain a list of the actual parameters to the procedure. The command 

MakeSusp(a,i) sets ap to point to hp (which is pointing to a new block of the correct 

size for an activation record) and initializes the pointer to the arguments to a and 

the number of arguments to i. The Suspend command only increments the value of 

num-suspensions (section 4.3). Finally there is a list of Store commands, one for 

each parameter, to store them in the list of parameters. 

The code for the hooked variable strategy is similar: 

Examiple 7.4.4 suspension code for hooked variable suspension 
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SI: 

JNEA(Ll,ap,0) */, if ap set, jump to hooking code 

MemCheckCO.n) '/, reserve space 
MsLkeSafe(tO) '/. make sure L is on the heap 

HeapSpace(l) % get space for parameters 

Move(aO,hp) 7. point aO at parameter list 

HeapSpace(ActivationSize) */, get an activation record 

MakeSuspCaO, 1) '/. make new activation record 

SetActResume(Pl_p) '/, set the resume address 

Suspend(ap) '/• count a new suspension 

Store(t0,a0[0]) 7, save parameters 

LI: 

Store(hp,ActSuspEnd(ap)) *U current hp is end of hooked-veir list 

MaybeSusp(t0,0) 7. push hooked var on heap 

MaybeSuspCtl, 1) push hooked var on heap 

Store(hp,ActSuspSteirt(ap))7. current hp is start of hooked-var list 

Jump(suspend_addr) 7. jump to general suspension 

In the optimized hooked variable scheme, the Suspend instruction does nothing 

because there is no need to count the number of activation records created. When 

debugging is enabled the instruction does the same thing as for batch suspension. 

The main diflFerence between the hooked variable code and the batch code is that 

the hooked variable code needs to construct a list of blocking variables. When ap is 

non-zero, there is no need to construct a new activation record or to copy the param

eters again, but it is still necessary to reconstruct the list of hooked variables. There 

are two reasons for this: first the list of hooked variables has changed, and second all 

of the variables were unhooked when this procedure resumed. The hooked variable 

list is constructed by "pushing" blocking variables onto the heap, decrementing hp 

each time. The position of the end of the list is recorded before the pushing starts, 

and the position of the beginning of the list is recorded when done. 

The work of constructing hooked variables is done by MaybeSuspCi^, j). This 

command checks the value of susp_set to see if bit j is set. If not, then nothing 

is done. If bit j is set, then a hooked variable is constructed for the register and 

pushed onto the heap (decrementing hp). 

With this suspension strategy, the code at suspend_addr does not put ap on the 

suspension list (except when debugging), it just branches to the location specified by 
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the resumption address at the top of the stack. 

7.4.1 Multi-way Branches 

In dynamically typed languages that allow references to uninstantiated variables, dy

namic type tests are sometimes implemented with multi-way branches, with "unin

stantiated " being one of the types. The point of this method is that there is no 

extra instruction needed to test for instantiation. However, such multi-way branches 

can be deceptive: a jump table implementation of a multi-way branch is often more 

expensive than a sequence of tests [3]. And if the multi-way branch is implemented 

as a sequence of two-way tests, then it seems better to let the compiler generate the 

tests in a good order than to have this built into the implementation of the virtual 

command set. 

7.5 The Body 

Code generation for the body presents a completely different set of problems from code 

generation for the guard. There is no need to check for the instantiation of variables 

in the body, but in order to guarantee this we need to create auxiliary procedures 

(section 6.3). There is no need to allocate blockable variables across clauses, but there 

is a need to allocate stack slots efficiently (section 7.5.4). And performance depends 

critically on avoiding the overheads of procedure calls. 

The body is conceptually divided into •'chunks" for code generation. A chunk 

a section of code between procedure calls. More specifically, all the code from the 

beginning of the body up to and including the first procedure is one chunk, all the 

code following a procedure call up to and including the very next call is a chunk, and 

all the code following the last call is a chunk. These divisions are useful for register 

assignment and memory management. 

7.5.1 Memory Management 

Each chunk in the body that might need to allocate space is preceded with a MemCheck 

instruction that checks to make sure the space will be available. If the body needs to 
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allocate a stack frame, then the first MemCheck also checks for available stack space. 

In this case, a NewFrame command follows the first MemCheck. 

Consider the clause body 

Ll: = Cl]. Xl:=l+Y, pKLl.Xl), L2: = [2], X2:=2+Y, p2(L2,X2). 

generated in that order, where Y is possibly a floating point number. Each list creation 

needs to save two words of storage and each addition needs to save one word because 

a floating point value may be created. 

At the beginning of the body a MemCheck command is generated to reserve space 

for the the cons cell that will be allocated and the floating point value that may be 

allocated on the heap. Also, there is one non-tail call, and one variable that is live 

across the call (Y), so we need to allocate a stack frame with one slot. 

In the second chunk, we need to allocate another cons cell and reserve another 

floating point value. The MemCheck in the first chunk cannot be used for this allocation 

because there might be further allocations in the called procedure. The resulting code 

is 

MemCheck(1,3) 
NewFrame(1) 
HeapSpace(2) */, space for cons cell 
Ll: = [l] 
AddT(Xl,l,Y) 7, addition possibly allocates a float 
call PKLl.Xl) 
MemCheck(0,3) 
HeapSpace(2) */, space for cons cell 
L2: = [2] 
AddT(X2,2,Y) 'I, addition possibly allocates a float 
call P2(L2,X2) 
FreeFrame(l) 

7.5.2 Body Goals 

For each body goal in each chunk, we execute the following sequence 

1. For each argument position of the procedure call ending the chunk, if the z'*" 

parameter is loaded into some register tj other than i,. then move it to i,. This 
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frees up tj so that it can be used for the destination if the j'*' parameter is 

calculated in this goal. By doing the move now instead of just before the czdl, 

we might be able to save moving the value of the j'*" argument. 

2. If any variable that is currently loaded in a register will be needed in a subse

quent chunk, save it on the stack. Then if the value is not needed any more in 

this chunk, free the register. This allows us to free some registers early. 

3. If the current goal is a procedure or can cause garbage collection, and the stack 

has not already been initialized, then make sure the stack is initialized properly 

by saving all registers that have stack slots assigned (and are not already saved). 

4. Generate code for the assignment or procedure call. 

5. Record any heap space that was allocated by the goal. 

6. If this goal allocated heap space and there is no MemCheck in this chunk, insert 

a preceding MemCheck. 

7. Each registers holding a value that is no longer needed is flagged as unassigned. 

7.5.3 Procedure calls 

When one procedure calls another, the called procedure may need to use registers that 

the calling procedure is already using. In general there is no way for either procedure 

to know what registers the other is using, so there needs to be some protocol for saving 

register on the stack during a procedure call. There are two opposing strategies for 

how registers are saved. In the caller-saves strategy, the calling procedure saves its 

own registers on the stack before the call, and then restores them when needed. In 

the callee-saves strategy, the called procedure saves any registers it has to write to 

and restores them before returning. The callee-saves strategy has the problem that 

it may be saving and restoring junk registers, registers that no calling procedure is 

using. The caller-saves strategy has the complementary problem that the caller may 

save registers that the called procedure would have left unmolested, jc uses the 
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caller-saves strategy and before every procedure call there is code generated to save 

registers on the stack if they will be needed after the call. 

The next code that needs to preface a procedure call is a command to clear ap 

in case it is non-zero. Otherwise, the called procedure might suspend and would 

wrongly treat ap as its own activation record. An ziltemative would be to clear ap at 

the beginning of each procedure instead of before each call. In this case there would 

have to be a special entry point for resumption to avoid clearing ap; that is, a call 

would jump to the command that clears ap and a resumption would jump to the 

command after this one: 

procedure.staurt: 
Load(ap,0) 

procedure_resume; 

In either case, the number of times that ap is cleared is equal to the number of 

procedure calls during execution of the program. The disadvantage of the alternate 

strategy is that it would reduce the effectiveness of the call optimizations described 

in section 8.2 because the call could only jump past the command in special circum

stances —when ap is known to be 0 at the jump. As it is, the Load(ap,0) for the first 

procedure cail is generated at the beginning of the body so that call optimizations 

may be able to skip it. But if not, then no harm is done because the command to 

clear ap does not prevent other call forwarding opportunities. 

The next step is to load the parameters into registers as efficiently as possible. By 

the time a call goal is encountered, each argument for the call is one of the following 

1. a literal 

2. in a register 

3. on the stack 

4. an indirect reference from something in a register or on the stack 

In each case, no extra registers need to be assigned for any calculations, but it may be 

necessary to move a value to a temporary register in case there is a cyclic dependency. 
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Suppose, for example that the call is p(X,Y), that X is currently loaded into tl and 

that Y is currently loaded into tO. In this case, either X or Y must be moved to a 

temporary register so that the other can be moved to the correct place. 

The registers are loaded using the algorithm 7.5.1. We say that a parameter is 

"loaded" when it is loaded in the correct register. We say that a paxEimeter is "taking 

up a register" if it is either in that register or its address is in that register. Input is 

a sequence P[1. .n] of n values where each value is either a literad, a register, a stack 

slot or an address calculated from a register (other than sp). The algorithm loads 

the values into the first n t-registers in order. 

7.5.4 Allocating Stack Slots 

The stack is used for three different things: 

1. When one procedure calls another, the calling procedure records on the stack 

a resumption address that identifies where to continue execution when control 

returns to the calling procedure. 

2. When a register is defined in one chunk and is used in a subsequent chunk, it is 

necessary to save the register on the stack across all the intermediate procedure 

calls. 

3. Some variables are allocated directly on the stack (section 3.2.4). 

There is no decision involved in storing the resumption address: the address must be 

stored for every non-tail call. However, there are some things that can be done to 

avoid work in the saving of registers and the creation of local variables. 

For reasons discussed in section 3.2.3, it is important to re-use stack slots whenever 

possible. In order to make this possible, we delay the creation of stack allocated 

variables until the chunk where they will be needed, and we deailocate stack slots for 

registers when the saved register is no longer needed. These decisions are made during 

code generation. Notice that this is a very different problem from the assignment 

of JVM registers to values. Stack slots are all equivalent in the sense that it never 

matters which slot a variable is in. By contrast, the whole point of register assignment 
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is to make sure the right values are in the right registers when it is time to load 

arguments for a procedure call. Also, it is important to minimize the nimiber of stack 

slots used (and more urgently, the number of uninitialized stack slots), while there is 

no particular concern with minimizing the number of JVM registers. 

Stack allocated variables are created as they are needed during code generation 

of the goal itself. When the variables aire allocated, a tagged pointer to the stack slot 

is created in a register, but the stack slot itself is not initialized. This prevents the 

generation of initialization instructions for variables that are about to get assigned 

a value anyway. Before a procedure call is generated, any local vziriables that have 

been allocated but not assigned to are given an uninstantiated variable value. 

Before generating code for a body goal, there is a pass over the goal to see if any 

currently loaded register will be needed in a subsequent chunk and has not been saved 

on the stack. When such a register is found, it is allocated a stack slot immediately 

and saved. Saving the register early may allow it to be deallocated earlier in the 

current chunk. 

Whenever a register is loaded during code generation, if it has been allocated a 

stack slot but is not used in any subsequent chunk, then the stack slot is deallocated. 

Whenever a stack slot needs to be allocated for saving a register or creating a variable, 

if a deallocated stack slot is available, then it is allocated for the new value. Otherwise 

the size of the stack frame is increased to provide another slot. No run time work is 

involved in creating a new stack slot, the size is fixed at compile time. 

Consider for example the clause body 

X:=I+1. p(X), Y:=I+2, q(Y). r(Y). 

evaluated in that order. I is defined in the guard and used in the second chunk, so it 

needs to be saved across the first procedure call. X is never used outside of the chunk 

in which it is defined, so it never needs to be saved on the stack at all. Y is defined 

in the second chunk and used in the third, so it needs to be saved across the second 

procedure call. I will be saved on the stack as a preliminary (a step in section 7.5.2) 

to generating the goal P(X). At this point, the current size of the stack frame is 0, 

so there are no free slots and a new slot is I is generated for I. Again, this does not 
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represent nin-time work, it only represents that when the NewFrame and FreeFrame 

commands for this procedure are generated later, they will have a stack size of 1 

instead of 0. 

During code generation for the goal Y: =1+2, when I is loaded into a register, it 

is noticed that I is not used in the third chunk so its stack slot is deallocated. As 

a preliminary to generating q(Y), Y is saved on the stack. The stack slot for I is 

available so it is given to Y, and the size of the frame does not increase. 

7.6 Related Work 

Register assignment in jc is not the same as register allocation [10, 12, 42], In the first 

place, register assignment in jc makes use of an arbitrarily large number of virtual 

machine registers, not a fixed number of hardware register. 

In the second place, since we have an arbitrary number of registers, spilling is not 

an issue for us. Our interest is not in minimizing the number register spills, but in 

minimizing the number of register moves. In register allocation, spilling is the major 

issue and register moves tend to be a side issue. The reason register moves are so 

important for our purposes is because we use C variables as registers, we need to be 

aware of the eflFect this will have on the register allocator of the C compiler. As far 

as the C compiler is concerned, the JVM registers used for parameters are live across 

(Jcinus) procedure calls, so if there are unnecessary moves among these registers the 

C compiler may not be able to partition the uses of the registers enough to remove 

them. 

Finally, the only sort of branch in Janus is procedure clause selection, and the 

only sort of loop is recursion. Because of this simplicity, the principle concern in 

register assignment is just to see that registers happen to be in the place where they 

are going to be needed in the call at the end of the current chunk. In order to do 

the sorts of register optimization done for C and Fortran, it would be necessary to 

do cui interprocedural analysis because the control structure of a logic program is 

interprocedural. In effect j c does have an interprocedural register allocation because 

it compiles multiple procedures into a single C function and the C compiler does 
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register allocation. 
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Algorithm 7.5.1 Register Loading 

loop; /* load parameters that are using registers */ 

blocked := 0; moved := 0 

for i := 0 to n-1 do { 

if P[i] is a literal then continue /* load later */ 

if P[i] is a stack slot then continue /* load later */ 

if P[i] is ti then continue /* already loaded */ 

if PCi] is addressed from ti and no other P[j] uses ti then { 

emit(Load,ti,P[i]) /* ti will be free when P[i] is loaded */ 

P[i] := ti 

} 
else if PCi] = tj and no other P[k] references ti then { 

emit(Move,ti,tj) /* ti is free */ 

P[i] := ti 

moved := 1 /* tj may have been freed */ 

} 
else if P[i] is addressed from tj 

amd no other P[k] uses ti then { 

emit(Load,ti,P[i] /* ti is free */ 

P[i] := ti 

moved := 1 /* tj may have been freed */ 

} 
else blocked := 1 /* some register is blocked */ 

} 
if moved then 

goto loop 

if blocked then { 

for i := 0 to n-1 do { 

if for some j != i, P[i] uses tj then { 

/• tj is blocking a load */ 

emit(Move,tm,tj) /* move tj to am unused register tm */ 

change all references to tj in P into references to tm 

break 

} 

} 
goto loop 

} 
load the remaining parameters 
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CHAPTER 8 

JVM CODE OPTIMIZATIONS 

8.1 Annotation of the JVM Code 

Before any optimization passes are done on the JVM code, the code is annotated 

with register information used in the optimizations. There are several types of register 

information kept: type, dereferencing information, groundness condition, and equedity 

to other registers or literals. Each kind of information comes in both the positive and 

negative sense. For example information may be recorded that a register is or is not 

equal to another register. 

Register information is gathered in a single pass through the JVM code, and all 

information is lost at labels. In other words it is assumed that nothing is known after 

a label because several execution paths (may) come together at a label. This is a sort 

of "local" information gathering strategy. By contrast a "global" strategy would try 

to propagate information over labels and from jumps to labels, iterating to a fixed 

point. 

8.2 Call Optimization 

Janus programs tend to have many procedure calls because procedure calls are used 

to implement iterative and conditional constructs. Therefore it is important to reduce 

the overhead of procedure calls as much as possible. The JVM uses two well-known 

strategies for reducing these costs: passing parameters in registers and doing tail call 

optimization, but there is still significant overhead. 

One source of the remaining overhead is the redundant tests that are done in 

procedure guards. For example, in a recursive procedure such as factorial 

fact(N,F) int(N), N > 0 I fact(N-l,Fl), F := F1 * N. 
fact(0,F) F := 1. 
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the test int(N) is not needed when the fact/2 is called recursively from its own first 

clause. In other words, given that fact(N,F) is being called from the recursive call, 

it is clear that N must be an integer because it was calculated from the subtraction of 

two integers. Although the type test is avoidable at this one call site, it may not be 

avoidable at other call sites where the type of the first actual parameter is not known. 

Since the type test may be necessary from some call sites, it cannot just be deleted 

from the code. But some of the overhead can be avoided by two optimizations —call 

forwarding and call prefacing— described in the next section. 

Note that it would not help to leave the test iiit(N) out of the Janus code, because 

the type of N still has to be checked before the comparison. In fact, the explicit test 

that N is an integer guarantees that the test and the subtraction will be done with 

integer arithmetic instead of generic arithmetic, leading to faster code. 

This problem is one aspect of the general overhead associated with dynamic typ

ing. Steenkiste and Hennesey [44] have done measurements which indicate that Lisp 

programs spend around ten percent of their time checking tags. This number can

not be directly applied to a language that has a much different control strategy (like 

Janus), but it does suggest that a significemt amount of time will be spent in tag 

checking and that it would be useful to reduce this overhead. 

8.2.1 Call Forwarding 

One way to avoid these unnecessary tests is by creating new entry points for the 

procedure that bjrpass the tests. Then call sites that don't need certain tests can 

enter at the label after those tests. This process of creating new entry points to 

procedures to skip code is called "local call forwarding". 

Local call forwarding is not an ideal solution because it is sometimes impossible 

to enter at a later point. For example a clause like 

suin(M,N,S) iat(M), 0 < M, int(N) I sum(M-l,N,S1), S:=S1+1. 

is implemented in JVM code as 

Exeunple 8.2.1 recursive clause of sum/3, unoptimized 
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P3_sum: 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 
JGEI(G2,0,t0) 
JumpUalessInt(G2,t1) 

Sub.TKtO.tO.l) 
MakeVar(t2,sp [i]) 
SetRetum(Retl) 
Jump(P3_sum) 

Retl: 

7, jump to next clause if tO not an int 
7, jump to next clause if 0 >= tO 
7, jump to next clause if tl not am int 

7t to gets to - 1 

7i make a variable for the return value 
7. set return address 
7. recursive call 

The type test on tO can be skipped if control comes from the recursive call because 

in the recursive clause tO is known to be an integer, therefore tO-1 is an integer. So 

a new label L can be inserted after the JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) command, and the 

recursive ceill can be changed to jump to L; 

Exzimple 8.2.2 recursive clause of sum/3 after skipping a type test 

7. jump to next clause if tO not am int 
P3_sum; 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 
L: 

JGEI(G2,0,t0) 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,tl) 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,l) 
MakeVar(t2,sp[i]) 
SetRetum(Retl) 
Jump(L) 

Retl: 

7. jump to next clause if 0 >= tO 
7. jump to next clause if tl not an int 

7. to gets to - 1 

'/, make a variable for the return value 
'/, set return address 
'/, recursive call 

It is not possible to skip the range test on tO in the recursive call because it is not 

known if tO is greater than 0. However, it would be possible to skip the type test on 

tl if the range test did not come first. This suggests that we should try to order the 

tests in the called procedure to maximize the number of tests that can be skipped. 

That is. instead of the code of example 8.2.1, we could generate 

Example 8.2.3 recursive clause of sum/3 with tests reordered 
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P3_sum: 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 

JumpUnlessInt(G2.t1) 

JGEI(G2,0,t0) 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,1) 

MakeVar(t2,sp[i]) 

SetRetum (Ret 1) 

Jump(P3_suin) 

Retl: 

and then transform to 

Example 8.2.4 recursive clause of sum/3 with tests reordered and skipped 

P3_sum: 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tl) 

L: 

JGEI(G2,0,t0) 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,1) 

MakeVar(t2,sp[i]) 

SetRetum (Ret 1) 

Jump(L) 

Retl: 

This version skips one more test. The optimal order for the tests depends on the 

set of all call sites so it is called "global call forwarding". The global call forwarding 

problem is NP-complete [7], but it is still possible to apply heuristics to get some of 

the benefit of call forwarding even it it is not optimal. 

8.2.2 Call Prefacing 

It is possible to guarantee that no unnecessary tests are executed by just copying 

all the necessary tests to the call site (some care is needed to make sure that the 

semantics of the program is maintained). The cadler then jumps to a point in the 

calling procedure after all the tests. This process is called "local call prefacing" 

7, jump to next clause if tO not em int 

'/, jump to next clause if tl not an int 

7, jump to next clause if 0 >= tO 

7t to gets to - 1 

7. make a variable for the return value 

7. set retiim address 

7t recursive call 

7. jump to next clause if tO not am int 

7, jump to next clause if tl not an int 

7, jump to next clause if 0 >= tO 

7. to gets to - 1 
7. make a variable for the return value 

7t set return address 

recursive call 
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because the procedure call (the jump itself) is "prefaced" by some set of tests. For 

example, the code of example 8.2.1 could have been optimized by just copying the 

two guard tests to before the call 

Example 8.2.5 recursive clause of sum/3, cdl tests copied to call site 

P3_sum: 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 
JGEI(G2,0.t0) 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,t1) 

Sub_TI(to,to,1) 
MakeVar(t2,sp[i]) 
SetReturn(Retl) 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 
JGEI(G2,0,t0) 
JumpUnles sInt(G2,11) 
Jump(P3_sum) 

Retl: 

From here, we can locally remove the tests that are not needed without worrying 

about other call sites: 

Example 8.2.6 recursive clause of sum/3. local call prefacing 

P3_sum: 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 
JGEI(G2,0,t0) 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,t1) 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,l) 
MakeVar(t2,sp[i]) 
SetReturn(Ret1) 
JGEI(G2,0,t0) 
Jump(P3_sum) 

Retl: 

The end result of this optimization has the same number of tests in the inner loop, 

but this way of doing the optimization will not cause conflicts with any other caller 

'/, jump to next clause if tO not am int 
7, jump to next clause if 0 >= tO 
% jump to next clause if tl not am int 

'/. to gets to - 1 

•/, maike a variable for the return value 
'/, set return address 
'/, jump to second clause if tO not an int 
*/, jump to second clause if 0 >= tO 
*/, jump to second clause if tl not an int 
'/, recursive call 

7, jump to next clause if tO not an int 
7, jump to next clause if 0 >= tO 
7. jump to next clause if tl not an int 

to gets to - 1 
7. make a vauriable for the return value 
7. set return address 
7. jump to second clause if 0 >= tO 

recursive call 
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of the procedure. Copying all of the tests and then removing the unnecessary ones is 

guaranteed to minimize the number of tests actually executed. 

Call prefacing guarantees that no unnecessary tests are done, but it expands the 

size of the object code. The amount of code expansion can be reduced by re-ordering 

the tests at the procedure entry in order to minimize the number of tests that need 

to be copied to call sites. This is called "global call prefacing". 

8.2.3 Generalizations 

Call optimization in jc is implemented at the JVM code level, after all procedures 

have been coded. At this stage all procedure calls are just jumps and all commands 

are annotated with a set of type information on registers. In fact, there is no reason to 

distinguish procedure calls from other sorts of jumps to hard labels (section 3.1.1), so 

the call optimizations are actually generalized jump optimizations. In other words, 

all jumps to hard labels are optimized the scime way, using the call optimization 

techniques. 

The implementation of call optimizations in jc is generalized in another way as 

well. In the discussions above, it was assumed that the commands that could be 

skipped were tests. A test can be skipped if its outcome can be determined statically 

because it will have no other effect on the machine state than to change the program 

counter. However, any command that can be proven to not effect the outcome of the 

program can be skipped in the same way. For example, suppose a command jumps 

to a Load(ap,0) command. If it can be proven at the point of the jump that the 

value of ap is already 0, then then the jump can skip this command. 

In particular, any command is a candidate to be skipped if the register information 

at the jump point proves that the effect of the command has already been accom

plished. For example, if we have the information that tO=tl+t2 then the command 

Add_T(tO,tl,t2) can be skipped. However this sort of information is not available 

in the current version of jc (some of this work will be done by a good C compiler 

since Janus calls are just C gotos). The only sort of information available is 

1. type information 
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2. if one register is provably equal or not equal to another register 

3. if a register contains a constant integer value (for example if the integer 0 was 

assigned to it) 

4. if a register has been dereferenced 

5. if a register contains a ground value 

This means that the only commands that can be skipped currently (besides jumps) 

are Move, Load, Deref, ChecklfVar, and the sequence of commands that test for 

groundness. 

CheckIfVau:(lbl,tl) is not just a jump, it also sets susp_set (if tl is a vari

able). So we can only skip a ChecklfVar if the target of the jump is JumpIfSusp 

(meaning that the suspension code will be entered directly and susp_set is irrelevant) 

or if the target is an identical ChecklfVaLr. Actually, the current implementation of 

code generation never generates a ChecklfVar instruction (a finer-grained instruction 

sequence is used), so the question of how to optimize it is not very significant. 

8.2.3.1 Greedy Jump Forwjirding 

At the JVM level there are no guard tests or individual clauses as such, instead 

there are just conditional jumps and labels. Call forwarding applied to jumps is 

called jump forwarding. The specific type of jump forwarding implemented in jc 

is called greedy jump forwarding because it optimizes jumps sequentially, greedily 

rearranging the instructions at the jump target to benefit the current jump. This 

greedy rearrangement does not consider the effect on other jumps to the same target, 

and may actually de-optimize them. 

Before we describe the greedy jump forwarding algorithm, we need to introduce 

some terminology; A conditional jump is "redundant at C" if the register information 

available at the command C is sufficient to prove that the condition will fail; that is. 

that control will not branch at that point. Any other sort of operation is redundant 

at C if the register information available at C is sufficient to show that the command 
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will have no effect on the program. For example if the register information at C says 

that the register r contains a zero, then a command to load a zero into r is redundant 

at C. 

A conditional jump is "taken at C' if the register information available at the 

command C is sufficient to prove that the conditional will succeed; that is, that 

control will always branch at that point. 

Consider the command sequence 

Move(tl,tag.intd)) */, M 
Jump (LI) •/, J 

Where the code at Li is 

LI: 
JumpIfInt(L2,tO) 7, Ti 
JumpIfInt(L2.tl) 7. T2 

7. C 

The comments give the names of the commands that we will use in the following 

discussion. 

If control reaches Li from J, then control must have passed through M so To is 

taJcen at J. However. Ti is neither taken nor redundant at J so in general J could 

not be forwarded past 7\. But consider the two possible outcomes of Tj: either it 

will jump to L2 or fall through to To. If it fedls through, then To will jump to L2. so 

in either case control will go to L2. Therefore, we can forward J directly to L2 (and 

possibly further). If there were more commands between Ty and T2, all of which were 

redundant at J then the outcome would be the same, and J can be forwarded directly 

to L2 because control will eventually reach L2 with no changes to the registers as they 

existed at the jump point. 

More generally, consider any jump J to a sequence of commands Ci, C2,.... C„ each 

of which is either (1) redundant at J or (2) a conditional jump to the label L (where 

L is the same for all conditional jumps in the sequence that are not redundant). If 

control jumps to Ci then there are two possible outcomes, either control will pass 

through to C„ with no change to the registers (since all commands are failed jumps 
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or redundant at J), or one of the conditional jumps will branch and control will 

pass to L. Clearly if any conditional jump in the sequence is taken at J (that is. 

statically proven to branch) then control will eventually pass to L with no change in 

the registers. So in this case, there is no need to jump to Ci at all, the jump should 

be directly to L. 

Now consider a similar situation 

Move(tl,atoml) 7, M 
Jump (LI) •/, J 

where atoml is an atom and where the code at Li is 

LI: 
JumpIfInt(L2,tO) 7, Ti 
JumplfInt(L2,tl) *!, To 

'/. C 

As before, Ti is neither taken nor redundant at J, but To is now redundant at J 

instead of taken. This means that To could be skipped if Ti were not in the way. If 

the order of the tests were reversed, then a label could be inserted after T2 and before 

Ti, and J could jump to that label. And in this case, the tests can be safely reversed. 

To see this, consider the four possible cases: 

If neither jump is taken then control falls through to C without changing any reg

isters. When the tests are reordered, the effect will be the same, so re-ordering 

is safe. 

If T2 is taken and Ti is not. then when the tests are reordered the redundant test 

Ti is no longer executed in that control path. But this will not change the 

semantics of the program, so the re-ordering is safe. 

If Ti is taken and To is not. then when the tests are reordered a new redundant test 

T2 is introduced into the control path. But this will not effect the semantics of 

the program either, it will only add an instruction that has no effect. Although 

this is a de-optimization, the re-ordering is still safe. 
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If both tests are taken, then when the tests are reordered control will jump from T2 

to L2 instead of from Ti, since To now appears first in the control path. But 

the effect is the same, in either case control jumps to L2 with no change to the 

registers, so the re-ordering is safe. 

More generally, consider a sequence of conditional jumps Ci, C2,..., C„, all of which 

jump to the same label L, and such that there are no labels within the sequence (that 

is, there is no jump into the middle of the sequence). Now whenever control is at Ci, 

it will either pass through to the continuation of C„ or jump to L. Since there is no 

command in the sequence that can effect the registers, it does not make any difference 

what order the conditional jumps are in. Each one will either branch or fall through. 

Therefore if C jumps to Ci and some later jump C, in the sequence is redundant at 

C. then Ci can be moved before C\ without changing the semantics of the program. 

This removes a command from one execution path (and possibly others) but it may 

add a command to one or more other execution paths —execution paths that do not 

branch at C, and do branch at Ci. Therefore, this move is a greedy heuristic device. 

The jump forwarding techniques are implemented by running Algorithm 8.2.1 

for each jump command J. The address that a jump branches to (conditionally or 

unconditionally) is called its branch address. The target of a jump command is the 

command at its branch address. The representation of branch addresses is such that 

when other commands are inserted into the sequence of commands or deleted from 

it, each branch still has the same target. To set a branch address of a jump J to the 

branch address of another command K is to change the target of J to be the current 

target of K. To increment a branch address of J is to change the target of J to be 

the next command after its current target. If J is a jump command then its branch 

address is called J-address. 

8.2.3.2 Greedy Jump Prefacing 

Call prefacing is implemented in two different ways, depending on a compiler option. 

First, note that in JVM code the beginning of a procedure does not consist of just a 
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Algorithm 8.2.1 Greedy Jump Forwarding 

loop: 

T := the current target of J 
if T is redundant at J then 

increment J-address 

goto loop 

else if T is taken at J then 
J-address := T-address 

goto loop 

else if T is the first of ein uninterrupted sequence of conditional 

jumps, all with the same branch address A then 
if at least one branch is taken then 

set J-address to A 
goto loop 

else if there are no labels in the sequence amd there is a 

redundant jump R in the sequence then 

remove R from its position 
insert R just before T 
goto loop 

endif 

endif 

series of distinct "tests" that can be copied to the call site. Instead, the "guard" of 

the procedure consists of a sequence of various types of instruction. 

Some of these instructions are conditional jumps and some are not. So we im

plement a simplified form of call prefacing —generalized to all jumps— called jump 

prefacing. Jump prefacing consists of copying the jump target (just one command) 

to a position before the jump, setting the jump to branch to the command after the 

one that has been copied. 

A compiler option controls the conditions under which jump targets are copied. 

The default (when optimization is enabled) is to copy the jump target if 

1. this will allow jump forwarding to make further progress 

or 

2. the jump target is in the same clause as the jump 
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The effect of the second condition is to move all jumps in a simple loop to the bottom 

of the loop. 

For example in the code 

JunpUnlessInt(LI,tl) 

Jump(L2) 

L2: 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,tO) 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,t1) 

It is not possible for the Jump(L2) to be forwarded because the outcome of the first 

instruction following L2 is not known. However if we copy that instruction to before 

the jump as in 

JumpUnlessInt(Ll,tl) 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,tO) 

Jump(L2) 

L2: 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,tO) 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,t1) 

Then we can forward the Jump instruction past both integer tests: 

JumpUnlessInt(LI,tl) 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,tO) 

Jump(L4) 

L2: 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,tO) 

JumpUnlessInt(L3,t1) 

L4: 

In a recursive procedure such as 

p(X.Y) int(X), X > 0 I p(X-l.Y+l). 

p(0,Y) Y := 0. 

the code generated is 
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2-P: 
JumpUnlessIntCLl.tO) "/, guard of first clause 

JLEI(LI,to.lit.iat(0)) 

... */, body of first clause 

Jump(2_p) '/• recursive call 

Ll: 

... y, second clause 

Greedy jump forwaxding converts this to 

2-p: 

JumpUnlessIntCLl.tO) '/, guard of first clause 

L2: 

JLEKLl, to. lit.int (0)) 

'/, body of first clause 

Jump(L2) 7i recursive call 

Ll: 

y, second clause 

because tO is known to be an integer at the point of the call. Now it may be that if 

the JLEI instruction is copied, this will not help to make further progress. In other 

words, the . . . may begin with something that cannot be skipped. But even so, the 

test is copied to produce 

2-P: 

JumpUnlessIntCLl.tO) 'I, guard of first clause 
L2: 

JLElCLl,tO,lit_intCO)) 

L3: 

y, body of first clause 

JGTICL3,to,lit.int CO)) 

JumpCLl) y, recursive call 

Ll: 

... y. second clause 

The alternative rule for copying instructions is to do the above and also copy all 

conditional branches that cannot be skipped. This is essentially an implementation 

of local call prefacing on conditional jumps instead of tests. 

For either option, jump prefacing is done repeatedly for a given jump until there 

is no change. In other words, if the target of a jump is copied, then the jump is 
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immediately forwarded as far as possible. After this, the jump is again considered for 

jump prefacing. 

8.2.3.3 Implementation and an Example 

Call optimization in j c is done in two passes: 

Pass 1: greedy jump forwarding 

Pass 2: repeated jump prefacing 

Here is an example of how call optimization is done in jc. The clause 

fact(N,F) iiit(N), N > 0 I fact(N-1 ,F1), F := F1*N. 

produces the code 

Example 8.2.7 recursive clause of fact/1, unoptimized 

before call optimizations. The type test is unnecessary at the recursive call because 

the first argument is known to be an integer at that point. So in the first pass, greedy 

jump forwarding produces 

Exaunple 8.2.8 recursive clause of fact/1 after greedy jump forwarding 

P2_fact: 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 

P2_fact: 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 

JLE_TI(G2.t0,0) 

Move(ap,0) 

MemCheck(3,0) 

*/, jump to next clause if tO not an int 

7, jump to next clause if tO <= 0 

•/, set activation pointer to 0 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,l) 

SetRetum (Ret 1) 

Jump (P2_f act) 

7, to gets to - 1 

7. set return address 

7. recursive call 
Retl: 

LI: 
JLE_TI(G2,t0,0) 
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Move(ap,0) 
MemCheckO.O) 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,l) 
SetReturn(Ret1) 
Juinp(Ll) 

Retl: 

where the type test is skipped. Now, at the point of the recursive call ap is guaranteed 

to be 0 so the Move(ap,0) command could be skipped if it were entering just before 

that point, but the JLE.TI command cannot be skipped. 

In pass 2, jump prefacing copies the conditional jump command to the call site, 

reversing the sense of the jump. This produces^ 

Example 8.2.9 recursive clause of fact/1 during jump prefacing 

P2_fact: 
JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 
JLE_TI(G2,t0,0) 

L2: 
Move(ap,0) 
MemCheck(3,0) 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,1) 
SetReturn(Retl) 
JGT_TI(L2,t0,0) 
Jujnp(G2) 

Retl: 

The sense of the jump is reversed because we maJce the assumption that early clauses 

axe more likely to commit. In the case of recursive procedures encoded with the 

recursive clauses first, this is a useful heuristic. Then, since ap is known to be 0 at 

the jump site, the Move command is skipped as well, producing 

Example 8.2.10 recursive clause of fact/1 after jump prefacing 

^Unused labels like LI are not shown. 
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P2_fact: 

JumpUnlessInt(G2,tO) 

JLE_TI(G2,t0.0) 

Move(ap,0) 

L3: 

MemCheck(3,0) 

Sub_TI(tO,tO,l) 

SetRetum (Ret 1) 

JGT_TI(L3,t0,0) 

Jump(G2) 

Retl: 

The consequence of the optimizations is that three instructions have been removed 

from the inner loop of the procedure. 

8.3 Split Peephole Optimization 

Sometimes commands occur in pairs where the second command in the pair reverses 

or nullifies the effect of the first command. When such pairs are found together, it is 

possible to eliminate one or both commands using traditional peephole optimizations. 

For example the command sequence 

Load(tO,1) 

Load(to,0) 

can be optimized by removing the first command. Other pairs such as 

NewFrame(i) 

FreeFrame(i) 

can be optimized by by removing both commands. 

This notion of instruction pair canceling can be extended to pairs of commands 

separated by other commands, if the other commands are not effected by the first 

command in the pair. For example in 

Load(tO,1) 

Load(t0,0) 
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if the code does not use tO. the first Load can still be removed from the 

sequence. And in 

NewFraine(i) 

FreeFrame(i) 

if the ".. ." does not mention the stack at all, then the NewFrame and FreeFrame 

can both be removed. 

The notion can be further extended to paths that cross conditional (and uncon

ditional) jumps. In this case, the optimization cannot (in general) just delete the 

commands because they may by nullified on only one path and the other path needs 

to execute the command. For example in 

Load(to,1) 

JumplfInt(LI,t1) 

Store(to,a[0]) 

LI: 

Load(to,0) 

the first load cannot be eliminated because if the conditional jump is not taJcen, then 

the load will be significant. However, it can be eliminated from the other path by 

moving it past the conditional jump: 

JumplfInt(LI,tl) 

Load(to,1) 

Store(to,a[0]) 

LI: 

Load(to,0) 

Split peephole optimization will move a command forward as many commands as 

necessary to move it past such a conditional jump, as long as it does not move past 

any command that has a potential conflict with it. Two commands have a conflict 

if they both alter the same register or memory location or if one alters a register or 

memory location that the other uses (these axe just the classic hcizards that affect any 

sort of code motion optimization). If the jump is unconditional, then the nullified 

load will be eliminated just as if there were no jump in the execution path. 
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There are four interesting relationships between ci and the final command C2 that 

stops the search: 

1. ci cancels C2 — For example, ci and co both dereference the same register. 

2. Co cancels ci — For example. C2 assigns a value to the same register that ci 

assigns to without using the value of the register. 

3. ci and C2 cancel out — For example. ci increment a register and 03 decrements 

Of course there may also be no relationship that can be exploited to remove a com

mand. Relationship 3, canceling out. is different from a combination of 1 and 2. where 

the two commands each cancel the other. If the commands cancel each other, then 

one may be eliminated, but one must be kept, because there is a net effect that must 

be mzdntained. But if two commands cancel out, then both must be eliminated or 

both retained because the (lack of a) net effect must be maintained. 

8.3.1 Avoiding Useless Initialization 

In practice, there are two main effects of split peephole optimization that will be 

described in this subsection and the next. First consider example 8.3.1. 

Example 8.3.1 Procedure to make a list of integers 

intlistCN.L) int(N). N>0 I L := [NIT], intlist(N-1,T). 
intlist(0,L) L: = n. 

After call optimization, this example generates the following loop for the recursive 

it. 

clause 

Li: 

MemCheck(0,2 + FloatBlockSize) 

HeapSpace(2) 

Assign(tl,tag_lcons(hp)) 

Store(to,hp[0]) 
MakeVar(t1,hp[1]) 

7, assign a cons cell to L 

'/, store N in head(L) 

*/, create a var for tail(L) 
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Store(tl,hp[l]) 
Sub.TI(to,to,lit.int(1)) 
JGT.TI(LI,to,lit.int(0)) 

7, store the var in tail(L) 
y, subtract 1 from N 
7, recursive call 

The MakeVar command does not alter memory in any way, it just constructs in 

tl a tagged variable pointing to the address of hp[l]. The subsequent command 

Store(tl,hp[l]) is needed to initialize the memory location. But the Store com

mand is unnecessary if the conditional jump branches back to Li because the Assign 

command will immediately overwrite the location before it ever gets referenced. How

ever if the jump falls through, it is possible that the memory location will be refer

enced. so it must be initialized. Therefore, split peephole optimization moves the 

Store (tl, hp [1]) past the jump: 

LI: 
MeinCh.eck(0,2 + FloatBlockSize) 
HeapSpace(2) 
Assign(tl,tag_lcons(hp)) 
Store(to,hp[0]) 
MakeVar(t1,hp[1]) 
Sub.TI(to,to,lit.int(1)) 
ProcCall(Proc2_intlist) 
JGT_TI(LI,to,lit.int(0)) /* intlist */ 
Store(tl,hpCl]) 

A specialized optimization for eliminating useless initialization is used by Aquarius 

Prolog [49]. Split peephole motion is a general technique that has the effect of Van 

Roy's optimization as one aspect, but the Aquarius optimization does a better job 

than ours. This is due in part to the fact that the Aquarius optimization uses a 

global data-flow analysis and ours is only local. Also, since our optimization is based 

on low-level code we are missing some kinds of information that would help optimize 

better. Consider the code generated by a procedure to append two lists: 

app(X, L2. Z) :- X = [H I H] I Z := [H I L3], app(Ll, L2, L3). 
app(n. L, Z) :- Z := L. 

which produces the following inner loop for the recursive clause after call optimization 

has moved the Jumplf Lcons to the bottom of the loop: 
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Example 8.3.2 LI: 
MeiaClieck(0,2) 

HeapSpace(2) 

Assign(t2,tag.lcons(hp)) 

Store(get.Icons(to)[0],hp[0]) 

MakeVar(t2,hp[1]) 

Store(t2,hp[l]) 

GetCons(aO,tO) 

Load(tO,aO[l]) 

Deref(tO) 

JumplfLcons(LI,tO) 

The command Store(t2,hp[1]) is not necessary in the inner loop, and split 

peephole motion should move it out of the loop. But in general, it is impossible to 

know how aO is related to hp, so the command Store(t2,hp[l]) has a potential 

conflict with the command Load(tO,aO[l]). The conflicting Load command is just 

extracting the tail LI of the input list X, so it cannot possibly conflict with the newly 

created list. But this information is not available at the JVM level. 

8.3.2 Stack Frame Optimization 

The second main effect of split peephole motion involves tail recursion. In tail re

cursive procedures (encoding iterative computations), it is reasonable to assume that 

most of the execution time will be spent in the recursive clauses. In many cases the 

recursive clauses require environments to be allocated, so an environment is allocated 

and deallocated each time around the loop. But it would be more efficient to allo

cate a single environment before entering the loop and to use it throughout the loop, 

deallocating it at the end. This idea is called environment reuse, and is similar to 

optimizations discussed in [16]. Split peephole motion sometimes has an effect similar 

to environment reuse. 

Consider the program of example 8.3.3 

Example 8.3.3 Program to print a list 

p(X,[H|T]) printf <H» . p(X,T) 
p(X, •) . 
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to print all the elements of a list. This procedure generates a loop in JVM code that 

looks something like this aifter jump optimization: 

The "..." represents the bulk of the clause where the array <H> is constructed 

and printf/2 is called. The JumpIfLcons was copied from the guard as part of the 

optimization of the recursive call. There is no need for the continual allocation and 

deallocation of the environment in the loop, and it might improve the performance 

of the program if we could eliminate this overhead. Unfortunately, the code between 

NewFrame and FreeFrame references the stack, so the NewFrame command and the 

FreeFrame command cannot be eliminated directly. 

But there is no reference to the stack along the path from the FreeFrame command 

to the NewFrame command through the conditional jump, so along that path both 

commands are unnecessary. They can be eliminated from this particular path but 

not from other paths by moving the FreeFrame command past the conditional jump 

and by moving the label of the conditional jump past the NewFrame command: 

LI: 

NewFrame(2) 

L2: 

JumpIfLcons(L2,tl) 

FreeFrame(2) 

Of course, this works for any jump from a FreeFrame to a NewFrame of the same 

size, and so is more general than just optimizing the loops created by tail-recursion. 

The optimization could be made even more general by making it work with environ

ments of different sizes. For example 

FreeFrame(i) 

JumpIfLcons(LI,tl) 

LI: 

FreeFrame(2) 

JumpIfLcons(LI, tl) 

NewFrame(2) */. allocate a stack frame 

7, body of clause 1 

'/. deallocate the stack frame 

*/, test for end of list 
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LI: 

NewFrame(j) 

If i ̂  j then it would be possible to produce code like 

sp += j-i 

JumplfLcons(LI,tO) 

FreeFrameCi + (j-i)) 

NewFr2une(j) 

LI: 

However, in the current runtime system this is not an optimization because the total 

number of commands executed is not reduced along any path (and it increases along 

one path). 

The previous examples of optimizing frame allocation have ignored the check to 

see if there is enough space available. In reality the code generated for example 8.3.3 

is 

LI: 

MemClieck(2,1 + ArrayBlockSize) /i check remaining space 

NewFrame (2) 7t allocate a stack frame 

7, body of clause 1 

FreeFrame(2) 7. deallocate the stack frame 

Jumplf Lcons (Li, tl) 7# test for end of list 

where the MemCheck command makes sure there is enough memory both for the stack 

frame and for the heap allocation that takes place in the clause. 

The NewFrame cannot be moved to before the MemClieck, so the NewFrame cannot 

be moved out of the loop unless the MemCheck is also moved out of the loop. And the 

MemCheck cannot be moved out of the loop if there is heap ailocation in the clause, 

because every entry into the clause must check for available space. To overcome this 

problem, the split peephole optimization is designed to treat stack operations as a 

special case; it will break up the MemCheck to create the code 

LI: 

MemCheck(2,0) 

NewFrame(2) 
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L2: 

MemClieck(0,l + ArrayBlockSize) 

JumplfLcons(L2,t1) 

FreeFrame(2) 

The loop entry now executes aji extra memory check, but the loop body executes two 

fewer commands. This does not mean that it is not useful in general to combine stack 

and heap checks, just that in a few cases it seems better to separate them. 

Since environment reuse in j c is implemented as a special case of split peephole 

motion, it is subject to the restrictions of that optimization. Specifically, environment 

reuse cannot take place if the path from the FreeFrame instruction to the NewFrame 

instruction contains more than one jump. This is a very severe restriction because 

most recursive clauses can be expected to have extra tests for such things as type 

checking in addition to the actual test that controls the recursive branch. At first it 

was thought that in many cases, all but one of these tests would be skipped by the call 

forwarding but this turns out often not to be the case. Note that in this circumstance 

call prefacing is no help. The important factor is the number of conditional jumps in 

the path, not where the jumps are located. Consider the procedure 

Example 8.3.4 Program to sum all integers from 1 to N 

summationCO.A.S) S := A. 

sunmationCN,A.S) N > 0 I add(N,A,A2), sunimation(N-l,A2,S). 

add(N,A,A2) number(N), number(A) I A2 := N+A. 

which produces the code 

Excunple 8.3.5 /* — clause 1 of suniniation/3 — */ 

JumpUnlessNumber(G2,tO) 

JLE.T(G2,to,lit.int(0)) 

St£LrtBody(Proc3_summation, 1) 

Move(ap,0) 

LI: 

MemCheck(3,2 + FloatBlockSize) 

NewFrame(3) 
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FreeFrame(3) 
JumpUnlessNumber(G2,tO) 
JGT.T(LI,to.lit.int(0)) 

G2: 
/• — clause 2 of summation/3 — */ 

In this code, the FreeFrame and NewFrame commands cannot be eliminated be

cause there are two intervening tests, one to make sure that tO is a nimiber and 

another to test that it is greater than 0. This pattern of a single JumpUnlessNumber 

command followed by a comparison is fairly common. Since the generic arithmetic 

operations check the types of their operands (invoking a runtime error if the operands 

are not numbers) it would be possible to avoid the number test in those cases where 

all guards expect the argument to be a number. Such a policy would not only remove 

some tests from procedures, it would also allow some more opportunities for com

mand pair optimization. However, this policy does not seem worth the trouble for 

the following reasons: first, generic arithmetic is so expensive compared to tests (and 

frame allocation) that relative benefits would probably not amount to much. Second, 

if efficiency is important, the programmer should use specific type tests in the guard 

(int(N) or float(N)) to avoid generic arithmetic. 

Another point to notice is that if split peephole optimization were done earlier, it 

could be modified to do a better job at optimizing environment allocation. The first 

clause of summation/3 produces the following code before call optimization: 

P3_summation: 
/• — clause 1 of summation/3 — */ 

JumpUnlessNumber(G2,tO) 
JLE_T(G2.to.lit.int(0)) 
StartBody(Proc3_summation,1) 
Move(ap,0) 
MemCheck(3,2 + FloatBlockSize) 
NewFrame(3) 

FreeFrame(3) 
Jump (P3_summat ion) 

G2: 
/* — clause 2 of summation/3 — */ 
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Suppose that local call prefacing were done on this code without forwarding the 

conditional jumps. The result would be 

P3_s\unmat ion: 
/» — clause 1 of suinmation/3 — */ 

JumpUnlessNumber(62,tO) 
JLE.T(G2,to,lit.int(0)) 
StartBody(Proc3_suinmation, 1) 
Move(ap,0) 

LI: 
MeiiiCheck(3,2 + FloatBlockSize) 
MewFrameO) 

FreeFrame(3) 
JumpUnlessNumber(G2,tO) 
JLE.T(G2,to,lit_int(0)) 
Jump(Ll) 

G2: 
/» — clause 2 of suiranation/3 — */ 

Now it would be possible for split peephole optimization to notice that both of 

the tests branch to the same label, G2. It would be possible to move the FreeFrame 

command to just before that label (since the command preceding the label is an 

unconditional jvimp) to produce the following: 

P3_summation: 
/• — clause 1 of summation/3 — */ 

JumpUnlessNumber(G2,to) 
JLE_T(G2.to,lit.int(0)) 
St2trtBody(Proc3_summation, 1) 
Move(ap,0) 

LI: /* LI is no longer used */ 
MemClieck(3,0) 
NewFrame(3) 

L2: 
MemCheck(0,2 + FloatBlockSize) 

JumpUnlessNumber(L3,tO) 
JLE_T(L3,to,lit_int(0)) 
Jump(L2) 

L3: 
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FreeFrameO) 

G2: 

/• — clause 2 of sunimation/3 — */ 

The environment allocation and deallocation has now been removed from the inner 

loop, but an extra jump has been added. Also, the JumpUnlessNumber command 

cannot be forwarded as it was before. lu this case, the benefits probably outweigh 

the costs, but it is not clear that the optimization is useful in general. 

8.3.3 The Implementation 

Split peephole motion is done in one pass, after the call optimizations. It traverses 

the JVM code, one command at a time. For each command Ci, there is a search 

forward for the first commeind co such that co •'stops" ci. We say that one command 

"stops" another if it is not legal to move the first command (forward or backward) 

past the second command because this might change the behavior of the program. A 

command C2 stops a command ci if they have a potential conflict or if C2 is a label or 

jump. 

If the first command co that stops ci is a conditional or unconditional jump to 

a hard label, then the search is continued at the jump target. At most one jump is 

passed over, the second one ends the search. 

The split peephole is optimized based on the relationship that the pair has. In the 

following, the "path" is the sequence of instructions from ci to co, possibly containing 

one jump j. 

1. ci cancels C2 — If there is no jump in the path then C2 is deleted. Otherwise if 

there is no instruction between the target of j (inclusive) and C2 that stops C2, 

then Co is moved back to before the target and {j keeps the same target). This 

removes C2 from one execution path. 

2. Co cancels — If there is no jump in the path then ci is deleted. Otherwise ci 

is moved forward past j. It is always legal to move ci forward past j because 

the path search would have terminated at any command that stopped ci. This 

removes ci from one execution path. (This is the case mentioned above where 
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the effect of split peephole optimization is the same as that of dead assignment 

elimination.) 

3. ci and C2 cancel out — If there is no jump in the path then ci and ci are deleted. 

Otherwise if there is no instruction between the target of j (inclusive) and C2 

that stops Co, then ct is moved back to before the target of j and ci is moved 

forward past j. This removes both ci and co from one execution path. 

4. no cancelation — No ch2inge is made. 

There is a certain fixed set of pairs of instructions that have known relationships. 

Currently they are 

AssignCi ,i) cancels Store if the Store command is preceded by MakeVar(0-

This rule eliminates unnecessary variable initialization. 

FreeFraine(t) cancels out NewFrame(i). There is special code to move NewFrame(i) 

back over a command MemCheckCi, j) instead of being stopped by this command 

as would normally be the case (see section 8.3.2). 

SetRetum(L) cancels out OJump(FrameResume(sp)) if the OJump command is im

mediately followed by the label L. What this means is that the SetRetum 

command sets FrameResume(sp) to L in preparation for a procedure call and 

the OJump command is returning from the procedure call. This situation arises 

when a very small procedure gets in-lined by call forwarding. 

Every instruction that assigns to a single register without using the register is rec

ognized as canceling every other instruction that assigns to the same register 

(and has no other eflPect). 

In the worst case, the split peephole optimization is 0 [ n ~ )  where n  is the number 

of commands in the JVM code, since there is a separate traversal of the code for each 

instruction in the code. 
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8.3.4 Performance 

Table 8.1 compares the times of the benchmark programs with and without the JVM 

code optimizations. The first two columns are the times the benchmark took to 

run with and without the JVM optimizations. The fourth and fifth columns give 

the number of assembly language instructions with and without the jump prefacing 

portion of the optimization (this is the only part that might add significant code). 

The optimizations seem to make a difference of about five to fifteen percent overall 

in speed and about one to four percent in size. 

Table 8.1: Effects of JVM Optimizations 

progr£un aU no JVM percent with without percent 

opts opts change prefacing prefacing growth 

ms ms asm instrs asm instrs 

bank 2.02 2.13 5 3033 2911 4 

bessel 2.02 2.13 5 2458 2426 1 

binoml 7.22 7.62 6 1934 1899 2 

binom2 3.94 4.61 17 1747 1710 2 

bsort 3.22 3.71 15 1286 1268 1 

bubble 11.0 12.7 16 1512 1469 3 

comb 1060.0 1080.0 1 1691 1661 1 

disj 462.0 466.0 1 5411 5241 3 

dnf 0.82 0.898 9 1345 1326 1 

dotprodl 0.556 0.56 1 1114 1093 2 

dotprod2 0.29 0.337 16 1162 1139 2 

dotprodS 0.754 0.817 8 1159 1140 2 

fib 145.0 157.0 8 1086 1073 1 

fmatmult 4.46 4.92 10 2172 2079 4 

heoioi 121.0 122.0 1 1650 1639 1 

list_qs 0.916 1.03 13 1394 1339 4 

Irl 0.916 1.03 13 11076 10788 3 

mandle 640.0 688.0 7 2312 2249 3 

msort 5.21 5.38 3 2095 2035 3 

nrev 0.701 0.725 3 1258 1244 1 

pi 296.0 347.0 17 1372 1362 1 

Examination of the code shows that for programs written in a C-like style, with 
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type checks at the beginning of every clause corresponding to C declarations, dynamic 

type checking is almost completely eliminated. In programs like comb and hanoi. 

written without these type checks, there is very little improvement. 

The dotprodl program has been written in C-like style with explicit integer tjrpe 

checks for the arithmetic values. Likewise dotprod2 has been written with explicit 

float tjqse checks. Generic number type checks are implicitly present in dotprodS 

in the same places. In all three programs, in the inner loop, there are three values 

type-checked, but only one of these checks can be skipped by call forwarding. The 

reason is that only one value is calculated, the other two values are taken from lists, 

so they have unknown types at that point. dotprod2 has the greatest gain because 

it is coded with the recursive clause first, and it has a very simple inner loop. The 

one instruction skipped by call forwarding has a significant eflfect. 

The other two programs are coded with the base case first, and this leads to a 

very inefficient loop structure, dotprodl and dotprodS produce identical code except 

that where dotprodl has integer tests or arithmetic, dotprodS has generic tests or 

arithmetic. The fact that dotprodl shows no (significant) gain and dotprodS does 

may be because the C optimizer does something substantially different with the two 

programs. This is likely because the generic number test has more branching than the 

integer test and generic arithmetic consists of procedure cadis while integer arithmetic 

consists of simple, non-branching instructions. 

Table 8.2 shows how many JVM instructions are skipped in comparison to the 

total number of jumps in a set of benchmark programs. This table shows the number 

of instructions that are skipped along some path by each optimization. These numbers 

do not translate directly into speedups, because the gain that one gets from skipping 

instructions along a path depends on how often the path is taken. The instructions 

taken are JVM instructions, each of which corresponds to a small number (often one) 

of assembly language instructions. Predictably, the ones that do the best are the ones 

that that do arithmetic computations in loops where the numbers are taken directly 

from procedure arguments, when the numbers are taken from structures, as in the 

dotprod benchmarks, then the implicit or explicit type tests cannot be skipped by 
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Table 8.2: Static Count of Commands Skipped by JVM Optimizations 

commands 

skipped^ 

number of 

jumps 

gain per 

jump^ 

bank 142 184 0.8 

bessel 54 170 0.3 

binoml 54 143 0.4 

biaom2 60 150 0.4 

bsort 18 46 0.4 

bubble 55 63 0.9 

comb 8 70 0.1 

disj 97 422 0.2 

dnf 72 54 1.3 

dotprodl 39 39 0.3 

dotprod2 40 40 0.3 

dotprodS 9 38 0.2 

fib 8 46 0.2 

fmatmult 42 120 0.4 

hzmoi 17 68 0.2 

list_qs 21 50 0.4 

Irl 165 629 0.3 

mzuidl 66 109 0.6 

msort 55 138 0.4 

nrev 3 35 0.1 

pi 51 52 1.0 

^ static number of JVM commands skipped along some path 

call forwarding. 

Table 8.3 attempts to give an idea of what each optimization provides to the 

speedup. The reason that the three gains for each optimization taken separately do 

not add up to the gain for all optimizations done together, is that each stage can 

effect the number of opportunities for the next stage. In particular, jump prefacing 

is able to do more after jump forwarding, and in the process of jump prefacing, more 

jump forwarding is done. 

Split peephole optimization does not show ajiy gains at all (the one percent losses 

are probably timing error). Table 8.4 indicates the reason for this by showing the in
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dividual effects of the optimizations in skipping commands. The performance of split 

peephole elimination is a little disappointing, it only accounts for six skipped instruc

tions in the whole benchmark suite. In bessel the skipped instruction is a memory 

initialization. In list.qs the two skipped instructions are a NewFrame/FreeFrame 

pair, and in Irl there are three register initializations skipped. 

8.4 Related Work 

The call forwarding optimization is one way to avoid the overhead of dynamic type 

checking. A more direct alternative is to do type inference [36, 29. 33] and then to 

remove type checks where type inference show that they are not necessary or to stairt 

with no type checks and to add them where necessary [9, 53]. Another alternative is 

to allow the programmer to declare types [8]. With call forwarding, type predicates 

in a guard tend to act like type declcirations. One can often speed up a program such 

as 

factorial(N,F) N>0 factorial(N-l,Fl), F := F1*N. 

factorial(0,F) F := 1. 

by adding a type predicate 

factorial(N.F) int(N), N>0 factorial(N-1,F1), F := F1*N. 

factorial(0,F) F := 1. 

to force integer arithmetic. Call forwarding then eliminates this test from the inner 

loop. 

There eire similarities between the jc call optimizations and loop-invariant code 

motion (the removal of loop-invariant computations from loops) [21] when the call is 

to a procedure that is directly recursive and therefore appears as a loop. The j c call 

optimizations will remove unnecessary tests and some loop-invariant computations 

from the recursive "loop"' in the process of optimizing the recursive call. 

Related to loop-invariant code motion is another optimization called partial re

dundancy elimination [37]. An expression is said to be partially redundant at some 

point if it is redundant along some, but not all, paths that reach that point. Code 
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is inserted to turn partially redundant expressions into fully redundant expressions, 

which can then be removed. Loop invariant code motion is a special case of this 

optimization. 

Although there are similarities between these optimizations and jump prefacing, 

there are important differences. First, jump prefacing is concerned with moving in

structions rather than expressions. The code motion optimizations described above 

are concerned with eliminating redundant computations of values, not with the execu

tion of redundant instructions. Therefore these other optimizations will "restructure" 

instructions, creating new temporaries to hold values and computing the values at a 

different place. By contrast jump prefacing is only concerned with moving instruc

tions intact from one place to another. 

Another difference is that jump prefacing operates only on linear sequences of 

instructions. Jumps in general are treated like zmy other straight-line instruction 

rather than as branches in a control graph. This is more reasonable in Janus than it 

would be in C or Fortran because of the way JVM code is generated (that is, most 

conditional jumps are guard tests). Partial redundancy elimination is concerned with 

making expressions redundant so that they can be eliminated in some places, while 

jump prefacing is only intended to make jump forwarding more effective. 

Assignment motion [31, 32] is axiother optimization similar to partial redundancy 

elimination. Like jump prefacing, assignment motion is concerned with moving in

structions instead of value computations, but this optimization, like peirtial redun

dancy elimination, involves a graph-based analysis of the program control flow and 

is much more complicated than jump prefacing. Also, assignment motion is con

cerned only with moving assignments, while jump prefacing is able to move all sorts 

of instructions, including jumps. 

The loop-invariant code, partially redundant expression, and partially redundant 

assignment optimizations all have similarities to instruction pair optimization as well 

as to jump prefacing. However, instruction pair optimization, like jump prefacing 

only looks at linear sequences of instructions. .A.nd instruction pair optimization 

can optimize pairs of instructions more general than just the assignment/use pairs 
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considered by the other optimizations. 

Mueller and Whalley [38] describe an optimization that is like jump forwarding 

and jump prefacing in that it copies conditional jumps. They do an analysis of the 

program that for each conditional jump records the set of registers that the jump 

depends on. This is a genuine transitive dependency analysis, rather than the simple 

one-step analysis done in jc. Then there is an analysis that determines for each 

path from a conditional branch back to that branch whether there is any change in 

the registers that the conditional branch depends on. Similar information is recorded 

about the relationships between branches. For example a jump-if-greater-than branch 

is related to a jump-if-less-or-equal branch on the same arguments. This is similar to 

the information that jc gathers. 

However, Mueller and Whalley use the information in a different way. They breaJc 

the code into loops, and optimize loops from innermost to outermost. Loops are 

optimized by inserting conditional breinches at nodes where they will allow other 

conditional branches to be skipped. This is in contrast to jump prefacing where 

branches are considered one at a time. Also, jump prefacing can copy many types of 

instructions, not just conditional branches. 

Wegman and Zadeck [52] present an algorithm for constant propagation that in

corporates procedure inlining. This algorithm is similar in effect to jump prefacing, 

but it inlines entire procedures (which then can often be reduced in size through dead 

code elimination) while call prefacing can inline only parts of a procedure, thereby 

possibly saving space. 

Van Roy [49] describes a global optimization for eliminating unnecessary variable 

initializations. His algorithm does considerably better than split peephole optimiza

tion. It is not surprising that a global analysis can do better than a local analysis, 

but the difference is more significant: Van Roy's analysis is largely specialized for this 

optimization while split peephole optimization is more general and is therefore more 

restricted in its application as described in section 8.3.1. 

In this discussion, there have been several comments to the effect that call for

warding/prefacing, is simpler than some other optimizations. It is important to note 
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that this simplicity is a significant advantage for several reasons. First simpler op

timizations are easier to implement correctly. This encourages compiler writers to 

actually implement the optimization, and makes optimization more robust. 

Second, simpler optimizations are easier for the programmer to follow. It may be 

true that for the large majority of programming tasks, the programmer should not 

be concerned about what the optimizer does, but there are tasks where this is an 

important consideration. For such situations, it is usually pretty clear what is being 

done by call forwarding/prefacing, while optimizations based on analysis of control 

flow graphs can be very puzzling and non-intuitive. However, a corresponding dis

advantage to our approach is that optimization possibilities can easily be blocked by 

intervening commands. Adding a single JVM command to a program can potentially 

block enough call forwarding opportunities to significantly affect the performance of 

the program. 

Finally, optimizations based on control flow graphs tend to become impractical as 

program units become large. In particular, it is haxd to do these sorts of optimizations 

globally for large programs. By contrast, call forwarding/prefacing is so simple that 

one caji imagine a linker doing one pass of it. In other words the different modules 

of a program could be compiled using the more complex optimizations locally (to 

procedures or modules) and then by linking the modules together with a linker that 

prefaces and forwards each call to an external procedure. It is not obvious that C and 

Fortran programs would benefit much from this, but dynamically typed languages like 

Prolog and Lisp probably would. 
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Table 8.3: Effects of Separate JVM Optimizations 

procedure all no code no command no jump 

optimizations prefacing pair elim forward 

ms ms % improve ms % improve ms % improve 
bemk 175 180 3 175 0 178 2 

bessel 1.94 2.05 6 1.94 0 1.92 -1 

binoml 7.11 7.12 0 7.12 0 7.21 1 

binom2 3.7 3.97 7 3.7 0 4.13 12 

bsort 3.19 3.44 8 3.2 0 3.42 7 

babble 10.7 10.8 1 10.7 0 11.6 9 

comb 1050 1070 1 1050 0 1050 0 

disj 456 454 -1 457 0 461 1 

dnf 0.79 0.803 2 0.79 0 0.855 8 

dotprodl 0.437 0.461 6 0.438 0 0.466 7 

dotprod2 0.288 0.319 11 0.288 0 0..'^12 8 

dotprodS 0.755 0.808 7 0.751 -1 0.75 -1 

fib 144 150 4 144 0 145 1 

fmatmult 4.44 4.49 1 4.44 0 4.84 9 

hanoi 119 120 1 119 0 120 1 

isotree 29.4 30.7 4 29.5 0 29.6 0 

list.qs 0.923 0.94 2 0.916 -1 1.01 9 

Irl 27.3 27.6 1 27.3 0 27.4 0 

msmdl 591 612 4 592 0 632 7 

msort 4.86 4.94 2 4.86 0 4.93 1 

nrev 0.698 0.723 4 0.707 1 0.698 0 

pi 293 299 2 293 0 301 3 

taic 91 107 17 90.9 0 91.8 1 



Table 8.4: Comparison of Commands Skipped by JVM Optimizations 

program 

number 

of 

jwnps 

jump 

forward 

gain^ 

code 

prefacing 

gain^ 

pair 

elimination 

gain^ 

bank 184 88 54 0 

bessel 170 19 34 1 

binoml 143 27 27 0 

biiiom2 150 29 31 0 

bsort 46 12 6 0 

babble 63 37 18 0 

comb 70 5 8 0 

disj 422 89 8 0 

dnf 54 68 4 0 

dotprodl 39 13 0 0 

dotprod2 40 7 3 0 

dotprodS 38 8 1 0 

fib 46 2 6 0 

fmatmult 120 29 13 0 

hanoi 68 13 4 0 

list_qs 50 7 12 2 

Irl 629 64 98 3 

mandl 109 42 24 0 

msort 138 48 3 0 

nrev 35 0 3 0 

pi 52 45 6 0 

^ number of JVM commands skipped along some path 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation describes several features of jc, the Janus compiler that are 

intended to improve overall performance of Janus programs. First, The JVM was 

designed with attention to the way it would compile on standard architectures. Most 

of the JVM instructions are at a fine granularity with respect to assembly language, 

often a JVM instruction corresponds exactly to an assembly language instruction. 

However, the use of the JVM rather than assembly language helps to maintain porta

bility. 

Second, a set of local optimizations is done to eliminate some redundant work 

within a clause and to produce a good order for tests that can hopefully reduce the 

dynamic number of tests that need to be executed. 

Third, code is generated carefully, making use of high-level information in order 

to avoid work. Stack slots and registers are assigned in such a way as to reduce the 

number of memory accesses. Also the dynamic number instantiation checks is kept 

low both by avoiding tests where possible and by placing them after type checks so 

that they often do not need to be executed. 

Fourth, a set of global analyses is done to aJlow further optimizations such as body 

sorting and output register placement. These optimizations cannot generally be done 

without global information about modes and suspension. 

Fifth, the process management strategy is designed to minimize the overhead of 

suspension management by giving up the usual scheduling property that a process is 

resumed as soon as it is able to resume. 

And finally, jump optimizations are added to help reduce the remaining innefi-

ciencies due to dynamic typing and suspension. 

In the introduction, the goal of the project was summed up with the slogan "C-like 

performance for C-like progrcmis."' It is now time to try to evaluate how well the goal 
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has been met. Table 9.1 is a copy of table 3.2 except that the program modifications 

suggested in section 3.2 are incorporated into the table. 

Table 9.1: Comparison with C 

procedure C program Janus program 

ms ms % slowdown 

binom2 2.91 3.82 31 

dnf 0.044 0.797 1700 

fib 53.6 88 64 

msort 0.389 2.26 480 

nrev 0.588 0.704 20 

pi 146 297 103 

qsort 0.501 0.921 84 

sum 161 163 1 

tak 70.6 91.7 30 

For programs that involve only arithmetic and linked-list processing, j c seems to 

do fairly well. For array processing jc is far behind C, but it is possible to rewrite 

some array programs as list programs (as for qsort) to make them competitive. 

There are several things that could be done to improve jc further. One reason 

that pi is only half as fast as the C program is that pi does tagged floating point 

arithmetic, which means that every intermediate value is made a tagged value and 

stored in memory. Instead, floats should be extracted explicitly to JVM floating 

point registers, and all arithmetic local to a given procedure should be done in the 

registers. For tagged floating point values that pass from one procedure to another 

through parameters, it might be possible to avoid the creation and extraction of the 

tagged value using command pair optimization and call forwarding. 

Suspension analysis could be improved to handle programs like msort (that create 

and then fill an array) by using a slightly more complex abstract domain. This would 

benefit the programs that need it the most, array programs. However array programs 

in Janus often have higher algorithmic complexity than in destructive-assignment 

languages, and the only thing that cein be done to fix the problem is to do destructive 

assignment in Janus. There are two possibilities: either add an explicit destructive 
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assignment to Janus or do an aiialysis that determines when assignments can be done 

destructively without altering the semantics. Both approaches have their advantages 

and disadvantages. 

9.1 Epilog 

There are considerable differences between the computational model of Janus and that 

of the hardware on which it has to execute. These differences impose a number of 

interesting problems in creating an efficient mapping function from Janus to hardware 

(in the form of a compiler). We have produced a compiler to do this translation, one 

that does a good job on at least some subset of interesting programs (where a "good 

job" means, "at least half as fast as C") without relying on the sort of complex global 

analysis that is often thought to be critical to this sort of translation. 

A complex global analysis (suspension analysis) did turn out to be necessary 

for certain sorts of optimizations across procedures. And another will probably be 

necessary in order to do destructive updating of structures. But on the whole, there 

seems to be a great deal that can be done with local, greedy analysis and careful 

design of the virtual machine. 

Although there has been a great deal of interesting work on the compilation of 

languages like Janus, most of it has understandably concentrated on the concurrency 

aspects of the language, either in implementation on multi-processor architectures or 

in analyses designed to optimize suspending programs. The jc project is complemen

tary to this other research in concentrating on the sequential aspects of execution. 

It is likely that much, if not most of the work done by real programs written these 

concurrent languages will be done in sequential execution on a single processor. If 

so. then it seems resisonable to put some effort into making sure that this part of the 

execution is efficient. 
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APPENDIX A 

Definitions of the JVM Commands 

A.l General Data Movement 

Load(rl,ml) — Load the value of memory location ml into register rl. 

Store(rl,ml) — Store the value of register rl at memory location ml. 

Move(rl,r2) — Copy the value of register r2 to register 

In Load and Store, ml is an expression of one of the following types: 

an untagged integer literal 

a subscript operation al[nl] where al is an address register and nl is an 

untagged integer literal or an integer register. 

a field of an activation record offset from an address register al. The fields are 

ActNext(al) 

ActResume(al) 

ActSize(al) 

ActLocals(al) 

ActVzLTsCal) 

ActSuspStart(al) 

ActSuspEnd(al) 

A.2 Procedure and Function Calls 

SetReturn(lbl) — Set the resumption address in the top stack frame to Ibl. 

0 Jump (ml) — Jump unconditionally to the label contained in the location ml. 

ExtemCall(name,args) — Call the C function JnameO passing airgs. 

FuncCall(tl,call) — Execute the C function call call and assign the result 

to tl. 
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Enter Janus — Initialize sp and hp from their global counterparts. 

Exit Janus — Copy sp and hp to their global counterparts. 

A.3 Memory Management 

MemCheckCi, j) — If there is not enough free space left for a stack frame of 

size i and j words of heap storage, then signal an out-of-memory exception 

(currently this terminates the program). 

HeapSpace(i) — Allocate i words of heap space, leaving hp pointing to the 

newly allocated memory. 

NewFrame(i) — Allocate a stack frame of size i. moving sp to the new top of 

the stack. 

FreeFrame(i) — Free a stack frame of size i. moving sp to the new top of the 

stack. 

All of the above conditional jump instructions test for the tag expressed in the name 

except for a few odd ones: Lcons tests for a CONS tag. List tests for either a CONS 

tag or the special atom nil. Bag tests for either a BCONS tag or the special atom 

bagnil. Number tests for either an INT tag or a FLOAT tag. 

A.4 Branching 

JumpIfKnown(Ibl,t1) 
JumplfArray(Ibl.tl) 
JumplfBagClbl,t1) 

JumpUnlessKnown (Ibl, 11) 
JumpUnless Array (Ibl, 11) 
JumpUnlessBag (Ibl, 11) 

JumplfBoons(Ibl,11) 
JumplfList(Ibl,t1) 
JumplfLcons(Ibl,tl) 
Jumplf Atomdbl, 11) 
Jumplf Streamdbl, 11) 
Jiimplf Number (Ibl, 11) 
JumplfFloat(Ibl,t1) 
JumplfInt(Ibl,t1) 

JumpUnlessBcons (Ibl, 11) 
JumpUnlessList(Ibl,t1) 
JumpUnlessLcons (Ibl, tl) 
JumpUnlessAtomdbl, 11) 
JumpUnlessStreamdbl, 11) 
JumpUnlessNumber (Ibl, 11) 
JumpUnlessFloat (Ibl, tl) 
JumpUnlessInt(Ibl,t1) 

Jumplf Equal (Ibl, tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl is identical to t2. 

JumpUnlessEqual(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl is not identical to t2. 
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Nop — Do nothing (short for "no operation"). 

Jumpdbl) — Jump unconditionally to Ibl. 

.4.1 Getting and Creating Data 

GetCons(al,tl) — Assign to al the address of the list cons represented by tl. 

MaJceCons(tl,al) — Assign to tl a tagged cons cell at address al. 

GetBcons(al,tl) — Assign to al the address of the bag cons represented by 

tl. 

MakeBcons(tl.al) — Assign to tl a tagged bag whose first bcons cell is at 

address al. 

GetArray(al,tl) — convert the tagged array pointer tl into an untagged 

pointer in address register al pointing to the elements of the array. After this 

conamEmd is executed, the elements of the array tl can be accessed with integer 

offsets from al. In other words element i of the array is al W. 

MakeArray (t 1, al, nl) — Address register al contains the address of a sequence 

nl words (where nl is an untagged integer). Allocate and initiaiize an array 

block for this array and make tl a tagged array value for the array block. 

ArraySizeCnl ,tl) — Assign the untagged integer length of the array tl to nl. 

ArraySize_T(tl,t2) — Assign the tagged integer length of the array t2 to tl. 

ArraySubCtl ,t2,t3) — tl gets element number t3 of t2. t2 must be a tagged 

array and t3 must be a tagged integer less than the size of t2. This instruction 

is used only when the compiler's debug.j anus switch is on — it makes sure that 

the subscript is in range. Otherwise array elements are referenced as offsets from 

the address produced by GetArray. 

FillArray(al,tl,El) — Every memory location from a 1 to a 1 + nl - 1 gets 

the value of tl. al is an address register and nl is an untagged integer register. 

CopyCal,a2,nl) — Copy nl words from a2 to al. 

.4.2 Variables 

Deref (tl) — Return the last value in the chain. 
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NewVar(iiil) — Create at memory reference ml a new, uninstantiated variable 

pointing to itself. 

MakeVar(tl,ml) — tl gets a variable pointing at ml. This instruction does not 

alter ml. 

Assigii(tl,t2) — tl is an uninstantiated variable, assign to it the value t2. 

MakeSafe(tl) — If the variable tl is a variable on the stack, allocate a new 

variable on the heap, and change tl and the stack location it references both 

into vEiriables pointing to the new variable. 

A.4.3 Numbers 

JEQ_T(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl 

JNE_T(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl 

JGT_T(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl 

JGE_T(lbl,tl.t2) — Jump to ibl if tl 

JLT_T(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl 

JLE_T(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl 

Neg_T(tl,t2) — tl := -t2 

Add_T(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 + t3 

Sub_T(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 - tS 

Mul_T(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 * t3 

Div_T(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the floating point result of t2 / t3 

Mx_T(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the maximum of t2 and t3 

Mii_T(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the minimum of t2 and t3 

MFlt_T(tl,t2) — tl gets a floating point value equivalent to t2. whether t2 

is an irit or a float 

Flr_T(tl,t2) — tl gets the floor of t2. 

Cl_T(tl,t2) — tl gets the ceiling of t2. 

= t2. 

=/= t2 

> t2. 

>= t2. 

< t2. 

=< t2. 

A.4.3.1 Integers 

Getint (n, t) — convert the tagged int in register t to an untagged int in integer 
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register n. 

Makelnt(t,n) — convert the int in register n to a tagged in in register t. 

JEQ_TI(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl = t2. 

JNE_TI(lbl,tl,t2) —Jump to Ibl if tl =/= t2. 

JGT_TI(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl > t2. 

JGE_TI(lbl,tl,t2) —Jump to Ibl if tl >= t2. 

JLT_TI(lbl,tl,t2) —Jump to Ibl if tl < t2. 

JLE_TI(lbl,tl,t2) —Jump to Ibl if tl =< t2. 

Neg_TI(tl,t2) — tl := -t2 

Add_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 + t3 

Sub_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 - t3 

Mul_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 * t3 

Div_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the floating point result of t2 / t3 

IDiv_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the integer result of t2 / t3 

Rand_TI(tl,t2) — tl gets a random integer from 0 to t2-l inclusive. 

Mod_TI(tl,t2,t3) —tl = t2 mod t3 

RShift_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the result of shifting t2 to the right by t3 

bits, shifting in O's from the left. 

LShift_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the result of shifting t2 to the left by t3 bits, 

shifting in O's from the right. This is an unsigned operation. 

And_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the bitwise conjunction of t2 and t3. 

Or_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the bitwise disjunction of t2 and t3. 

Comp_TI(tl ,t2) — tl gets the bitwise complement of t2 

Mx_TI(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the maximum of t2 and t3 

Mn_TI(tl ,t2,t3) — tl gets the minimum of t2 and t3 

A.4.3.2 Floats 

GetFloat(fl,tl) — convert the tagged float in tl to an untagged float in 

register f 1. 

MakeFloat(tl ,ml) — ml is a memory address containing a floating point num
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ber. Maite tl a tagged float pointing to that address. 

JEQ_TF(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl = t2. 

JNE-TF(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl =/= t2. 

JGT_TF(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl > t2. 

JGE_TF(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl >= t2. 

JLT_TF(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl if tl < t2. 

JLE_TF(lbl,tl,t2) — Jump to Ibl iftl =< t2. 

Neg-TF(tl,t2) — tl := -t2 

Add_TF(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 + t3 

Sub_TF(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 - t3 

Mul_TF(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 • t3 

Div_TF(tl,t2,t3) — tl := t2 / t3 

Mx_TF(tl ,t2,t3) — tl gets the maximum of t2 and t3 

Mn_TF(tl,t2,t3) — tl gets the minimum of t2 and t3 

Flr_TF(tl ,t2) — tl gets the integer floor of t2. 

Cl_TF(tl,t2) — tl gets the integer ceiling of t2. 

A.4.3.3 Untagged Arithmetic 

JEQA(lbl.al,a2) 

JNEA(lbl,al,a2) 

JGTA(lbl,al,a2) 

JGEA(lbl,al.a2) 

JLTA(lbl,al,a2) 

JLEA(lbl,al,a2) 

AddA(al,a2,i3) 

SubA(al,a2,i3) 

A.5 Suspension and Resumption 

A.5.1 Both Suspension Schemes 

ClearSuspSet — set susp_set to 0. 
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JumpIfSuspClbl) — jump to Ibl if susp-set is non-zero. 

JumpUnlessSusp(lbl) — jump to Ibl if susp_set is zero. 

CheckIfSusp(lbH,lbl2) — If susp_set is 0, jump to Ibll. otherwise if ap is 

non-zero, jump to lbl2. 

MadceSusp(al,i) — Make a new suspension and assign the value to ap. al is 

an address register pointer to a list of the local variables on the heap, and i is 

the number of local variables. The activation is created at the current storage 

pointed at by hp, so space must be allocated before this instruction is called. 

SetActResume(lbl) — Set the resume label of cs to Ibl. 

A.5.2 Traditional "hooked-variable" Suspension 

SetSuspSet(i) — set bit i of susp_set to 1. 

ClieckIfVar(lbl,tl,i) — test tl to see if it is an uninstantiated variable. If 

it is. then set bit i of susp_set to 1 and jump to Ibl. 

MaybeSuspCi.tl) — if bit i of susp_set is 1 then push tl on the heap and 

convert it to a hooked variable. This instruction allocates heap space but does 

not check that there is enough space left, so the check must be done first. 

WakeVar(tl) — if tl points to a hooked variable, then wake up the associated 

activation and chainge the hooked variable into an uninstantiated variable. This 

instruction is generated before any assignment when tl might point to a hooked 

variable. 

Suspend(al) — does nothing in the hooked-variable scheme. 

UnSuspend(al) — change aJl hooked variables for the activation al into unin

stantiated variables. 

A.5.3 Batch Scheme 

SetSuspSet(i) — set the susp_set to I. i is ignored. 

Ch.eckIfVar(lbl,tl,i) — test tl to see if it is an uninstantiated variable. If 

it is. then set susp_set to 1 and jump to Ibl. i is ignored. 

MaybeSusp(i,tl) — does nothing in the batch scheme. 
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WakeVar(tl) — does nothing in the batch scheme. 

Suspend (al) — increment new_suspension. 

IJnSuspend(al) — does nothing in the batch scheme. 

.6 Commands for Commenting, Debugging and Error Han
dling 

ProcCall (p) — Comment that the procedure p is about to be called. 

RetumFromCp) — Comment that the procedure p is about to return. 

StaurtProc (p) — Comment that p is about to begin executing. 

StartBodyCp, i) — Comment that p has just committed to clause number i. 

StaurtSusp(p) — Comment that p has just begun to suspend. 

ReturnTo(p) — Comment that some procedure has just returned to p. 

FailError(p) — Signal that all guards failed in p. 

SuspError(p) — Signal that p tried to suspend even though a declaration in 

the program guaranteed that it would not suspend. 

TypeError(p,i,t,v) — Signal that in p, clause i. the value t was expected to 

be of type v. 
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APPENDIX B 

Benchmarking 

The following sections list the benchmaxk programs that were used for the per

formance evaluations. 

The benchmark programs were timed on a Sun 4c SpaxcStation running SunOS 

5.4 when there were no other users on the system. Each program was measured 

was measured by iterating a call a sufficient number of times that the total progam 

used about 3000 seconds of CPU time. For each benchmark, there was also a set of 

dummy runs to measure the overhead of constructing the data for the test procedure 

and the overhead of the looping code. The overhead and the benchmark procedure 

were each run twenty times, and the total benchmark time was subtracted from the 

total overhead time. This measurement strategy proved repeatable within one percent 

most of the time, with an occasional difference of two percent on different runs of the 

same benchmark. 

For each table, the numbers in the columns come from running the benchmarks 

intermixed to help prevent extraneous influences. In each case, the numbers are 

normalized to the column with the fastest average and the columns are sorted by their 

average. The numbers are presented to three decimal places, but the measurement is 

not actually that accurate, the error is probably about ±0.02. 

B.l Bank 

A program that exercises the suspension features of Janus in a toy simulation of a 

bank account. 

start_baiik(Ls) 

dispatch(0.0,Ls,Trail,Audit), 

start_audit(Trail,Audit,0.0). 
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dispatch(Balance,C<Tr2ai,X,D>IT].Trail,Audit) 

transaction(Balance,Tram.,X,D,T,Trail,Audit). 

dispatcli(Balance, [TranIT] ,Trail,Audit) atom(Tr«in) 1 

transaction(Balance,Tran,_,_,T,Trail,Audit). 

dispatch (Balance, •, Trail, <Number, RunBalance, AuditBalance, Next Audit>) 

Trail := •, 

RunBalance := done. 

transaction(Balance,deposit,X,D,T,Trail,Audit) :-

Trail := [<X,D,Balance+X> I Next], 
dispatch(Balance+X,T,Next,Audit). 

transaction(Balance,withdraw,X,D,T,Trail,Audit) Balance >= X i 

Trail := [<-X,D,Balance-X> I Next], 

dispatch(Balance-X,T,Next,Audit). 

transaction(Bal2Uice,withdraw,X,D,T,Trail,Audit) Balance < X I 
printf('Insufficient funds'), 

dispatch(Balance,Trail,Next,Audit). 

transaction(Balance,balance,_,_,T,Trail, 

<Nuiiiber, RunBalance, AuditBalance, NextAudit>) : -

number(Balance), int(Number) I 

Trail := [NumberI Next], 

RunBalance : = Balaince, 

dispatch(AuditBalance,T,Next,NextAudit). 

start.audit(Trail,Audit,StsurtBalance) :-

Audit := <1, 

audit(Trail,Audit,StartBalance). 

audit (Trail, <Number, RunBalance, AuditBaleince, NextAudit>, StartBalance) : -

int (Number), number (RunBaleaice) | 

do.audit(Trail,0,Number,StartBalamce,0.0,0.0,StartBalance), 

NextAudit := <Number+l, 

AuditBaleince = RunBalance, 

audit(Trail,NextAudit,StartBalance). 

audit (Trail, <Number, done, AuditBalance, NextAudit>, StartBalance). 

y. do_audit(Trail,Dl,D2,StartBaleince,Deposits,Withdrawals,Bl) — 

*/, traverse Trail up to a term D2. Dl, StartBalance, and Bl 

7, are for output purposes. Dl is the start date 

*/, and Bl is the ending balaaice of the previous transaction. 

do_audit ( [<X, D, B> | T] , Dl, D2, StartBalance, Deposits, Withdrawals, Bl) : -

int(D), int(D2), 
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float(X), float (Deposits), float(Withdrawals), X < 0.0 | 

do.audit(T,D1,D2,StartBalance,Depos its,Withdrawals-X,B). 

do.audit([<X,D,B>IT],D1,D2,StartBalamce,Deposits,Withdrawals,B1) :-

int(D), iiit(D2), 

float(X), float (Deposits), float(Withdrawals), X >= 0.0 I 

do_audit(T,D1,D2,StartBalance,Depos its+X,Withdrawals,B). 

do.audit([DIT],D1,D2,StartBalance,Deposits,Withdrawals,Bl) 

int(D), int(D2), D = D2 I 
end_audit(D1,D2,StartBalance,Deposits,Withdrawals,B1). 

do.audit([DIT] ,Dl,D2,St<irtBalance,Deposits,Withdrawals,Bl) 

int(D), int(D2), D =/= D2 I 

do.audit(T,D1,D2,StartBalance.Deposits.Withdrawals,Bl). 

do_audit(n,D1,D2,StartBalance,Deposits,Withdrawals,Bl) 

end.audit(D1,D2,StartBalance,Deposits,Withdrawals,Bl). 

•/, Print the output for do.audit (printing removed for convenience 

*/. in benchmarking). 

end.audit(D1,D2,StartBalance,Deposits.Withdrawals,B1) :-

Bl = StartBalance + Deposits - Withdrawals I true. 

B.2 Bessel 

The procedure bessel (N, X, Y) evaluates the Bessel function of the first kind of 

integer order N at the point X and binds the value to Y. 

'/, File: bessel.j 

•/, Author: Saumya Debray 

7, Date; March 1993 

j0(0, X, Y) Y := 1.0. 

j0(N, X, Y) int(N), int(X), N > 0 I 
pow(N, -X»X/4, U). 

factsq(N, V), 

jO(N-l, X, YD, 

Y := Y1 + U/V. 

jl(0, X, Y) int(X) I Y := X/2. 

jl(N, X, Y) :- int(N), int(X). N > 0 I 

pow(N, -X*X/4, U), 

factsq(N, V), 

jl(N-l, X. YD. 
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Y := Y1 + (X/2)*(U/(V*(N+1))). 

besseiCN, X, Y) besselCN, X, Y, _). 

besseKO, X, Yl, Y2) Y2 := 0.0, j0(10, X, Yl) . 

besseld, X, Yl, Y2) iiit(X) I j0(10, X, Y2), jl(10, X, Yl). 

besseKN, X, Yl, Y2) iiit(N), N > 1 I 

bessel(N-l, X, Y2a, Y3a). 

Y2 = Y2a, 

Yl = 2*(N-l)*Y2a/X - Y3a. 

'/, factsqCN, ~F) binds F to the square of the factorial of N. 

factsqCN, F) factsq(N, 1, F). 

factsqCO, K, F) F := K. 

factsqCN, K, F) int(N), N > 0 I factsq(N-l, K*N*N, F). 

7. powCN, X, -Y) binds Y to X'N. 

powCN, X, Y) powCN, X. 1.0, Y). 

pow(0, X, K, Y) Y := K. 

powCN, X, K, Y) int(N), float(X). float(K), N > 0 I 

pow(N-l, X, X*K, Y). 

B.3 Binomial 

These two programs calculate Z = {X + y)'^ using the binomial theorem. biiioin2 is 

optimized to use accumulators and integer arithmetic, binoml is not. 

7, File: binoml 

binomial(X,Y,N,Z) int(N), N >= 0 I 

binomial(mkfloat(X),mkfloat(Y),N,Z,N). 

binomial(X,Y,N,Z,K) 

float(X), float(Y), int(N), int(K), K > 0 I 

binomial(X,Y,N,Z1,K-1), choose(N,K,C), 

power(X,K,Xp), power(Y,N-K,Yp), 

Z := Z1 + C * Xp * Yp. 



binomial(X,Y,N,Z,0) float(X), float(Y), int(N) I 

power(Y,N,Z). 

choose(N,K,C) int(N), int(K) I 

fact(N,Fl), fact(K,F2), fact(N-K,F3), 

C := F1 // (F2 • F3). 

power(X,N,P) float(X), int(N), N > 0 I 

power(X,N-1,PI), P :=P1*X. 

power(_,0,P) P ;= 1.0. 

fact(N,X) int(N), N > 0 | 

fact(N-l,X2). X := X2 * N. 

fact(0,_o0) _oO := 1. 

'/, File: binom2 

binomial(X,Y,N,Z) int(X), int(Y), int(N), N >= 0 

binomial(X,Y,N,Z,N). 

binomial(_,_,_,Z,0) Z := 0. 

binomial(X,Y,N.Z,K) 

int(X), int(Y), int(N), int(K), K > 0 I 

binomial(X,Y,N,Zl,K-l), choose(N,K,C), 

power(X,K,Xp), power(Y,N-K,Yp), 

Z := Z1 + C * Xp * Yp. 

choose(N.K.C) int(N), int(K) I 

fact(N,Fl), fact(K,F2), fact(N-K,F3), 

C := F1 // (F2 * F3). 

power(X,N,P) int(X) I power(X,N,P,1). 

power(X,0,P,A) int(X), int(A) I P := A. 

power(X,N,P,A) :- int(X), int(N), int(A), N > 0 1 

power(X,N-1,P,X*A). 

fact(N,X) :- int(N), N >= 0 I fact(N,X,l). 

fact(N,F,A) int(N), int(A), N > 0 I 

fact(N-1,F.A*N). 

fact(0,F,A) :- int(A) I F := A. 
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B.4 Bubble Sort 

There eire two verions of bubble sort, a list version bsort and an array version bubble. 

XFile: bsort 

/CAuthor: Saumya Debray 

bsort(•, X) X := •. 

bsort([XILO], LI) 

bsort.KX, LO, Y, L2) , 

LI := [YIL3]. 

bsort(L2, L3). 

bsort.1(X, •, Y, L) Y := X, L ;= • . 

bsort.KX, [ZILI], Y, L2) 

int(X), int(Z), X < Z I 

L2 := CZIL3], 

bsort.KX, Li, Y, L3) . 

bsort.KX, [ZlLl], Y, L2) 

int(X), int(Z), X >= Z I 

L2 := CXIL3], 

bsort.KZ, Li, Y, L3) . 

7, File: bubble 

sort(X, Y) sort(X, 0, iX|-l, Y). 

sortCX, I, N, Y) 

int(I), int(N), I < N I 

sort.KX, I, I+l, N, Z), sortCZ, I+l, N, Y). 

sortCX, I, N, Y) 

int(I), int(N). I >= N I Y := X. 

sort.KX, I, J, N, Y) 

int(I), int(J), int(N), array(X), J =< N, X.I > X.J I 

sort.KXCl -> X.J, J -> X.I], I, J+1, N, Y). 

sort.KX, I, J, N, Y) 

int(I), int(J), int(N), array(X), J =< N, X.I =< X.J I 

sort.KX, I, J+1, N, Y). 

sort.KX, ., J, N, Y) 

int(J), int(N), J > N I Y := X. 
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B.5 Combinations 

Count combinations using accumulator parzmis. 

File: comb 

Author: E. Tick 

Date: June 14 1989 

Modifications: Translated to Janus by S. Debray, Sept. 10 1992. 

combo(L,N,Out) :- ground(L) I 

addmyself([•] ,L, • , In), 

combol(N-l,In,L,Out). 

comboKN,In,_,Out) int(N), N = 0 I Out := In. 

comboKN,In,L,Out) :- int(N), N > 0, ground(L) I 

addmyself (In, L, •, T), 

combol(N-l,T,L,Out). 

addmyself(•, _, 02, 01) 01 := 02. 

addmyself ( [I I Is] , M, 03, 01) 

combo2(M, I, 02, 01), 

addmyself(Is, M, 03, 02). 

combo2(n, In, Out) Out := In. 

combo2([CICs] , L, In, Out) ground(L) I 

Out : = [ [CIL] I Rest] , 

combo2(Cs, L, In, Rest). 

count(L,N) count(L,0,N). 

count(•,M,N) :- N := M. 

count([XIXs] ,M,N) count(Xs,M+1,N). 

B.6 Dutch National Flag Program 

•/. File: dnf 

dnf(Cols, Sorted) dnf(Cols, 0, I Cols I-1, I Cols I-1, Sorted). 

dnf(In, R, W, B, Out) 

int(R), int(W), R > W I Out := In. 

dnf(In, R, W, B, Out) 

int(R), int(W), R =< W, In.W = red I 
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dnf(IiiCR->In.W, W->In.R]. R+1, W, B, Out). 

dnfCIn, R, W, B, Out) 

int(R), iiit(W), R =< W, In.W = white 1 

dnf(In, R, W-1, B, Out). 

dnf (In, R, W, B, Out) 

int(R), int(W), R =< W, In.W = blue I 

dnf(In[B->In.W, W->In.B], R, W-1, B-1, Out). 

B.7 Dot Product 

These three programs calculate the dot product of two matrices, dotprodl uses in

teger arithmetic, dotprod2 uses floating point arithmetic, and dotprodS uses generic 

arithmetic. These benchmarks help to compare the types of arithmetic without being 

eflFected so much by call optimizations. Since X and Y come from a structure instead 

of directly from a previous cjdl, the type tests for them caxinot be skipped. 

File: dotprodl 

dot(X, Y, D) 

dot.loop(X, Y, 0, D). 

dot_loop(n, •, DO, D) int(DO) I D := DO. 

dot_loop([XlXs], [YlYs], DO, D) int(X), int(Y), int(DO) I 

dot_loop(Xs, Ys, DO+X*Y, D). 

7, File: dotprod2 

dot(X, Y, D) :- dot_loop(X, Y, 0.0, D). 

dot_loop([X|Xs], [YlYs], DO, D) :-float(X), float(Y), float(DO) i 

dot_loop(Xs, Ys, DO+X*Y, D). 

dot_loop(n, •, DO, D) :- knotfn(DO) I D := DO. 

'/, File: dotprodS 

dot(X, Y, D) :-

dot_loop(X, Y, 0.0, D). 

dot_loop(D, •, DO, D) D := DO. 

dot_loop(CXlXs], [YlYs], DO, D) 

dot_loop(Xs, Ys, DO+X*Y, D). 
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B.8 Computing TT 

*/, File: pi 

/* A simple program to compute the value of pi = 3.14159... 

The algorithm is to sum the series 

1, -1/3, +1/5, -1/7, +1/9, ... 

which sums to pi/4. Not a particuleurly efficient way to compute 

pi, but OK as a benchmark and test program. 

Author: S. Debray 

*/ 

pi(Val) :- pi(0.0001, Val). 

piCEps, Val) :- float(Eps) I 

pi(10/Eps, 1.0, 3.0, -1.0, Pi4), Val = 4.0*Pi4. 

pi(Lim, SoFar, Divisor, Sign, Val) :-

float(Divisor), 

float(Lim), 

float(SoFar), 

float(Sign), 

Divisor =< Lim I 

pi(Lim, SoFar+Sign/Divisor, Divisor+2.0, -Sign, Val). 

pi(Lim, SoFar, Divisor, Sign, Val) :-

float(Divisor), 

float(Lim), 

float (SoFzur), 

float(Sign), 

Divisor > Lim I 
Val = SoFaur+Sign/Divisor. 

B.9 Fibonacci 

A simple program to calculate Fibonacci numbers. 

fib(N,F) int(N), N > 1 I fib(N-l,Fl), fib(N-2,F2), F ;=F1+F2. 

fib(0,_o0) _oO := 0. 

fib(l,_o0) _oO := 1. 
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B.IO Matrix Multiply 

mm(A,B,C) tnie 1 transpose(B,BT), nimt(A,BT,C). 

mmt(•, C) :-C := •. 

nimt([Al|An], B, C) 

inmc(Al,B,Cl), C := [CllCn], mmt (An, B, Cn). 

imnc(_, •, C) C := •. 

mmc(A, [BllBn], C) C := [CllCn], ip(A,Bl,0.0,Cl), mmc(A,Bn,Cn). 

ipCn, •, SoFar, C) float(SoFar) I C := SoFar. 

ip([Al|An], [BllBn], SoFar, C) 

float(SoFau:), float(Al), float(Bl) I ip(An, Bn, SoFar+Al*Bl, C). 

transpose([• I, C) C := •. 

tramsposeCM, C) else I 

columns(M,CI,Rest), 

C := [CllCn],  
transpose(Rest,Cn). 

colunms(0. A, B) :-A := •, B := 

columns([[Cll|Cin]|C], A, B) 

A := [ClllX], B := [CinlY], 

columns(C,X,Y). 

B.ll Towers of Hanoi 

•/, File: hanoi 

*/, The Towers of Hanoi : adapted from the FCP benchmark given 

7, in "Concurrent Prolog: Collected Papers" vol. 2, ed. E. Shapiro, 

•/. pp. 554-555. 

•/. 

hatnoKN) :- hanoi(N, _). 

hanoi(N, X) :- hanoi(N, a, c, X, •). 

hanoi(N, From, To, Out, In) :-

int (N), N > 0 I 

free(From, To, Free), 

h2aioi(N-l, From, To, Out, In, Free). 



hanoi(0. From, To, Out, la) Out := [m(From,To)I In]. 

hanoi(N, From, To, Out, In, Free) 

hanoi(N, From, Free, Before, In), 

hanoiCN, Free, To, Out, [m(From,To)iBefore]). 

freeCa, b. _oO) - _oO := c. 

free(a. c. _oO) - .oO := b. 

free(b. a. _oO) - _oO := c. 

free(b, c, _oO) - .oO := a. 

free(c. a. _oO) - _oO := b. 

free(c. b. _oO) - _oO := a. 

B.12 Quick Sort 

7, File: list_qs 

A Janus quicksort with lists. 

q(A,B) list(A) I qsort(A,B, • ). 

qsort([XIL],RO,R) :-

split(L,X,LI,L2), 

qsort(L2,R1,R), 

qsort(LI,RO,[X|R1]) . 

qsort (•, R1, R) R1 :=R. 

split([X|L],Y,L1,L2) int(Y). int(X). X =< Y I 

Li :=[X|LL], split(L,Y,LL,L2). 

split([X|L],Y,L1,L2) int(Y), int(X), X > Y I 

L2 :=[X|LL], split(L,Y,L1,LL). 

splitcn .X,_oO,_ol) _oO ;= [], _ol := []. 

B.13 Mandelbrot Sets 

y. File: mandl 

% Notes; C program originally by Greg Wilson; 

7, Tremslated to Janus by Saumya Debray, April 1994. 

loop.Od, N, X, Y, X.inc, Y.inc, A) :-

int(I), int(N), float(X), float(X_inc), I < N I 

loop.KO, N, I, X. Y, Y.inc, A). 

loop_0(I+l, N, X+X_inc, Y, X_inc, Y_inc, A). 

loop.Od, N, X, Y, X.inc, Y.inc, A) :-

intCl), int(N), I >= N I true. 



loop.KJ, N, I, X, Y, Y.inc, A) 

iiit(J), int(N), int(I), float(Y), float(Y_inc), J < N I 

mandeKX, Y, Val), 

2issigii(A,I, J.Val), 

loop_l(J+l, N, I. X, Y+Y_iEC.  Y_inc, A). 

loop.KJ, N, I, X, Y, Y.inc, A) 

iiit(J), iiit(N), J >= N I true. 

assign(A,I, J,X) array (A), int(I) I B := A.I, assignKB, J. X). 

assignKB,J,X) airray(B), int(J) I B.J := X. 

*/, calculate for a single point 

mandeKX, Y, Val) mandel.lCX, Y, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0, Val). 

mandel.lCX, Y, R, I, Rs, Is, Iter, Val) 

int(Iter), Iter >= 150 I 

Val := 1. 

mandel.KX, Y, R, I, Rs, Is, Iter, Val) 

float(Rs), float(Is), Rs+Is >= 5.0 I 

Val := 0. 

mauidel.lCX, Y, R, I, Rs, Is, Iter, Val) 

int(Iter), Iter < 150, /* 150 = MAX.ITER */ 

float(Rs), float(Is), Rs+Is < 5.0, /* 5.0 = INFINITY * 

float(X), float(Y), float(R), float(I) I 

NewR := (Rs-Is)+Y, 

Newl := (2.0*R*I)+X, 

mandel.lCX, Y, NewR, Newl, NewR*NewR, NewI*NewI, Iter+l, Val) 

B.14 Merge Sort 

7, File: msort 

*/,7, A Janus mergesort program with arrays. 

sort(<>,B) B := <>. 

sort(<X>,B) B := <X>. 

sort(<X,Y>,B) int(X), int(Y), X =< Y I B := <X,Y>. 

sort(<X,Y>,B) int(X), int(Y). Y =< X I B := <Y,X>. 

sort(A,B) |A| >2 I 

sort(A[..IAI//2],A1), 

sort(A[|A|//2+l..],A2), 
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merge(Al,A2,B). 

merge(Al,A2,B) array(Al), array(A2) I 

B := mkarray(|Al| + |A2l), mergel(Al,A2,B). 

mergel(<>,A2,B) array(A2), array(B) I copyarr(A2,B). 

merge1(A1,<>,B) array(Al), array(B) I copyarr(Al,B) . 

merge1(A1,A2,B) lAll > 0, |A2| > 0 I merge2(Al,A2,B). 

merge2(Al,A2,B) array(Al), array(A2), array(B), 

Al.O < A2.0 I B.O := Al.O, mergel(Al[l..] ,A2,B[1..]). 

merge2(Al,A2,B) array(Al), array(A2), array(B), 

else I B.O := A2.0. mergel(Al,A2[l..],BC1. .]) . 

copyarr(<>,B). 

copyarr(A,B) aorrayCA), array(B) I 

B.O := A.O, copyarr(A[l..],B[1..]). 

B.15 Naive Reverse 

*/, File: nrev 

nrevCX, R) X = [H I LI] I nrev(Ll, Rl), app(Rl, [H], R). 

nrev( • , R) R ;= • . 

app(X, L2. Z) X = [H 1 LI] I Z := [H I L3], app(Ll, L2, L3). 

app(D, L, Z) Z := L. 

B.16 Ticket 

This program is a toy simulation of an airline ticket reservation system, intended to 

exercise suspension features of Janus. Ticket was designed to have a different process 

structure than Bank. The scheduling has been set up to prevent conflicts. This is 

intended to avoid differences in times due to the order in which scheduling is done. 

make_calls(Flights,NumFlights,NumSeats,N) :-

int(NiimFlights), int(N), N > 0 | 

agent(Flights,NumSeats,X), 

client(N,NumFlights,X), 

make.calls(Flights,NumFlights,NumSeats,N-1). 

m a k e . c a l l s 0 ) .  
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agent(Flights,NumSeats,Client) 

Client := [answer I Response], 

reservationCFlights,Response). 

reservation(Flights,[Request I Response]) : -

bookflight(Flights,Response.Request). 

reservation(_,nil). 

bookf light (Flights, Response, <Client, FlightRequested>) : -

bookf light (Flights, Response, Client, FlightRequested, 0). 

bookf light ( [Seats I Flights] , Response, Client, FlightRequested, N) : -

N < FlightRequested I 

bookflight(Flights,Response,Client,FlightRequested,N+1). 

bookf light ( [Seats I Flights] , Response, Client, FlightRequested, N) : -

N = FlightRequested I 

bookseat(Seats,Response,Client, 1). 

bookflight(nil,Response,_,_,_) 

Response = nil. 

bookseat([HIT],Response,Client,N) : -

bookseat(T,Response,Client,N,H). 

bookseat(nil,Response,_,_) 

Response := nil. 

bookseat(Seats,Response,Client,N,H) asker(H) I 

H := Client, 

Response := N. 

bookseat(Seats,Response,Client,N,H) known(H) I 

bookseat (Seats,Response,Client,N+1). 

client(ClientNumber,NumFlights,[HIT]) : -

int(ClientNumber), int(NumFlights) I 

T := [<ClientNumber, ClientNumber mod NumFlights> I Response] , 

wait(ClientNiunber,Response). 

wait(ClientNumber, Response) int(Response) I true. 

bench(N) int(N) I 

make_flights(N,50,Planes), 

make.calls(Planes,N,50,10*N). 
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make_flights(Planes,Seats,Out) int(Planes), int(Seats), Planes > 0 I 

Out := [HIT], 

make_flights(Planes-1,Seats,T), 

make.seats(Seats,H). 

make_flights(0,_,Out) Out := nil. 

make.seats(Seats,Out) int(Seats), Seats > 0 I 

Out := [HIT], 

make_seats(Seats-1,T). 

niake_seats(0,0ut) Out := nil. 

B.17 Others 

There are other programs that axe too long to list here. They are Irl a program to 

compute sets of LR(1) items for a given grammar, derivsimpl a program to derive 

and simplify arithmetic expressions, and disj a program to calculate the disjunctive 

normal form of a propositionai formula. 
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APPENDIX C 

The Janus Language 

This appendix gives a description of the Janus programming language as it is 

implemented by jc^. 

C.l Overview 

A program consists of a set of procedure definitions. A procedure is defined by a set 

of clauses. A clause has three components—the head, the guard, and the body—and 

is of the form 

Head Guard \ Body. 

The head of a clause is of the form 

proc-nameiarg^, arg„) 

where proc.name is the name of a procedure that takes n > 0 arguments, and 

arg^, arg^ are arguments. If n = 0 the parentheses are omitted and the head 

is written proc^name. 

The guard of a clause consists essentially of a set of primitive tests and pattern 

matches on variables that either appear in the head of the clause, or become defined 

as a result of pattern matches. These actions are referred to as "ask actions." The 

body of a clause consists of a set of procedure calls and assignment operations (also 

called ''tell actions"). The ' I' separating the guard and the body of a clause is called 

the "commit" operator. If the guard of a procedure is empty, the commit operator 

may be omitted. 

'This appendix is extracted from [25]. 
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The lexical and syntactic conventions of Janus generally follow those of Prolog. 

The names of procedures and "atoms" (i.e., symboUc constants) begin with a lower 

case letter and consist of letters, digits, and underscores. The names of variables 

begin with an upper case letter or an underscore and consist of letters, digits, and 

underscores. A variable whose name consists of only an underscore is an "anonymous 

variable." i.e.. one that occurs just once in a clause. Two different occurrences of 

anonymous variables denote distinct anonymous variables, so that the clause 

p(X, J q(X+l. J. 

is equivalent to 

p(X. Y) q(X+l, U. V). 

Two procedures that have the same name but take a different number of arguments 

are considered to be different procedures. 

The following example illustrates a simple progrcim to compute the factorial func

tion: 

fact(N, F) fact(N, 1, F). 

factCN, K, F) N = 0 I F ;= K. 

factCN, K, F) N > 0 1 fact(N-l, N*K, F). 

Operationally, the execution of a procedure cjdl p(u\,.... u„) proceeds as follows: the 

guards of each of the clauses for the procedure p are executed in parallel. This can 

have the following outcomes: (z) there is at least one guard whose ask actions all 

succeed: in this case, one of the successful guards is nondeterministically chosen to 

commit, and the remaining guards are killed; [ii] no guard succeeds in committing, 

but there is at least one guard for which some ask actions have suspended: in this 

case, the procedure suspends: and {Hi) each guard fails: in this case, an error message 

is given, and execution aborts. Note that since a guard contains only cisk actions, 

this phase of execution cannot change the value of any variable in the environment. 

If a clause commits, the tell actions and procedure calls in its body are executed in 
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parallel. Procedure calls in the body are executed as described above. If the body is 

empty, the call returns. 

C.2 Abbreviations 

A clause of the form Head = Guard defines Head as an abbreviation for Guard. Any 

following use of Head in a gu£u:d is replaced by Guard, with the parameters being 

substituted as expected. Guard may not introduce new variables that are not in 

Head, and the formal parameters to Head must eill be variables, not expressions. 

Abbreviations are implemented as macro expansions, so beware of code growth if 

abbreviating large pieces of text. 

This feature is an experiment of sorts, and may be discarded when true functions 

are implemented. 

C.3 Expressions in the Head and Guard 

When a variable occurs more than once in the head or guard, one of the occurrences is 

treated as a definition and the other occurrences are treated as constraints on or uses 

of the variable. For example "p (A, A) G15'is the same as "p (A, B) k=B,G\B\ 

Likewise, 'p(A,B,A+B) GIB" is the same as'p(A,B,C) C=A+B,G|JB'. Every 

variable must have at least one occurrence that can be used to define the variable. So 

'a(A+B,A»B) B' would be illegal because there is no expression that can be used 

to assign a value to A or B.  

Many operations and builtin predicates have implicit constraints on their argu

ments. For example if X+1 occurs in a clause and X occurs in the guard, then there 

is implicitly added to the guard the constraint that X is a number. Likewise, if A. I 

appears in a clause, then A is an constrained to be an array if it appears in the guard 

and I is constrained to be an integer if it appears in the guard. 

The else goal is an abbreviation for the conjunction of the complements of all 

previous guards. It will succeed if and only if all previous guards fail (and none 

suspend), and will suspend if any previous guard suspends. A procedure may have 

more than one clause with an else in the guard and the else may appear anywhere 
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in the guard. Note that else, by its definition imposes a sort of sequence relationship 

on clauses. In other words, it is possible to force a sequential testing of a set of clauses 

by putting else in all guards except the first one. 

It is an error for all the guards in a procedure to fail (this error cannot occur in 

a procedure that has guard consisting of just else and no implicit constraints). The 

reason that failure of all guards is considered an error is that it is usually intended 

that one guard commit, and if none does then some sort of error has usually occurred. 

Furthermore, such an error might be very hard to track down if the procedure just 

silently vanishes. On the other hand, if the programmer really wants calls to a 

procedure to "silently vanish" on failure of all guards, all that is needed is an extra 

clause 

Head else I true. 

If this clause is forgotten, an explicit runtime error message will tell the programmer 

when all guards fail, making the error easy to track down. 

Notice that eilthough in general the relative order of clauses is not significant in 

the sense that the compiler may reorder them, the relative order of clauses becomes 

significant if any of them have an else guard. 

C.3.1 Type Tests 

known(X) suspend until the structure of X is known, then succeed. The "structure" 

contains at least the type, and also the specific information: length of an array, 

value of a number, knowledge of whether a list or bag is empty or not. 

ground (X) suspend until X is ground. 

atom(X) true iff X is an atom. Note that • and {} are both atoms. 

number(X) true iff X is a number, number(X) implies known(X). 

int(X) true iff X is an integer. int(X) implies number (X). 

float(X) true iff X is a float. float(X) implies number(X). 
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array (X) true iff X is an array. eirrayCX) implies known (X). 

bag(X) true iff X is a bag. bag(X) implies known(X). 

list(X) true iff X is a list. list(X) implies known(X). 

streaiii(X) true iff X is a stream. 

term(X) true iff X is a term. A term is just a non-empty array with cin atom for the 

first element. 

tenn(X,F,A) true iff X is a term with functor F and arity A. 

C.3.2 Numerical Comparison 

Each of the following tests creates an implicit constraint that both operands evaluate 

to numbers. If either side of the predicate is not a number when it becomes known, 

a type error occurs. 

X < Y true iff X is less than Y. 

X =< Y true iff X is less or equal to Y. 

X =:= Y true iff X is equal to Y. 

X =\= Y true iff X is not equal to Y. 

X >= Y true iff X is greater than or equal to Y. 

X > Y true iff X is greater than Y. 

C.3.3 Pattern Matching 

The following constructors can be used in the head or the guard for a limited form 

of pattern matching. They may occur as a formal parameter in the head, as one side 

of an = operation in the guard, or nested in one of those contexts. The following 

descriptions refer to a ''subject", this is the vsilue that the term under consideration 

is being matched against. For a constructor in the place of a formal parameter, the 
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subject is the actual parameter. For a constructor C used in an expression X = C or 

C = X the subject is X, which must be a variable. 

The descriptions are recursive; when an expression says that "X is matched against 

the corresponding element of the matching expression". then the subject for X is the 

corresponding element of the current subject. 

Various forms of these operators occur in the body as well, but these definitions 

apply only when the operators occur in the head or guard. 

C where C is an arithmetic terra or atom. Suspends until both the subject and the 

value of C are known, then if the subject is the equal to C the match succeeds, 

otherwise it fails. 

X where X is a variable. Immediately succeeds and assigns X the same value as the 

subject. 

<> Suspends until the subject is known and then succeeds iff the subject is an empty 

array. 

<Ti, , T „  I A> Suspends until the subject is known, then if the subject is not an 

array of at least n elements the match fails. The "I A" portion is optional 

and A must be a variable if present. If that part is missing, the constructor 

only matches an array of exactly n elements. If the subject is an array of an 

acceptable length then each 7^ is matched against the element of the subject 

and A (if present) is assigned the remainder of the subject. If all the sub-matches 

succeed, then this match succeeds, otherwise it fails. 

[T I L] Suspends until the subject is known and then if the subject is not a non

empty list the match fails. Otherwise T is matched against the head of the 

subject and L is matched against the tail. If either sub-match fails this match 

fails. L must be either a variable or []. The "I L" part is optional and L 

defaults to •. 

{X I B} X must be a variable and B must be either a variable or {}. Suspends 

until the subject is known, and then if the subject is not a bag the match fails. 
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Otherwise suspends until the bag has at least one element. Then some element 

of the bag is assigned to X and the remainder of the bag is matched with B. This 

match succeeds iff the sub-match succeeds. The " I B" part is optional and B 

defaults to {}. 

C.3.4 Other Primitive Tests 

true always true. 

else true if and only if all previous guards for that procedure are false. 

X = Y where X and Y are both variables, suspends until both X and Y are ground and 

the expression is true iff the two values are equal. 

X = T where T is not a variable, suspends until X is known, then the matching term 

T gets matched against the variable X, and the expression is true iff the match 

succeeds. If T is not a constructor then X = T is just a comparison. 

X \= Y where X and Y are both variables, suspends until both X and Y are known and 

the expression is true iff the two values are unequal. The values must be atoms 

or numbers. 

C.4 Expressions in the Body 

When an operation in the body contains an implicit constraint on a variable that 

occurs in the head or guard, then the constraint is automatically inserted into the 

guard. Implicit constraints on variables that occur only in the body are checked in 

the body, and if violated, will cause an error message followed by termination of the 

prograjn. 

The following operations are only allowed in the body. In the descriptions, /, J, 

and /, are implicitly constrained to be integers. X, Xi, and Y are variables. 

C.4.1 Tell Actions 

true a null operation. 
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X : = T X is assigned the value of T. X must be a variable when the assignment is 

executed, otherwise an error occurs. 

C.4.2 Array Operations 

An Array is a sequence of objects indexed from zero. In the following, A and B 

denote arrays and I and J denote values that evaluate to integers. These operations 

suspend until their operands become known. 

A ++ 5 the concatenation of A and B. 

IAI the length of A. 

A. I the element of A. 

AU• -Jl a new array that is a copy of A from I to J. I defaults to 0 and J defaults 

to \A\ - 1. 

<Ti, ,T„ I A> a. new array of length n + |A| where the first n elements are the 

corresponding TJ and the remainder are the elements of A. 

AUi->Ti, .. . ,/„->T„] a new array that is a copy of A except that each A . I i  is 

replaced by TJ (1 < i < n). 

mkaxray(/) a new array of length I .  whose elements are all variables. 

C.4.3 Term Operations 

Terms are just arrays that have an atom as the first element. For example 'f (1 ,b)' 

is just another way to write •<f, l,b>'. 

functor (Term, Func, Arity) Assign to Func the functor of the term represented 

by the array Term which is the first element of the array; and assign to Arity 

the arity of the term represented by Term, which is one less than the size of 

the array. 

argiTerm, N, Arg) Assign to Arg the argument of Term, which is the {N + 

I)"' element of the array. 
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C.4.4 Bag and List Operations 

Bags are unordered collections of objects where any object may occur multiple times. 

Lists are linked lists. The terms • and nil axe equivalent and stand for the empty 

list (so '• = nil' is always true). Likewise, the terms {} and bagnil are equivalent 

and stand for the empty bag. 

bag(Ti ,T2) a new bag that is the union of Ti and To. If either Ti or T2 is not a bag, 

it is treated as a bag of one element. 

{ T i , , T n  I  B }  a  b a g  c o n t a i n i n g  e a c h  T i  a s  w e l l  a s  a l l  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  b a g  B .  

If any of the TI is a bag, it is unioned with the result rather than inserted. 

[TI , . .. , T„ I L] a list of at least n elements, with the first n elements equal to the 

corresponding Ti and the rest being the list L. 

C.5 Arithmetic 

Arithmetic expressions may occur in the guard or in the body. Unless specified 

otherwise, each operation yields an integer if all of its operands are integers, and a 

floating point value otherwise;. In the descriptions below. X and Y denote numeric 

values and I and J denote integer values. 

-X returns the negation of X. 

X + Y returns the sum of X and Y. 

X - Y returns the difference of X and Y. 

X * Y returns the product of X and Y. 

X I Y returns the quotient of X and Y. This operator returns a float, and it is a 

syntax error for it to occur in a context where an integer is expected. 

I // J returns the integer quotient of I and J. I and J must be integer values. 

?/ returns a random integer between 0 and / — 1, inclusive. 
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I mod J returns the integer remainder of I divided by J. 

I rsh J returns the integer result of shifting I right by J bits. The shift treats I as 

an unsigned value. 

I Ish J returns the integer result of shifting I left by J bits. The shift treats I as 

an unsigned value. 

I /\J returns the integer bitwise AND of I and J. 

I \/ J returns the integer bitwise OR of / and J. 

~I returns the integer one's complement of I. 

The following builtin functions can also appear in arithmetic expressions. 

floor (X) returns the largest integer less than or equal to X. 

ceil(X) returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to X. 

mkfloatC/) returns a float value equal to /. This function returns a float, and it is 

a syntax error for it to occur in a context where an integer is expected. 

max(X,y) returns the greater of X and Y. The type of the result is the type of the 

greater argument. 

min(X,y) returns the lesser of X and Y. The type of the result is the type of the 

lesser argument. 

C.6 Builtin I/O Functions 

Janus has several functions for input and output. Note that since the goals in Janus 

may execute in any order, there is no way to guarantee that any given I/O goal will 

execute before any other. There is a collection of printf procedures available to 

partially overcome this problem. 

In the following Strm is either a stream or one of the atoms stdin that represents 

the standard input stream; stdout that represents the standard output stream; or 
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stderr that represents the standzird error output stream. Rslt  represents an integer 

result code for the operation. A value of 0 means that the operation executed without 

problems, other values indicate error conditions. 

These functions are rather ad hoc and experimental (especially given the problem 

with ordered I/O) so they may change in later distributions of jc. 

openiFile ,  Mode,  Strm,  Rsl t )  open the file File  in mode Mode and return the 

stream Strm. File is an atom representing the name of the file to be opened 

(note that a literal atom must be enclosed in single quotes if it does not obey 

the lexical rules of Janus identifiers). Mode is an atom indicating the mode in 

which the file is to be opened: it can be either 'r' for reading or w' for writing 

(or, in fact, any string that would be a legal mode argument for the C library 

function fopenO). 

openCFz'/e, Mode,  Strm) equivalent to openiFile ,  Mode,  Strm,  _) .  

c lose ( .Strm,  Rsl t )  close the stream Strm. Rsl t  is set to 0 (zero) on success or an 

error value on failure. 

closeCStrm) equivalent to close(5trm,_). 

get  (Strm,  Char,  Rsl t )  read a character from Strm and set Char to its integer 

ASCII code. 

get(X,y) equivalent to get(X,y,_) if X is a stream or stdin: equivalent to 

get(stdin,X,y) otherwise. 

get (Char)  equivalent to get (stdin, Char, _). 

put  (Strm,  Char,  Rsl t )  write to Strm the character represented by the integer Char 

in ASCII. 

put ( X  , Y )  equivalent to put ( X  , Y ,  J ) .  

put(Char)  equivalent to put(stdout,Char, . ) .  
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vriteiStrm,Val,Rslt) write to Strm a representation of Val. 

write(X ,y )  i s  eq u iv a l en t  t o  write(stdout ,X,Y). 

writeCVaO is equivalent to writeCstdout, Va/,_). 

printf  ( .Strm,Frmt,Vals ,Rsl t )  print the array Vals  according to the format in 

Frmt. Frmt is cin atom containing a format specification in the style of the C 

printf () function, with the addition of the following two Janus-specific con

version specifications: 

w print the same representation for the value that write/3 would print, 

t print an array as a term 

For example, 'printf ('array '/,w and term '/,t\n', «a,b,3>,<a,b,3»)' 

will print the line 

array <a,b,3> aoid term a(b,3) 

In addition, both */,w and 7,t may take as a field specifier a string of the form 

<Sep I Fmt> to specify how to print an array. Sep is the string used to separate 

array elements, and Fmt is the (possibly recursive) format for printing the array 

elements. For example 

printf ('an array of terms: 7,<, |t>w\n', «<a, l>,<b,2»>) 

prints the line 

an array of terms: <a(l), b(2)> 

while 'printf (' a term with, arrays: */,<, r/,w>t\n', <a(<l,2>,b(3))>)' 

prints 

a term with arrays: a(<l,2>,<b,3>) 

printf/3, printf/2 abbreviations for printf/4 with defaults for the missing argu

ments: stdout for a missing Strm and for a missing Rslt .  
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perror (Ms^) print a message corresponding to the last I/O error that occurred. 

Msg is an optional atom which will be printed, followed by a colon, before the 

I/O error message. 

C.7 Other Builtins 

version print out version information for the version under which the virtual ma

chine file was compiled. This should always match the information printed 

by the -v option, otherwise the runtime system may not match the compiled 

virtual machine code. 

call(T) execute the procedure call represented by the term T. 

sys_time(X) assign to X a number representing the number of microseconds elapsed 

since the first call to sys_tiine/l. 

benchmark (iV) Routine used when benchmarking. 

bench._time(T,N) Routine used when benchmarking. 

debug Enter the debugger. 
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